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Abstract

This thesis presents the measurements of the inclusive parton cross	sections d��dpt
and d��d� in the photoproduction r�egime of electron proton scattering as well as
the determination of the gluon density function of the 
quasi	real� photon fg��
x���
All three quantities are sensitive to the partonic structure of the photon especially
to its gluon content�

The results are derived by studying �	jet events measured with the H� detector at
the ep collider HERA� The data on which this analysis is based were collected during
���� and amount to an integrated luminosity of L � ��� nb���

The major di�culty in obtaining the above results is to control the in�uence of
a still poorly understood transverse energy �ow seen in the data but absent in
the theoretical predictions for the studied processes� Three di�erent methods to
account for the in�uence of this energy �ow are presented and the results of the
three approaches compared�

The results most notably the inclusive parton cross	section d��d� for the kinema	
tical range

p
sep � ���GeV Q� � ����GeV� ���� � y � ��� and pt � �GeV�c and

the measured gluon density function fg��
x��� exclude a high gluon density at large
x� as well as a steeply rising gluon density function for small x��
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Zusammenfassung

Diese Arbeit beschreibt die Messung der inklusiven Parton	Wirkungsquerschnitte
d��dpt und d��d� f�ur den Spezialfall der Photoproduktion bei Elektron Pro	
ton Streuprozessen sowie die Bestimmung der Gluon	Dichte	Funktion fg��
x�� des

quasi	reellen� Photons� Alle drei Gr�ossen sind sensitiv auf die partonische Struktur
des Photons vor allem auf dessen gluonischen Inhalt�

Die Resultate beruhen auf der Untersuchung von �	Jet	Ereignissen die vom H�
Detektor am ep Beschleuniger HERA aufgezeichnet worden sind� Die Daten f�ur
diese Analyse wurden im Jahre ���� aufgenommen und entsprechen einer totalen
integrierten Luminosit�at von L � ��� nb���

Das Hauptproblem bei der Gewinnung obiger Resultate besteht darin den Ein	
�uss eines bis heute ungen�ugend verstandenen transversalen Energie�usses der in
den Daten sichtbar ist von allen theoretischen Vorhersagen aber nicht erkl�art wer	
den kann zu kontrollieren� Es werden drei verschiedene Methoden vorgestellt die
einen m�oglichen verf�alschenden Ein�uss dieses unverstandenen Energie�usses auf
die Messresultate korrigieren� Die aus den drei Methoden gewonnenen Resultate
werden aufgef�uhrt und miteinander verglichen�

Die Resultate allen voran die Messung des inklusiven Parton	Wirkungsquerschnittes
d��d� f�ur den kinematischen Bereich

p
sep � ���GeV Q� � ����GeV�

���� � y � ��� und pt � �GeV�c sowie die gemessene Gluon	Dichte	Funktion
fg��
x��� schliessen eine grosse Gluondichte f�ur grosses x� ebenso aus wie ein starkes
Ansteigen der Gluon	Dichte	Funktion f�ur kleines x� �
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Introduction

The aim of this analysis is to measure the partonic structure of the photon� The
ideal setup for such a measurement is to collide real photons with other particles at
a large center	of	mass energy to allow for a high spatial resolution when probing the
internal structure of the photon� The ep collider HERA o�ers an almost ideal setup
by providing collisions of electrons 
which dominantly emit quasi	real photons i�e��
Q� � �� with protons at a center	of	mass energy of

p
sep � ���GeV� The use of

protons instead of photons 
or electrons� as the colliding partners for the quasi	real
photons has the advantage that already the leading order scattering processes are
sensitive to both the quark and gluon content of the photon�

Chapter � gives a short introduction to the methods commonly used to investigate
the structure of an extended object and to their theoretical background� It will be
motivated why we believe that the photon does have a structure at all and some care
is taken to explain the approach of measuring the partonic structure of the photon
at HERA�

Chapter � gives a concise overview of the ep collider HERA and describes the H�
detector� Emphasis is put on those aspects most important for this analysis�

Chapter � introduces an important tool for this analysis the modeling of physical
processes by Monte Carlo simulations�

Chapter � concentrates on the description of jets and introduces a novel cluster
algorithm to physics analysis at HERA�

Chapter � describes the data selection�

Chapter � is dedicated to the comparison of the data with the above	mentioned
Monte Carlo simulations� Unfortunately the description of the data by the Monte
Carlo simulations is not good enough to be used for a determination of the partonic
content of the photon as such but asks for a correction of this de�ciency� Three
di�erent methods to improve the description of the data by the Monte Carlo simu	
lations are discussed in detail�

Finally chapter � presents the measurement of quantities most sensitive to the
partonic structure of the 
quasi	real� photon i�e�� the inclusive parton cross	sections
d��dpt and d��d� as well as the gluon density function of the photon fg��
x���

A short summary concludes the thesis�

�



Chapter �

Structure functions and parton

density functions

In this chapter we give an introduction to one of the main physics topics at HERA
the measurement of structure functions and parton density functions� As the name
suggests structure functions describe the structure of an extended object and the
parton density functions give the density of a particular parton within the extended
object under consideration�

In the following we will introduce the concept of structure functions in deep inelastic
electron proton scattering and will then concentrate on the properties of the photon
that is its structure functions and parton density functions� We will thereby give
a more detailed description of the interplay between structure functions and parton
density functions�

��� Proton

The traditional way of de�ning and measuring the proton structure functions is
by means of deep inelastic scattering 
DIS� of a lepton o� the proton� With this
method some very important discoveries have been made� Among others the fact
that the proton is built up of point	like �partons� which was �rst demonstrated
at SLAC in the late sixties and which was honoured with the ���� Nobel Prize for
Physics for Friedman Kendall and Taylor ����

To show in more detail what is meant by deep inelastic scattering let us �rst intro	
duce the kinematics relevant for electron proton scattering� We henceforth restrict
the general case of lepton proton scattering to electron proton scattering�

�



� � Structure functions and parton density functions

����� Kinematics of electron proton scattering

The kinematics of electron proton scattering can be fully described by three inde	
pendent variables� If the center	of	mass energy

p
sep is �xed as is the case at HERA

where
p
sep amounts to ���GeV we are left with two independent variables� The

most commonly used 
Lorentz	invariant� variables are Bj�rken	xBj which in the
na��ve quark parton model 
see below� can be interpreted as the momentum fraction
of the parton in the proton� and Q� the negative four	momentum transfer squared
of the gauge boson exchanged between the electron and the proton� Another variable
often used is y the relative energy loss of the electron in the proton rest	frame�

In detail 
see �gure ��� too��

sep �� 
p� k�� 
����

Q� �� �q� 
����

xBj ��
Q�

� 
p � q� 
����

y ��
p � q
p � k 
����

W � �� 
p� q�� � 
����

p 
p�

�� Z��W� 
q �� k � k��
e� 
k�

e�� 	 
k��

Figure ���� Kinematics of electron proton scattering� Henceforth� a shaded oval
stands for a structured object and a transparent circle indicates an interaction with
a parton from the extended object� Any lines emerging from either one are purely
suggestive�

�If we denote the momentum of the incoming quark as �p and the invariant mass squared of the
outgoing quark as m�

q � then m�
q � ��p�q�� and �neglecting on�shell masses� � � xBj����m�

q�Q
����

Hence� xBj is the fractional momentum of the quark from the proton as long as Q� � m�
q �



��� Proton �

Q� xBj and y can be expressed in directly measurable quantities such as Ee E
�

e

and the angle 
e between the scattered electron and the initial proton direction 
cf�
�gure ���� conventionally called the forward direction 
we neglect particle masses
throughout��

Q� � �EeE
�

e cos
� 
e
�


����

y � �� E�

e

Ee
sin�


e
�


����

xBj �
Q�

ysep
� 
����

There are other ways of extracting Q� xBj and y from measured quantities which
are more related to the hadronic �nal state ���� Some of them will be introduced
below�

In the special case of ep scattering where Q� is small 
Q� � �� the main process
is the interaction of quasi	real photons with protons since contributions from Z� or
W� exchange are negligible� This is called the photoproduction r�egime of electron
proton scattering�

����� Proton structure functions in deep inelastic electron

proton scattering and their relation to parton density

functions of the proton

Deep inelastic electron proton scattering is an inelastic scattering 
i�e�� W � � m�
p�

where the exchanged gauge boson is highly virtual that is Q� �  �
QCD� The high

virtuality of the gauge boson translates to high spatial resolution when probing the
internal structure of the proton� In the following we restrict the discussion of deep
inelastic electron proton scattering to the process where the exchanged gauge boson
is a photon�

Now if the proton was an elementary particle like e�g� a lepton the elastic scattering
ep� e�p� would be fully described by the standard model i�e�� without the need of
any phenomenological factors� But since we know that the proton is an extended
object we have to introduce factors which describe the unknown structure of the
proton ! the proton structure functions 
for elastic rather than inelastic scatter	
ing o� an extended object these factors are called �form factors��� The double
di�erential cross	section for the reaction ep� e�X can then be described by �� ��

d��ep�e�X

dx dQ�
�
����

xQ�

n

�� y�F p

�

�
x�Q�

�
� xy�F p

�

�
x�Q�

�o
" x � xBj � 
����



�� � Structure functions and parton density functions

x is the fractional momentum of the partons from the proton in DIS approximately
given by xBj�

Equation 
���� de�nes the proton structure functions F p
� and F

p
� � In the na��ve quark

parton model 
QPM� introduced by Bj�rken Paschos and Feynman ��� these struc	
ture functions can be related to parton density functions if one thinks of the inelastic
electron proton scattering as being an incoherent sum of elastic point	like electron
parton scatterings that is elastic scattering o� massless non	interacting quarks in
the proton�

In the limit of large Q� with x �xed one �nds �� ��

F p
� 
x� � �xF p

� 
x� �
�nfX
i��

e�ixfqi�p 
x� " x � xBj � 
�����

where the sum runs over all quarks� 
nf is the number of �avours� and ei is the
fractional electric charge of the quarks� fqi�p
x� is the quark density function of the
proton describing the probability to �nd a quark in the proton with momentum
fraction x�

The �rst part of equation 
����� is known as the Callan	Gross relation ��� whereas
the second part illustrates what is meant by scaling of the structure function�� F p

� 
x�
and F p

� 
x� do not depend on the scale Q
� ����

Although F p
� 
x� 
and F p

� 
x�� ! as opposed to the parton density functions ! is
a quantity which can be directly measured in experiments 
for HERA	results see
���� parton density functions are more widely used for theoretical calculations� This
is due to the fact that the de�nition of a structure function is always related to a
certain process 
e�g� DIS� whereas parton density functions are independent of the
process under consideration� This basic property of parton density functions relies
on the theorem of factorization ��� which states that any cross	section can be written
as a convolution of matrix elements for partonic hard scattering cross	sections with
probability functions for �nding the incoming partons in a given particle� Therefore
we will in the following concentrate on parton density functions rather than structure
functions nevertheless referring to structure functions where appropriate�

Quantum Chromodynamics 
QCD� introduces corrections to the na��ve quark parton
model mainly due to gluon emission of the quarks and g � q#q splitting� In �rst
order �s the coupling constant of QCD the parton density functions 
and the
structure functions� no longer scale i�e�� they not only depend on x but also on the
sensitivity of the probe given by Q� in the case of deep inelastic ep scattering� This
evolution of the parton density functions is given by the Altarelli	Parisi equations
���� which in O
�s� are

�By the term quarks� we always mean quarks and anti�quarks	
�The term structure function always refers to all the structure functions needed to describe the

structure of a particle	



��� Photon ��

fqi�p 
x�Q
��

 lnQ�
� 
�����

�s 
Q
��

��

�Z
x

dx�

x�

�
Pq�q

�
x

x�

�
fqi�p

�
x�� Q�

�
� Pq�g

�
x

x�

�
fg�p

�
x�� Q�

��

fg�p 
x�Q
��

 lnQ�
� 
�����

�s 
Q
��

��

�Z
x

dx�

x�

�X�nf

i��
Pg�q

�
x

x�

�
fqi�p

�
x�� Q�

�
� Pg�g

�
x

x�

�
fg�p

�
x�� Q�

��
�

Pq�q
z�� Pq�g
z�� Pg�q
z� and Pg�g
z� are the Altarelli	Parisi splitting functions de	
scribing the probability to �nd e�g� a quark in a quark with fraction z of the parent
quark momentum� x is in the na��ve quark parton model again given by xBj�

��� Photon

The proton is an extended object� Therefore it makes sense to talk about a structure
of the proton and hence to de�ne a structure function of the proton� Now the photon
seems to be quite a di�erent particle ! it is the gauge boson of the electromagnetic
interaction and has never shown any sign of compositeness� It is considered to be a
truly elementary particle$ But then why should we want to talk about a structure
of the photon%

Historically the �rst hint for a �hadronic structure� of the photon was the observa	
tion that when the photon interacts with a hadron it behaves like a hadron 
for a
compilation of results mainly from �xed target experiments see ������ This obser	
vation introduced a new view of the photon as a superposition of a �bare� photon
and a �hadronic� photon� In the so called �Vector Dominance Model� 
VDM� ����
the hadronic photon is regarded as a superposition of di�erent vector mesons� As
a consequence of this new picture of the photon one started to study the photon
structure via deep inelastic scattering analogous to the proton case�

In the following subsections we will be more explicit about the VDM picture and give
some more details on the photon structure functions measured in e�e� reactions�
Finally we will turn towards the photoproduction r�egime of ep scattering where
the structure of the photon plays a prominent r&ole�

����� The Vector Dominance Model

The phenomenological Vector Dominance Model assumes the photon to be a su	
perposition of a bare photon and a hadronic photon where the hadronic photon



�� � Structure functions and parton density functions

itself is a superposition of the three lightest vector mesons �� � and � which have
the same quantum numbers as the photon 
JPC � ����� More generalized models
which include even heavier vector mesons do exist ���� but we will restrict ourselves
to the simplest case�

The intuitive picture behind this model is the following ����� the photon owing to
its fundamental property to couple directly to charged partons �uctuates between
bare and hadronic states� This picture relies on the assumption that the typical
�uctuation time tf is larger than the typical interaction time ti allowing a q#q	pair
originating from a � � q#q splitting to form a bound state� In the target rest	frame
the �uctuation time tf is of the order of 
� � ��

tf � �E�

m�
V � q�

� 
�����

where E� is the photon energy mV is the mass of the vector meson and q� is the
four momentum squared of the photon� This has to be compared with the typical
interaction time ti which is given by the time the photon needs to traverse the
target e�g� the diameter of the proton 
c � ���

ti � �rp � 
�����

Therefore the VDM picture is only valid as long as

E� �
�
m�

V � q�
�
rp � 
�����

For on	shell photons 
q� � �� and using mV � m� � ���MeV�c� and rp � � fm
this is equivalent to

E� � �GeV 
�����

in the target rest	frame�

The probability that the photon �uctuates into a vector meson state is given by
����f�V  where fV re�ects the strength of the �V coupling and can be determined
by experiment e�g� via the decay V � 
� �� e�e�� Within the Vector Dominance
Model the �	hadron 
�h� cross	section is then given as a sum of V 	hadron 
V h�
cross	sections�

�VDM�h �
X

V����������

���

f�V
�V h � 
�����

This and other predictions of the Vector Dominance Model agree well with �low�
energy data 
E� � ��GeV in the target rest	frame� ���� and make the Vector Domi	
nance Model a very successful tool for photon hadron physics in the low energy
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range 
to account for the observed increase in the �p cross	section ���� which could
not be explained by the Vector Dominance Model Gotsman et al� ���� proposed in
���� that the missing contribution is due to photoproduction of jets�� Moreover it
suggests that the photon has a nontrivial structure possibly even at �high� energies�

����� Photon structure functions in deep inelastic electron

photon scattering and their relation to parton density

functions of the photon

With the existence of e�e� colliders one started to examine the photon structure by
interpreting the electron photon reactions as deep inelastic scattering on a photon
target analogous to the proton case 
for a review see ��� ����� This analogy makes
sense in view of the hadronic nature of the photon discovered in low energy photon
hadron reactions� To stress the similarity between electron proton and electron
photon scattering we sketch in �gure ��� the diagrams for deep inelastic ep and
e� scattering where in the latter case the almost real photon is emitted from the
positron 
henceforth we again restrict ourselves to the case where the exchanged
gauge boson is a photon��

p 
p�

�� 
q�
e� 
k�

e� 
k��

a�

e�

e�

� 
p�

�� 
q�
e� 
k�

e� 
k��

b�

Figure ���� Diagrams describing deep inelastic scattering o� a� a proton b� a quasi�
real photon emitted from a positron�

The term deep inelastic electron photon scattering refers to the case where
Q� �  �

QCD 
as in deep inelastic electron proton scattering� and p� � �� Note
that p denotes the four momentum of the target which is the proton in case of ep
scattering 
and therefore p� � m�

p � �� and the quasi	real photon in the e� case�
This rede�nes xBj�

In the same way as for the proton one can derive the double di�erential cross	section
for e� � e�X thereby de�ning the photon structure functions F �

� and F �
� �� ����
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d��e��e�X

dx dQ�
�
����

xQ�

n

�� y�F �

�

�
x�Q�

�
� xy�F �

�

�
x�Q�

�o
" x � xBj � 
�����

Additionally one needs to link the cross	section for e� � e�X to the cross	section
for ee� e�X via

d��ee�e�X

dx dQ�
�

�Z
�

dz f��e 
z�

�
d��e��e�X

dx dQ�

	
E��zEe

� 
�����

where f��e
z� is the probability that an electron 
positron� emits a quasi	real photon
with momentum fraction z 
Weizs�acker	Williams approximation see section ���������

By analogy to the proton case the QPM links F �
� with the sum of momentum

weighted parton densities inside the photon�

F �
�

�
x�Q�

�
� �xF �

�

�
x�Q�

�
�

�nfX
i��

e�ixfqi��
�
x�Q�

�
" x � xBj � 
�����

However there is one major di�erence between the structure functions of the proton
and the photon� In the proton case we thought of the deep inelastic ep scattering as
being the incoherent sum of elastic scatterings o� massless non	interacting quarks in
the proton� The same picture may be used for interactions with the hadronic photon
as described by VDM� Note that the Vector Dominance Model referred to earlier was
relevant mainly for low photon energies� At higher energies as reached in colliders
we may think of the photon as being a hadron just as in the Vector Dominance
Model but the theory relevant for the reaction i�e�� the parton parton scattering
being perturbative QED'QCD rather than VDM� This is sometimes referred to as
the �hard VDM component� ����� This re�ned VDM picture of the photon however
is de�nitely not complete� The photon can in addition couple directly to a q#q	pair$
To illustrate this point let(s consider the contribution to the structure function from
the diagram of �gure ��� 
note that the diagram depicted in �gure ��� is contained
in the diagram of �gure ��� b���

Contrary to the case of a proton target the lower part of the diagram is known
and calculable ��� ��� the main result being that this contribution to the structure
function has a lnQ� dependence which means that the photon structure function
does not scale even in the na��ve QPM 
i�e�� at zeroth order in �s�� The lnQ

� depen	
dence stems from the integration over the kinematical variables of the unobserved

quark q� i�e��
R p�t�max

	� dp�t p
��
t with p�t�max � &s
������ and &s
���� � Q�

� � x��x�

����� Therefore the physical reason for the increase in the photon structure func	
tion as a function of Q� is the fact that a large Q� of the probing photon opens
up the phase	space for the � � q#q splitting which makes the appearance of this
contribution more likely as Q� grows�
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Figure ��	� ��� � q�q��

The modi�ed Altarelli	Parisi evolution equations for the photon read 
in �rst order
� and �s x � xBj� �����

fqi�� 
x�Q
��

 lnQ�
� e�i

� 
Q��

��
Pq�� 
x�� 
�����

�s 
Q
��

��

�Z
x

dx�

x�

�
Pq�q

�
x

x�

�
fqi��

�
x�� Q�

�
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�
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�
fg��
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Q
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dx�
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�
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�
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�
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��
�

The term Pq�� accounts for the � � q#q splitting and has a similar structure as the
other splitting functions 
for the exact form of the splitting functions see e�g� ������
ei is the fractional electric charge of the quarks� Note that the evolution equations
are inhomogeneous 
since the two evolution equations are coupled we refer to a set of
equations rather than to the quark evolution equation as being inhomogeneous�� A
solution for this set of equations is given by a superposition of the general solution
of the corresponding set of homogeneous equations and a particular solution of
the inhomogeneous one� One may argue that the solution of the inhomogeneous
set of equations is due to the contribution of the � � q#q splitting to the parton
density functions� In this approach the solution of the homogeneous set of equations
which ful�lls the hadron	like Altarelli	Parisi evolution equations 
the homogeneous
evolution equations are of course identical to the hadronic evolution equations�
may then be assigned to the �hadronic� photon� However this decomposition 
which
is used for some parametrizations of the parton density functions of the photon see
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section �������� depends on Q�
� the reference Q

� at which the Q�	evolution given
by the Altarelli	Parisi equations is started �����

����� Parton density functions of the photon in photopro�

duction at HERA

In the photoproduction r�egime of ep scattering that is Q� � � parton density
functions of the photon play a vital r&ole�

Due to the large center	of	mass energy
p
s�p of the photon proton system reached

at HERA we expect to see �hard� processes� The picture of a �hard� photon
proton scattering process is that of a �hard� scattering of partons in the photon
and the proton which is calculable in perturbative Quantum Chromodynamics if
the transverse momentum of the outgoing partons relative to the incident direction
is much larger than  QCD� Such processes depend strongly on the distribution of
the partonic content of the photon and therefore o�er the possibility to measure the
parton density functions of the photon�

The fact that we can measure the parton density functions of the photon in hard
photoproduction processes relies on the factorization theorem� To intuitively see
why the measurement of the parton density functions of the photon in deep inelastic
electron photon scattering is closely related to hard photoproduction reactions in
electron proton scattering �gures ��� and ��� have to be compared�

p

e

e

�
��
�
&t
�
��&t�  �

QCD

Figure ��
� Hard scattering in photoproduction�

The lower part of �gure ��� is identical to the lower part of �gure ��� a� and the
upper part of �gure ��� is identical to the lower part of �gure ��� b� ! the partons
in the photon and the partons in the proton may be thought of as undergoing deep
inelastic scattering o� the other particle ����� Of course the process depicted in
�gure ��� is not the dominant one but the most obvious one for the argument$
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After introducing the kinematics relevant for photoproduction at HERA we will
focus on hard photon proton interactions� We will discuss typical properties of such
processes and will then describe in more detail how one can measure the parton
density functions of the photon at HERA� It will be shown that HERA o�ers the
possibility to measure the parton density functions of the photon for lower xparton��
than was possible at e�e� colliders and that we have a better sensitivity to the gluon
content of the photon� A short summary of existing parametrizations of the parton
density functions for the photon will conclude the chapter�

������� Kinematics

As mentioned earlier photoproduction processes are characterized by Q� � �� If one
only considers ep processes where the electron is scattered through a large angle

e � ���� 
or more intuitively through small angle �e � ���� � 
e� the following
relations hold 
cf� equations 
��� ) ������

Q� � �EeE
�

e cos
� 
e
�
� � 
�����

y � �� E�

e

Ee
sin�


e
�
� �� E�

e

Ee

�����

p
s�p � W � p

ysep � 
�����

Therefore the requirement of a scattered electron at large angle 
e ensures pho	
toproduction processes� Note that the above requirement allows to interpret y
as the energy loss of the scattered electron irrespective of the Lorentz	frame
used� The typical photon proton center	of	mass energy reached at HERA is
���GeV �

p
s�p � ���GeV compared to

p
s�p � ��GeV for �xed target experi	

ments� This translates into a photon energy in the rest	frame of E� � ��TeV
compared to E� � ���GeV reached in earlier experiments�

To relate electron proton cross	sections �ep with photon proton cross	sections ��p
we use the Weizs�acker	Williams approximation ���� valid for Q� � ��

d�ep
dy

� f��e 
y� ��p 
�����

�
�

��

�
� � 
�� y��

y
ln



Q�
max 
y�

Q�
min 
y�

�
� � 
�� y�

y



�� Q�

min 
y�

Q�
max 
y�

�	
��p �

Here f��e
y� is the photon �ux	factor or equivalently the probability in order �
that an electron emits a quasi	real photon with momentum fraction y� Q�

min
y�
and Q�

max
y� depend on the experimental conditions e�g� if the scattered electron is
tagged at small angle �e i�e�� its scattering angle is restricted to �

� � �e � �e�max
then Q�

min
y� � 
y�m�
e��
�� y� and Q�

max � Q�
max
�e�max��
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������� Properties of hard photoproduction reactions

There are various possibilities of classifying di�erent subprocesses in hard photopro	
duction interactions which sometimes leads to confusion rather than clarity ����� We
will here adopt the terminology proposed by the working group on photoproduction
at the Durham workshop �����

The photon as opposed to hadrons has the fundamental property that it can in	
teract directly with the partons from the proton� Therefore we distinguish between
direct processes where the photon itself participates in the hard subprocess and the
resolved processes where the photon is resolved into quarks and gluons which then
participate in the hard subprocess� The topology of these two types of processes are
signi�cantly di�erent but only in leading order 
LO� QCD 
see �gures ��� and �����

p

e

e

�
�&t

a�

p

e

e

�
�&t

b�

Figure ���� Direct processes �LO QCD� in photon proton scattering�
a� QCD Compton scattering �q � gq� b� photon gluon fusion �g � q#q�

The resolved processes have a remnant of the proton and the photon moving roughly
along the incident direction of the proton and the electron respectively whereas di	
rect processes only have a proton remnant� Since hard processes can experimentally
be identi�ed by so	called jets� which are the result of the hadronization
 of the
scattered partons resolved processes are sometimes referred to as having a four	jet
structure 
two transverse jets from the hard parton parton scattering and two rem	
nant jets� and direct processes as having a three	jet structure 
two transverse jets
from the hard parton parton scattering and the proton remnant jet�� A further sub	
division of the processes particularly of the resolved processes into an �anomalous�
and a �VDM� or �hadronic� component ���� is not considered�

�A jet may be thought of as a collimated bunch of particles	
�Hadronization �or fragmentation� is the transition from coloured partons� as described within

perturbative QCD� to colourless hadrons� as observed by experiments� which can only be described
phenomenologically	
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Figure ��� Two of the many possible resolved processes �LO QCD� in photon proton
scattering�

Is this distinction between direct and resolved processes relevant for photoproduction
processes at HERA or is one of the two types of processes highly dominant% There
are at least two points to be considered�

) Both types of processes are of the same order in �� �s$ For the direct processes
we have O
��s� from the hard subprocess� For the resolved processes it is
a bit more complicated� Firstly we get O
��s � from the hard subprocess 
or
O
��� for photon exchange but this is de�nitely negligible compared to gluon
or quark exchange�� Secondly we get another factor � from the quark or gluon
density functions in the photon� This may be seen from the VDM picture of
the photon where the probability that the photon �uctuates into a vector
meson is given by ����f�V  or equivalently from the special behaviour of
the photon structure due to the direct coupling of the photon to a q#q pair�
This adds up to O
���s � for the resolved processes� But as we have seen in
section ����� the photon structure function in addition depends on lnQ� or
more generally ln �� where �� is the factorization scale� The factorization
scale is normally set equal to the renormalization scale which itself is mostly
set equal to the scale relevant for the process under consideration 
see below��
This compensates for one order in �s since the running of the strong coupling
constant can in the leading logarithm approximation be described by �� ��

�s
�
��
�
�

���


��� �nf� ln
��� �
QCD�

� �

ln��
� 
�����

Thus we end up with O
��s� for the resolved processes as is the case for the
direct ones�

) The direct processes dominate the higher end of the perturbative pt	range
because all energy of the photon is available for the hard subprocess whereas
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for the resolved processes only a fraction of the photon energy enters into the
hard subprocess� This makes the direct processes more e�cient at producing
jets with pt close to the kinematical boundary of

p
s�p���

As we shall see later the resolved processes do actually dominate the lower end of
the perturbative pt	range at HERA energies and we have therefore good chances to
be sensitive to the parton density functions of the photon�

Experimental evidence for hard scattering in photoproduction reactions has been
found in various �xed target experiments 
e�g� ��� ����� Additionally hard photon
scattering reactions have been found in �� physics at e�e� colliders 
e�g� ��� �� ����
and in deep inelastic lepton proton scattering at �xed target experiments 
e�g� ������

The OMEGA Photon Collaboration ���� measured the contribution of direct photo	
production processes by comparing the high	pt particle production of photon induced
reactions with hadron 
i�e�� pion and kaon� induced reactions measured in the same
detector� Due to the low center	of	mass energy reached at this �xed target experi	
ment 


p
s�p � ��� ��GeV� the direct processes dominate the resolved ones in the

entire perturbative pt	range and hence the measurements are mainly sensitive to the
direct processes�

Evidence for hard scattering due to resolved photoproduction processes was obtained
by the HERA experiments already after a few weeks of running ���� based mainly
on transverse energy �ow distributions as a function of polar angle which can only
be described by including resolved processes� Evidence for resolved processes in ��
reactions has �rst been reported by the TRISTAN experiments ���� but indications
of their existence 
as well as for direct processes� have already been seen by the
JADE and TASSO Collaborations �����

������� Measuring the parton density functions of the photon at HERA

�Measuring� the parton density functions of the photon may be done either �direct	
ly� or �indirectly�� For either case we have to rely on the property of the theory

i�e�� QCD� that a scattering can be factorized into a soft part given by the parton
density functions which describe the probability to �nd a parton in the incoming
particle and a hard subprocess calculable in perturbative QCD�

��p�X �
X
ijkl

�Z
�

�Z
�

dxi�� dxj�p fi��
�
xi�� � �

�
�

�
fj�p

�
xj�p� �

�
�

�
&�ij�kl

�
���
�
� 
�����

Here fi�� 
fj�p� are the parton density functions of the photon 
proton� which
depend on the momentum fractions xi�� 
xj�p� henceforth shortly written x� 
xp�
and the factorization scale ���� &�ij�kl
�

�
��

� is the cross	section for the hard parton

�
will always refer to variables connected with the hard subprocess	
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parton subprocess ij � kl which depends on the renormalization scale ���� Finally
��p�X stands for some hard photoproduction cross	section e�g� ��p��jets�X �

Given this relation for any hard photoproduction cross	section one may e�g� mea	
sure an inclusive parton 
jet� cross	section which is sensitive to fi��
x� � �

�
��� or one

may try to measure the x�	distribution �directly� 
the x�	distribution is �directly�
proportional to fi��
x� � �

�
��� e�g� for �	jet events by determining x� via kinematical

quantities of the two jets found� The description and use of these two methods to
�measure� the parton density functions of the photon is the main goal of this work
and will be discussed in detail in further chapters�

Before we set o� actually doing it we have to be a bit more precise on what the
scales in equation 
����� are and how one can determine x� in �	jet events�

Physical results should always be independent of factorization and renormalization
scales� The dependence of theoretical calculations on the factorization and renor	
malization scales is due to the fact that perturbative series have to be limited to
a few terms� Therefore scales should be chosen such that corrections due to the
omission of higher order terms in the power series are small� However the choice
of the factorization and renormalization scale is not obvious for photoproduction
processes but it is de�nitely not given by Q� 
which ! by de�nition ! is essen	
tially zero for photoproduction� as in deep inelastic scattering� Normally the scales
are chosen as

��� � ��� � &p�t � 
�����

where &pt is the transverse momentum of the outgoing partons relative to the incident
parton direction� This is reasonable for a factorization scale which should separate
soft from hard processes� For a renormalization scale one should choose some
energy typical for the hard subprocess under consideration� This is ! in other
circumstances ! often taken as &s which is related to &pt via 
massless partons�

&t � � &s
�

�
�	

s
�� �&p�t

&s

�
A 
�����

and

&pt�max �

p
&s

�
� 
�����

Thus for large &pt � &pt�max we get

&t � � &s
�
� ��&p�t � 
�����

Taking &p�t as the renormalization scale is therefore similar to taking &s 
we ensure
a large &pt by asking for e�g� two high	pt jets� and additionally provides a large
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virtuality of the exchanged particle which reminds us of a probe similar to DIS�
However there are s	channel parton parton processes additional to the t	channel
ones which do not o�er such an easy identi�cation of a probe$ Nevertheless &p�t
looks like a reasonable scale for this processes too�

The determination of x� and xp can be done in many ways ����� It must be empha	
sized that xBj can no longer be interpreted as the momentum fraction of the parton
from the proton as was possible in the case of DIS� For photoproduction processes
we have to �nd new expressions both for x� and xp� Neglecting transverse momenta
we may start with 
leading order only" see �gure ����

x�q � xpp � p� � p� 
�����

xpp

x�q

p�

p�

Figure ���� Hard parton parton scattering�

Multiplying equation 
����� with p 
or q� assuming �q k �p k z	direction and neglecting
masses one can derive the following expressions for x� and xp�

x� �
�

�yEe

�X
i��


Ei � pz�i� 
�����

�
�

�yEe

�X
i��


Ei 
�� cos 
i�� " yEe � E�

xp �
�

�Ep

�X
i��


Ei � pz�i� 
�����

�
�

�Ep

�X
i��


Ei 
� � cos 
i�� �

These expressions may be rewritten using the so	called rapidity r

r �
�

�
ln



E � pz
E � pz

�

�����
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or its approximation for massless particles

� � � ln


tan




�

�

�����

which is called pseudo	rapidity� The rapidity has the advantage over the polar
angle 
 that di�erences in rapidity are invariant under boosts in z	direction� This
property will be of great importance when de�ning a jet	�nding algorithm�

The expressions for x� and xp are then

x� �
�

�yEe

�X
i��

pt�i � e�	i " yEe � E� 
�����

xp �
�

�Ep

�X
i��

pt�i � e�	i � 
�����

The question on how we can measure the transverse energy 
Et � pt for massless
partons� and pseudo	rapidity of the hard partons will be discussed later�

Two important points can be made clear already now� One is that the energies
available at HERA make the accessible range in x� larger than was possible at
previous e�e� colliders�

�&p�t 
 &s � x�xps�p � x�xpysep 
�����

and therefore 
x� � xp � ��� ���

x� � xp � �&p�t
ysep

� 
�����

For typical values
p
s�p �

p
ysep � ���GeV and &pt � � ) �GeV�c one in principle


detector acceptances etc� may reduce this� reaches values for x� xp as low as

� ) ���� � ���� compared to x� � ���� for earlier measurements�� To be sensitive
to the parton density functions of the photon one has to know the parton density
functions of the proton for the entire range of xp� This is guaranteed mainly by
measurements at HERA itself �� ����

The other important point is that photoproduction processes are more sensitive to
the gluon density function of the photon than �� reactions since gluons from the
photon may interact with partons from the proton whereas in two	photon physics
the main scattering process is the interaction of a virtual photon with the quarks in
the quasi	real photon� One may extract the gluon density function of the photon via

�Most existing measurements are in the x� �range well above ���� the only exceptions being
measurements of the TOPAZ� OPAL and DELPHI Collaborations �see below�	
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the Altarelli	Parisi equations from the ��	dependence of the quark density function
of the photon but this has the disadvantage that the main ��	dependence of the
quark density function comes from the unique property of the photon to couple
directly to quarks and not from the evolution of the gluon density function� Another
possibility explored in deep inelastic electron proton scattering is to restrict the gluon
density function by applying momentum sum rules to the parton density functions�
However the fact that the photon may show a hadronic structure or remain an
elementary structureless object makes it more di�cult to use such sum rules in
the case of the photon� Therefore the gluon density function of the photon is still
poorly known$

To conclude this chapter we give a very short overview of the existing measurements
and parametrizations of the parton density functions of the photon�

������� Existing measurements and parametrizations of the parton den�

sity functions of the photon

Many measurements of the parton density functions of the photon exist mainly
from e�e� collider experiments 
for a review see e�g� ��� ����� New results include
measurements from the TOPAZ OPAL and DELPHI Collaborations ���� which
have measured the photon structure function F �

� in deep inelastic electron photon
scattering for values of x� as low as ����� ) ���� 
x� � ����� ) ���� is the lowest
value reached ! the average hx�i of the lowest bin is as high as hx�i � ���� ) ������
Constraints on the parton density functions of the photon from measurements of
the inclusive jet cross	section and multi	hadron production in ��	physics exist from
various recent experiments 
e�g� ��� �� �����

In addition there are quite a few parametrizations of the parton density functions
of the photon ��� �� �� ��� all of them describing the available data at the time
but di�ering a lot where there is no data available e�g� for low x��

Since most parametrizations use the complete Altarelli	Parisi equations to describe
the evolution as a function of the scale �� starting from some input distribution at
a �xed scale ��� the main di�erences in the parametrizations are the input distribu	
tion functions and the choice of ���� Some parametrizations 
e�g� ����� however are
derived by subdividing the parton density functions into a hadronic part ful�lling
the homogeneous Altarelli	Parisi equations and a so	called �anomalous� part which
ful�lls the inhomogeneous Altarelli	Parisi equations and is calculable in perturbative
QCD� In this case an input distribution is only needed for the hadronic part of the
parton density functions�

We �nish with a short description of the most important parton density function
parametrizations of the photon�

) Gl�uck Reya and Vogt 
GRV� ���� use a hadronic 
�� input distribution for
the parton density functions and start the evolution at ��� � ����GeV��
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) Abramowicz Charchu*la and Levy 
LAC� ���� use an analytical ansatz for the
quark and gluon density functions and start their evolution at ��� � �GeV�


LAC I�II� and ��� � �GeV� 
LAC III�� The di�erence between LAC I and
LAC II is the parametrization of the gluon density function for x� � ��

) Drees and Grassie 
DG� ���� use the same approach as ���� 
they however use
a di�erent analytical ansatz� thereby starting the evolution at ��� � �GeV��

) Gordon and Storrow 
GS� ���� try to set up the parton density functions as a
sum of two contributions one being described by the perturbatively calculable
contribution from the � � q#q or � � q#qg splitting and the other one being
described by a hadronic 
��� input distribution which is then evolved starting
from ��� � ���GeV��

To give an example of three fairly di�erent parton density function parametrizations
�gure ��� shows the leading order momentum weighted gluon density function para	
metrizations GRV	LO LAC I and LAC III�

Figure ���� Di�erent parametrizations of the momentum weighted gluon density
function x�fg��
x� � �

����� Comparison of the GRV�LO �full line�� LAC I �dashed
line� and LAC III �dotted line� parametrizations at �� � ��GeV ��

For a more detailed discussion on theoretical aspects of parton density functions of
the photon and its parametrizations see e�g� ��� ����



Chapter �

HERA and H�

The following chapter brie�y describes the ep collider HERA and one of the two
detectors situated at HERA H��

��� HERA

HERA is the �rst ever constructed electron proton storage	ring situated at the
DESY laboratory in Hamburg Germany�

Figure ���� HERA and its pre�accelerators�

With various smaller systems 
see �gure ���� electrons and protons are pre	
accelerated to an energy of ��GeV and ��GeV respectively� They are then injected

��



��� H� ��

into the main ring of ��� km circumference where they are accelerated to their �	
nal energy of ����GeV and ���GeV� Finally electrons and protons are brought to
head	on collision in two halls where two experiments ! ZEUS and H� ! record
the events�

Detailed information on the accelerator can be found in ����� However a few spe	
cialities of this new collider need to be mentioned�

) The particles are packed into a maximum of ��� bunches resulting in a bunch
crossing frequency of ����MHz or equivalently in a bunch crossing distance of
����m 
�� ns�� In the ���� running period �� electron and �� proton bunches
were �lled out of which �� were colliding� The bunches with no colliding
partner called pilot bunches are an important tool to check beam induced
background�

) Due to the frequencies of the cavities for the proton ring of ��MHz and
���MHz which is a factor of � and �� higher than the bunch crossing fre	
quency respectively some of the protons are not in the correct bunch but in
a bunch adjacent to the nominal proton bunch� These satellite bunches have
a shorter lifetime but nevertheless collide with electron bunches leading to
interactions that do not lie in the nominal interaction zone�

��� H�

This section shortly describes the H� detector one of the two general purpose de	
tectors at HERA� A more detailed description can be found in �����

An overview of the H� detector is given in �gure ���� In the same �gure the
coordinate system as used by the H� Collaboration is sketched� the z	direction is
given by the �ight direction of the initial proton and the polar angle 
 is de�ned
relative to the positive z	direction� The main components of the H� detector are�

) Central tracking chambers � �
Closest to the interaction point a set of six cylindrical chambers ! two
r�	drift chambers two z	drift chambers and two multi	wire proportional
chambers 
MWPCs� ! cover a theta range of roughly ��� � 
 � ���� 
equiv	
alent to ��� � � � ������ They are mainly used for momentum measurements
of charged particles and for triggering purposes�

) Forward tracking chambers and transition radiators � �
In the forward region 
incident proton �ight direction� a set of drift chambers
multi	wire proportional chambers and transition radiators extend the coverage
of the tracking system to the theta range �� � 
 � ��� 
��� � � � �����
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Figure ���� The H� detector with its main components� On the right� the coordinate
system as used by the H� Collaboration is de�ned�
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) Electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeter � � �
The calorimeter ���� surrounds the tracking system in the central 
barrel�
and forward region� It is a non	compensating liquid argon 
LAr� calorimeter
consisting of an electromagnetic part 
 � � with lead absorbers and a hadronic

part 
 � � with stainless steel absorbers� The measurement of the hadronic
energy is performed by applying a weighting technique ��� ��� to account
for the non	compensating nature of the calorimeter� The angular coverage of
this highly segmented 
� ����� cells� calorimetric system is �� � 
 � ����


��� � � � ������ Note that the most backward part of the LAr calorimeter

���� � 
 � ����� only consists of an electromagnetic section� The depth of
the calorimeter varies between �� to �� radiation lengths 
X� electromagnetic
section� and ��� to ��� absorption lengths 
�abs hadronic section��

Test	beam measurements have shown an energy resolution of the calorimeter

modules of �
E��E � ��+�
q
E �GeV� �+ for electrons ���� and �
E��E �

��+�
q
E �GeV� �+ for charged pions �����

Both the energy scales and the resolutions have been veri�ed in the H� experi	
ment� By comparing the measured track momentum of electrons with their
corresponding energy deposition in the LAr calorimeter the absolute electro	
magnetic energy scale is presently known to �+� The absolute hadronic energy
scale as determined from studies of the transverse momentum balance in deep
inelastic scattering events is known to a precision of �+�

) Backward electromagnetic calorimeter �� �
The backward electromagnetic calorimeter 
BEMC� completes the energy mea	
surements in the backward direction� The theta range covered amounts to
���� � 
 � ���� 
���� � � � ������ This lead	scintillator sandwich
calorimeter provides a good electromagnetic energy measurement 
����X�"

�
E��E � ��+�
q
E �GeV��+ ����� but a poor measurement of the hadronic

energy 
��abs��

) Magnet � �
A superconducting magnet surrounds the LAr calorimeter providing a homo	
geneous solenoidal �eld of ���T parallel to the beam axis�

) Time	of	�ight system 
ToF��
�m upstream of the interaction zone just behind the BEMC two scintilla	
tor walls are installed� The time resolution of � � ns per counter allows the
discrimination between particles coming from the nominal interaction point
and particles coming from background processes in the backward region e�g�
interactions of protons with the residual gas outside of the H� detector�

) Luminosity system�
The luminosity system consists of two crystal calorimeters for the measurement
of electrons and photons scattered at very small angles � 
� � ���� � 
��
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The electron detector 
�e	tagger�� is situated at z � ���m and the photon
detector at z � ����m� The system provides an accurate determination of the
luminosity by measuring the Bethe	Heitler process ep� ep��Additionally the
electron detector can be used to measure 
�tag�� scattered electrons with an
energy fraction between ��� and ��� with respect to the electron beam energy
and scattering angles �� 
 � � ����� The two crystal calorimeters have a

resolution of �
E��E � ��+�
q
E �GeV� �+�

To protect the photon detector against synchrotron radiation a �X� lead
absorber together with a �X� water ,Cerenkov counter is installed right in front
of the photon detector� The ,Cerenkov counter can be used as a veto against
photon	conversion 
e�g� of Bremsstrahlung photons� in the lead absorber�

Many detector components provide information for subdetector	triggers� The results
of these subdetector	triggers are then combined into so	called subtriggers� In the
following we mention the subdetector	triggers which are important for this analysis�

) Drift chamber r� trigger 
DC	r� trigger� �����
The information from the two central r�	drift chambers is used to �nd charged
particles which in the r� 
xy� projection originate from the beam axis�

) z	vertex trigger �����
Both central and one forward multi	wire proportional chamber are used to
determine the event	vertex position along the beam axis�

) ToF trigger�
Both planes of the ToF system provide trigger information� In conjunction
with the HERA	clock which is in phase with the bunch crossings of the elec	
tron and proton beam �interaction� and �background� gates can be formed�

) e	tag trigger�
The e	tagger of the luminosity system is used to trigger on electrons scattered
at very small angles ��
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Monte Carlo simulations

The following chapter is devoted to the modeling of physical processes� Software
programs that aim to model physical processes are often called �event generators��
One such event generator will be described in detail�

The reason for the use of event generators in experimental particle physics is twofold�
Firstly one wants to be able to compare the measured data with theoretical expec	
tations� However since most detectors such as H� are fairly complicated systems it
is hard to compare data directly with the output of such event generators� There	
fore one in addition to the event generators normally uses a program that simulates
the response of the detector� Hence the use of an event generator together with
the detector simulation program is a tool to produce the �same� information as ob	
tained from the detector itself ! if both the modeling of the physical processes and
the detector simulation are correct$ Due to the technique used for these event gen	
erators and detector simulation programs they are often called Monte Carlo 
MC�
simulations� The information as obtained from the Monte Carlo simulations is then
treated in the same way as data from the detector i�e�� it is reconstructed 
the
reconstruction program converts signals from tracking chambers and calorimeters
into tracks of charged particles and energy depositions respectively� and analyzed
with the identical programs� The �nal two sets of events are then referred to as MC
and data� A comparison of data with the theoretical expectations as given by the
MC is now straightforward but one has to bear in mind that the MC simulation
includes more than just the modeling of the physics processes as given by the event
generators�

The second reason for the use of Monte Carlo simulations is the need to simulate
properties of the detector such as geometrical acceptance detecting e�ciency for
certain physical processes �nite resolution of measured quantities etc� This then
allows to calculate absolute cross	sections or to determine correlations between mea	
sured and �true� physical quantities�

For this analysis the event generator Pythia ��� ���� for photon proton interactions
is used together with a generator for quasi	real photons as emitted from the electron�

��
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For the hadronization process the Jetset ��� ���� package which incorporates the
Lund fragmentation model ���� is used� More details on the H� detector simulation
program can be found in �����

In the following section we will discuss the ingredients of Pythia in more detail�

��� Pythia

Pythia is an event generator based on leading order �s QCD matrix elements
for hard � � � parton parton processes� Additionally a parton shower model
for initial	 and �nal	state radiation is included which can partly account for higher
order corrections to the leading order �� � processes� The strong coupling constant
is determined from the leading logarithm equation 
����� where  QCD � ���MeV
and nf � � is used�

Due to the fact that the leading order cross	sections for � � � processes with
massless partons diverge for vanishing transverse momentum one has to introduce
a lower cuto� for the transverse momentum &pt of the outgoing partons relative to
the direction of the incident partons� This cuto� for the hard subprocess is set to
&pt�min � �GeV�c� The value for this cuto� is somewhat arbitrary� However the
resulting cross	section �hard
&pt�min� should not be larger than the total cross	section
�tot� which puts a lower bound on &pt�min� Measurements indicate that a value of
&pt�min � �GeV�c is reasonable ����� Note that for the �nal Monte Carlo sample
selected for the comparison with data the cut on the transverse momentum of the
hard process must not cut into the &pt	distribution of the MC events since this would
introduce an unwanted bias�

The above cut on &pt additionally ensures that the process is calculable in perturba	
tive QCD i�e�� that the process is hard enough�

Pythia not only models hard parton parton scatterings it also allows to introduce
parton density functions for the incoming beam particles� The parton density func	
tions used for this analysis are the leading order parametrizations of Gl�uck Reya
and Vogt 
GRV	LO� for the proton ���� and the photon ����� The GRV	LO parame	
trization for the proton describes well the F p

� 	measurements as obtained from DIS
��� and the GRV	LO parametrization for the photon gives a consistent description of
the hard photoproduction data as will be shown below� The factorization and renor	
malization scales as used for the parton density functions and the strong coupling
constant �s are chosen as �

�
� � ��� � &p�t �

The pt	distributions of the partons within the beam particles 
named �intrinsic pt�
or �primordial kt�� are modeled as � exp
�k�t ���� dk�t 
� � ����GeV�c upper
cuto� at �GeV�c� for the proton and � ��
k�t�� � k�t � dk

�
t 
kt�� � ����GeV�c upper

cuto� given by &pt of the hard subprocess or �GeV�c whichever is smaller� for the
photon� The power	like behaviour for the primordial kt of the partons within the
photon is suggested by the pt	dependence of the � � q#q splitting�
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This intrinsic transverse momentum together with the transverse momentum pro	
duced by the initial	state radiation introduces a net transverse momentum for the
hard subprocess� Therefore the two partons from the hard process are no longer
scattered back to back in the plane transverse to the beam direction as expected
from a leading order calculation�

Pythia optionally allows for additional interactions within the same event that
is within one single �p scattering� Since this so	called multiple interaction �mi�
option will play an important r&ole in the forthcoming analysis we will discuss some
details of this model ����� Multiple interactions within the same event are modeled
with leading order � � � parton parton scattering processes just as the hard sub	
process i�e�� one assumes more than one scattering of partons from the photon and
the proton� One thereby still requires that the hardest scattering needs to have a
transverse momentum &pt above &pt�min but now allows for additional scatterings with
&pt � &pmit�min and &p

mi
t�min � &pt�min

�� Since the � � � parton cross	section is divergent
as &pt goes to zero one can achieve in�nitely large cross	sections �hard
&pt� which is
unreasonable� However one may interpret the fraction �hard
&p

mi
t�min���tot where �tot

is the observed total photon proton cross	section 
in the actual implementation of
this model the inelastic non	di�ractive cross	section �nd is used rather than the to	
tal cross	section �tot� as the average number of parton parton scatterings per event�
So by varying &pmit�min one e�ectively varies the average number of scatterings per
event� The �uctuation of the number of scatterings per event is governed by Pois	
son statistics� The transverse momentum cuto� for the multiple interaction option
is set to &pmit�min � ����GeV�c�

The observation of multiple interactions in hadron hadron 
or photon proton� physics
is not well established� The AFS ���� UA� ���� and CDF ���� Collaborations have
published results on the topic but only two of them 
��� ���� claim evidence for
double parton interactions 
for a discussion of the results see ������

There are many more knobs and switches to turn in Pythia but apart from the
ones mentioned above all are set to their default values 
the value of ����GeV�c
for the transverse momentum cuto� for the multiple interaction option &pmit�min and
the values for the intrinsic kt of the partons from the proton are the default values
too�� Most parameters of Pythia were tuned at various earlier experiments and
should be a good starting point�

To conclude this chapter let us make a few remarks on the statistics for the Monte
Carlo sample� The production of simulated events is very computer	intensive the
average computing time per event lying somewhere around a minute 
the most time	
intensive part is the simulation of the detector response�� Some improvement can
be achieved by weighting events e�g� events with a small transverse momentum
&pt of the hard subprocess are weighted with factors up to � �� such that only

�The hardest scattering within an event is assumed to be well described by perturbative QCD�
i�e�� 
pt�min should be large enough	 
pmi

t�min however may well extend into the low�pt region and the
QCD description of these scatterings is assumed to be a good guess for �soft physics processes	
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a fraction of these events ! which have the largest cross	section ! are actually
produced� Events that are more seldom are weighted with a smaller factor or not
at all� Another possibility to reduce the computing	time for the production of MC
events is to only 
fully� simulate events that ful�ll a certain selection requirement
e�g� that the scattered electron is �measured� by the electron tagger of the luminosity
system� This reduction method was adopted for the �rst of the two MC samples
mentioned below� The vast amount of computing time needed puts a limit on the
number of di�erent MC samples that can be produced�

The MC samples that were produced for this analysis are listed in table ����

&pt�min &pmit�min
number of events

generateda
number of events
reconstructedb

luminosityc

�GeV�c ����GeV�c � ������� � ������� � ��� nb��

�GeV�c noned � ������� � ������ � ��� nb��

aNumber of events produced with the event generator	
bNumber of events that were fed through the entire MC�chain� generation�

detector simulation and reconstruction	 The di�erence in number

with respect to the generated events is due to

the reduction techniques described above	
cThe luminosity of a MC sample is the luminosity that would be needed to get

the number of �generated� events contained in the MC sample� assuming

that the cross�section is correctly described by the MC	
di�e�� no multiple interactions	

Table 	��� MC samples used for this analysis�
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Jets and jet algorithms

The goal of this work is to measure hard parton parton scatterings in photoproduc	
tion processes� However the experimental observation of coloured partons seems to
be impossible 
con�nement property of Quantum Chromodynamics�� What can be
observed experimentally is the formation of �jets� in hard scattering processes� But
what exactly do we mean by the term �jet� and what is the intuitive picture behind
it% As mentioned earlier a jet may be thought of as a bunch of collimated colour	
less particles which themselves are the result of the hadronization of the scattered
hard partons� This picture suggests that a jet is the experimentally measurable ob	
servable most closely related to a parton� However this is only a na��ve picture �����
Physical processes and constraints such as initial	 and �nal	state parton showers
multiple interactions fragmentation e�ects and particle decays as well as conserva	
tion of four	momentum and colour etc� make the unambiguous description of a jet
as the result of the parton scattering impossible� Therefore many quantitatively
di�erent de�nitions of a jet exist� Common to all of them is the aim that the prop	
erties of a jet i�e�� its energy and momentum are as close as possible to the same
quantities of the hard parton that initiated the jet�

In the following we will discuss two classes of jet	�nding algorithms cone algorithms
and cluster algorithms� We will then discuss the so	called �longitudinally	boost	
invariant k�	clustering algorithm� in more detail� Using the latter we will explore
the correlation of jet and parton properties such as pt � and � and will study the
resolution of x� determined from pt and � of the two pt	leading jets�

��� Cone algorithms

A cone	type algorithm essentially sums up the energy within a �xed cone in 
�� ��
space 
�measured in radians�� If the transverse energy relative to the beam direction
within the cone exceeds some threshold Et�min a jet is found� The use of the 
� ��
coordinates has the advantage that the de�nition of the cone	size is independent
with respect to boosts in the beam direction�

��
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Various forms of cone	type algorithms exist which sometimes makes a comparison
of results from di�erent experiments a di�cult task� However in ���� a common
standard for cone algorithms the �Snowmass Accord� was set up ����� Cone	type
algorithms are mainly used in hadron hadron physics� At HERA cone algorithms
are used for photoproduction physics by both experiments ZEUS and H� and for
some analysis in deep inelastic scattering� In DIS one normally chooses some other
preferred direction instead of the beam direction� In this case one needs to rede�ne
� accordingly�

��� Cluster algorithms

Cluster algorithms have three main ingredients� a distance measure a recombination
prescription and a cut variable� The distance between all pairs of particles 
e�g� given
as tracks in a tracking chamber or as energy clusters in a calorimeter� is calculated
and the pair with minimal distance is recombined to form a new �particle�� The
procedure is then repeated until the distance measure exceeds the value given by
the cut variable� The remaining �particles� or objects are then called jets�

As for the cone algorithms there exist various di�erent forms of cluster algorithms
di�ering mainly in the distance measure and the recombination prescription used�
Cluster algorithms are mostly used in e�e� physics� At HERA cluster algorithms
have been used e�g� for the determination of �s in deep inelastic scattering �����
No cluster algorithm has so far been applied to hard photoproduction processes at
HERA�� It is the aim of this analysis to introduce a cluster algorithm to photo	
production physics at HERA� The cluster algorithm chosen is the longitudinally�
boost�invariant k��clustering algorithm� A detailed description of this novel cluster
algorithm is the subject of the next section�

��� Longitudinally�boost�invariant k��clustering
algorithm

The longitudinally	boost	invariant k�	clustering algorithm for hadron hadron colli	
sions ��� ��� 
henceforth shortly called k�	algorithm� is a newly proposed cluster
algorithm which is a non	trivial generalization of the so	called �Durham�	algorithm
���� used in e�e� physics� Note that the Durham	algorithm is also known as
�k�	algorithm for e�e� physics�� Here however we will always refer to the
longitudinally	boost	invariant k�	clustering algorithm when talking about �the
k�	algorithm��

�The ZEUS Collaboration has used a cluster algorithm to study the photon remnant in resolved
photoproduction processes ����	
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The main extension of the k�	algorithm compared to the Durham	algorithm is that
it has to deal with the hadron 
or photon� remnants present in hadron hadron

photon proton� interactions and isolate them from the high	pt jets produced by
the hard scattering of partons� This is achieved by a pre	clustering which sepa	
rates �beam jets� from �hard �nal state jets�� An analogous generalization of the
Durham	algorithm for deep inelastic scattering does also exist ����� Another very
similar algorithm to the k�	algorithm for hadron hadron physics is the �successive
combination jet algorithm� �����

The exact prescription for the k�	algorithm is the following�

pre�clustering�

) For every �nal state �particle� 
object� k and for every pair 
kl� compute the
corresponding values of the resolution variables 
k� l � �� � � � � n�

dkB � p�t�k 
����

dkl � min
�
p�t�k� p

�
t�l

� n

�k � �l�

� � 
�k � �l�
�
o

� 
����

dkB is the distance to the beam whereas dkl is the distance between two objects�
Note that dkl 
in the small angle limit� is the minimal relative transverse
momentum k�

�kl� of one �particle� relative to the other ��� ���� Additionally
note that both variables dkB and dkl� are invariant under boosts in the beam
direction� Hence the name for the algorithm�

) Determine the smallest value among fdkB� dklg dn �� min
dkB� dkl�� If dn is
given by dij  the two �particles� i and j have to be merged into a single object
using the recombination scheme

pt�ij� � pt�i � pt�j 
����

�ij� �
pt�i � �i � pt�j � �j

pt�ij�

����

�ij� �
pt�i � �i � pt�j � �j

pt�ij�
� 
����

If dn is given by diB the �particle� i is included in the �beam jets� and removed
from the list of objects�

) This pre	clustering procedure is repeated as long as dn is smaller than some
stopping parameter dcut� If dn is larger than dcut� we are left with the beam
jets and objects which are called �hard �nal state jets��
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resolving jet�structure�

) De�ne a new resolution variable �cut � Q�
��dcut 
 ��

) For every pair of �particles� 
kl� in a hard �nal state jet compute the rescaled
resolution variable 
k� l � �� � � � � m" m 
 n�

�kl �
dkl
dcut

� 
����

Note that one starts again with the initial set of �particles�� However �par	
ticles� already assigned to the beam jets in the pre	clustering step do not
participate�

) If �ij �� min
�kl� is smaller than �cut� the two �particles� i and j are merged
according to the recombination scheme 
��� ) ���� given above�

) This process of resolving the jet structure is repeated as long as �ij is smaller
than �cut� If all pairs of objects have �kl larger than �cut� we are left with the
so	called �sub	jets��

The pre	clustering procedure separates the hard scattering subprocess from the
low	pt scattering fragments� In other words it factorizes the hadron hadron 
or
photon proton� interaction into a soft part and a hard subprocess� This factoriza	
tion property of the k�	algorithm is very important and will be discussed further
below� The stopping parameter dcut &� p�t�cut de�nes the hard scale 
factorization
scale� of the process�

Once the hard subprocess has been de�ned one can then proceed to resolve the
jet	structure in the same way as is done for e�e� processes i�e�� the clustering
prescription is identical to the k�	algorithm used in e�e� physics�

The k�	algorithm for hadron hadron physics o�ers many possibilities for the distance
measure and the recombination scheme ����� The one described above is the simplest
one and the one most closely related to cone	type algorithms due to its de�nition of
the distance measure�

The main di�erence between the longitudinally	boost	invariant k�	clustering algo	
rithm and a cone	type algorithm ! apart from their totally di�erent de�nition ! is
that the k�	algorithm is able to factorize a scattering process into a hard subprocess
and a low	pt part ����� As already mentioned earlier the factorization theorem states
that hard scattering cross	sections can be calculated perturbatively in terms of hard
partonic subprocesses and universal parton density functions of the colliding beam
particles 
cf� equation 
�������

��p�X �
X
ijkl

�Z
�

�Z
�

dx� dxp fi��
�
x� � &p

�
t

�
fj�p

�
xp� &p

�
t

�
&�ij�kl

�
&p�t
�
� 
����
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 Reconstruction of parton kinematics using the k��algorithm ��

The factorization scale which separates the hard subprocess from the low	pt frag	
ments is given by &p�t � To allow for the comparison of experimental results with
theoretical predictions a jet algorithm needs to be able to factorize a process into
a soft part and a hard subprocess in the same way as is done for the theoretical
calculations� The k�	algorithm does have this property 
the factorization scale is
given by dcut &� p�t�cut� see above� whereas cone	type algorithms don(t$

Other necessary properties of jet algorithms for hadron hadron processes are ful�lled
by both the k�	algorithm and cone	type algorithms ��� �� ����

Apart from this fundamental superiority of the k�	algorithm over cone	type al	
gorithms e�ects due to soft emission of gluons or non	perturbative processes 
e�g�
fragmentation multiple interactions� are expected to be smaller for the k�	algorithm
than for cone algorithms ����� Last but not least cluster algorithms do not have the
ambiguities that cone	type algorithms have when it comes to overlapping jets i�e��
how jets with overlapping cones are treated�

In the following section we want to study the correlation for variables such as pt �
� and x� when applying the k�	algorithm to photoproduction processes at HERA�

��� Reconstruction of parton kinematics using

the k��algorithm

Before we set out to describe the jet parton correlations obtained when applying
the k�	algorithm to photoproduction processes we have to be more speci�c on the
parameters for the k�	algorithm and the Monte Carlo sample used�

For the longitudinally	boost	invariant k�	clustering algorithm described above we
have to �x the stopping parameters dcut and �cut �

dcut � ��GeV��c� 
����

�cut � � � 
����

Hence we do not attempt to resolve jet	structures but only ask for jets with trans	
verse momentum pt larger than �GeV�c� This mode of the k�	algorithm most
strongly resembles cone	type algorithms ����� As input objects for the algorithm
we use clusters of energy in the LAr calorimeter and the BEMC�

The input data used for this investigation 
and throughout this chapter� is a Monte
Carlo sample based on the event generator Pythia and includes multiple inter	
actions� We then ask for at least two jets found by the k�	algorithm where the
transverse energy� of the jets has to exceed �GeV 
see above�� The value for the

�Since the k��algorithm does not produce massive objects� Ejet
t is identical to pjett 	
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minimal transverse momentum of the jets was chosen such that the &pt	distribution
of the selected events is not a�ected by the cut at &pt�min introduced when generating
the events� The two jets with the highest transverse energy then have to pass the
following cut�

� � �jet � ��� � 
�����

The reason for this cut is manifold�

) The backward electromagnetic calorimeter 
BEMC� only provides a poor mea	
surement of the hadronic energy �ow� We therefore ensure that the jets are
well contained within the liquid argon calorimeter which covers the pseudo	
rapidity range ���� � � � ����

) We are mainly interested in resolved photon processes that is in low x��
According to equation 
����� this asks for small transverse momenta and
large pseudo	rapidities of the two jets� Our aim therefore is to measure jets
with pseudo	rapidities as large as possible� The backward region 
i�e�� small
pseudo	rapidities� is less important�

) Due to the energy	asymmetry of the two HERA	beams the electron proton
center	of	mass system moves with pseudo	rapidity �ep � ��� relative to the
laboratory system� The pseudo	rapidity of the photon proton center	of	mass
system is even larger 
��� � ��p � ��� for ���� � y � ����� An ideal pseudo	
rapidity range for the measurement of hard photon proton processes would be
symmetric to ��p resulting in the hard process typically being in the center of
the accessible �	range 
assuming hx�i � hxpi� and both remnants as far away
as possible� This however can not be achieved� We therefore expect to be
in�uenced by the remnants especially the photon remnant�

Figure ��� shows the pseudo	rapidity distribution of the two pt	leading jets�
The full line shows the �jet	distribution for jets which were successfully
matched 
the matching criterion is described in section ������ with a par	
ton from the hard subprocess whereas the dashed and dotted lines show the
�jet	distribution for jets which were matched with the photon or proton rem	
nant respectively� The remnants are mimicked by the four	momentum sum
of the spectator partons and the partons from the initial	state radiation given
within the event generator� The term �spectator� refers to the partons within
the photon and the proton which do not take part in the hard subprocess� A
�remnant� of the photon or the proton more globally includes all soft 
i�e��
low	pt� partons of the ��nal state� 
before fragmentation� which move along
the incident direction of the photon or the proton respectively� Partons emerg	
ing from soft multiple interactions of the spectators are normally not assigned
to the remnants� To ensure that these remnants can possibly initiate a jet a
transverse momentum of at least �GeV�c is required for a possible matching
with a jet�
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Figure 
��� �jet�distribution for jets �Ejet
t � �GeV� which were successfully matched

with a parton from the hard subprocess �full line� and for jets matched with the
photon �dashed line� or proton �dotted line� remnant�

We will now examine the reconstruction of the parton kinematics for this �	jet
sample� For another analysis of the reconstruction quality of the k�	algorithm see
����� There the �successive combination jet algorithm� ���� which is very similar
to the k�	algorithm was studied�

����� Jet parton correlations

In the following we investigate the correlation between parton properties as given
by the event generator and properties of the jets found by the k�	algorithm� To
be able to correlate a jet to its underlying parton we have to apply a matching
criterion� This is done by calculating the distance between the two pt	leading jets
and the two partons from the hard subprocess in the 
�� �� plane�

Rkl �

r�
�jetk � �partonl

��
�
�
�jet
k � �parton

l

��
� 
�����

The pair ij with the minimal distance Rij �� min
Rkl� 
k� l � �� �� is matched �rst
and the jet and parton remaining make up the second pair�

For the determination of the parton kinematics we use the properties of the two
partons emerging from the hard subprocess after initial	state radiation but before
�nal	state radiation and fragmentation� Hence the partons do not need to be bal	
anced in transverse momentum�

Figure ��� shows the jet parton correlation for pt � and �� Henceforth pt 
Et� will
always be given in GeV�c 
GeV� and � in radians 
if not mentioned otherwise��
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Figure 
��� Jet parton correlation for pt� � and ��
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The correlation in pt is somewhat poor whereas the correlation in � and � is very
good� There are various reasons for the poor correlation in pt�

) Energy clusters assigned to the jets which are not due to the hard subprocess
itself but due to some other source e�g� multiple interactions within the same
event or photon and proton remnants� The main reason for the average shift of
pjett towards too high values compared to ppartont is due to energy contributions
from multiple interactions�

) Final	state radiation and fragmentation e�ects�

) Resolution of the LAr calorimeter for hadronic energy measurements�

As already mentioned the correlation in � and � is good� However there are
long tails in both the �jet � �parton and the �jet � �parton distribution� These are
due to misidenti�ed jets that is jets that were initiated by other sources than
the partons from the hard subprocess i�e�� parton showers photon and proton
remnants etc� The only possibility to reduce events with misidenti�ed jets is by
applying appropriate kinematical cuts�

Some of the misidenti�ed jets come from events where particles from the photon
remnant are identi�ed as a jet� We call these jets �photon remnant jets�� These
�photon remnant jets� mostly have a small pseudo	rapidity whereas the second
jet in such events often has a large pseudo	rapidity� This can be explained by the
fact that the probability for a misidenti�ed jet due to the photon remnant rises with
falling x�  since for small x� most of the initial photon energy is left for the remnant�
A small x� however is equivalent to large pseudo	rapidities for both partons from
the hard subprocess 
cf� equation 
������� Therefore events where particles from the
photon remnant are misidenti�ed as a jet have two jets with large pseudo	rapidity
di�erence j�jet� ��jet� j� The fact that the pseudo	rapidity of the two partons at low x�
is large in turn leads to the tail at negative values of �jet� �parton� Figure ��� shows
the pseudo	rapidity di�erence j�jet� � �jet� j of the two jets for events where both jets
were successfully matched with the hard partons 
full line� and for events where one
of the jets was matched with the photon 
dashed line�� Figure ��� a� includes all
events whereas �gure ��� c� only includes events at low x� 
x� � ����� As expected
the e�ect explained above is much more prominent at low x� �

To reduce the number of �photon remnant jets� we apply an additional cut to our
event sample�

j-�jetsj � j�jet� � �jet� j � ��� � 
�����

The reduction of the negative tail for the �jet��parton distribution at low x� is shown
in �gure ����
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Figure 
�	� Pseudo�rapidity di�erence j�jet� � �jet� j� Events with no misidenti�ed jets
�full line� and events where one of the jets was matched with the photon remnant
�dashed line� are shown for the entire x��range �a��b�� and for x� ���� �c��d���
Figures b� and d� show the ratio of the two contributions�

For events with no misidenti�ed jets a cut on -�jets translates to a cut on the
scattering angle� 
� of the two partons in the center	of	mass system of the hard
subprocess 
we assume �jet � �parton��

-�jets � �� ln


tan


�

�

�
� 
�����

The distribution of this scattering angle 
� is an important prediction of Quantum
Chromodynamics and will be discussed further in chapter ��

� � will always refer to variables in the center�of�mass system of the hard subprocess	
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Figure 
�
� Jet parton correlation for � at low x� �x� ����� before �dashed line�
and after �full line� applying the cut on j-�jetsj� Both distributions are normalized
to unit area�

����� x��resolution

The determination of x� relies on equations 
����� and 
����� which we repeat for
completeness�

xpartons� �
�

�yEe

�X
i��

�
Eparton
i � ppartonz�i

�
�

�

�yEe

�X
i��

ppartont�i � e�	partoni � 
�����

Hence to determine x�  one needs the transverse momenta and the pseudo	rapidities
of the two partons from the hard process as well as the photon energy E� � yEe� To
prove that equation 
����� correctly reproduces x� 
i�e�� that the assumptions for
the derivation of equation 
����� are adequate� the correlation of xpartons� derived
from equation 
����� with x� as used within the event generator 
�true� x�� was
checked and found to be very good 
not shown�� We can therefore proceed to study
the correlation between true x� and the value for x� as determined by

xjets� �
�

�yEe

�X
i��

�
Ejet
i � pjetz�i

�
�

�

�yEe

�X
i��

pjett�i � e�	
jet
i � 
�����

We hereby assume that the transverse momenta and the pseudo	rapidities of the
hard partons are reproduced by pt and � of the two pt	leading jets� However there
is an additional complication ! we also have to determine the energy of the photon
yEe�

One way of measuring y is by measuring the energy of the scattered electron in the
electron tagger of the luminosity system 
cf� equation 
�������
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ytag � �� E�

e

Ee
� 
�����

Another possibility of measuring y which is due to Jacquet and Blondel ���� relies
on the measurement of all particles but the scattered electron in the �nal state�

yJB �
�

�Ee

X
i


Ei � pz�i� " i � all particles except scattered electron� 
�����

As long as one measures the scattered electron in the e	tagger ytag provides a
much better determination of true y than does yJB mainly because some �nal state
particles will always escape detection and therefore yJB will typically be too low�
The loss of particles is especially harmful for backward	going particles since they
may have a large contribution to E � pz� Additionally the BEMC which covers
the backward region of the detector measures the hadronic energy �ow only poorly
which also leads to an underestimation of E � pz� Figure ��� shows the correlation
of ytag and yJB with y as taken from the event generator� The data sample used is
the same as the one described above� It only contains events where the scattered
electron is measured in the electron tagger� Note that the events were generated
with the cut ���� � y � ����

Figure 
��� Correlation of true y with ytag and yJB� respectively�

As expected the correlation between ytag and true y is much better than the corre	
lation between yJB and y�

We now turn towards the question of the resolution of x� when applying the
k�	algorithm to photoproduction data at HERA� Figure ��� shows the correlation
between xjets� as determined by equation 
����� and true x� as given by the event
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Figure 
�� Correlation between xjets� and true x� � For �gures a� and b�� ytag is used
for the determination of xjets� whereas for �gures c� and d� yJB is used�

generator� For �gures a� and b� xjets� is calculated using ytag whereas for �gures c�
and d� yJB is used�

The correlation is generally better if y is determined from the electron tagger infor	
mation� However at very large x�  the correlation may be slightly better when using
yJB� This can be explained by the fact that the de�ciencies of yJB mentioned above
are less severe for large x� � This is because there is no or only a very soft photon rem	
nant at very large x�� Additionally for x� � � the sums of E�pz run over the same
energy clusters 
cf� equations 
����� and 
������ x� � 
E�pz�

jets�
E�pz�
all except e��

such that errors due to �uctuations in the energy measurement cancel�

Because the correlation for x� when using ytag for the determination of x� is good in
the entire x�	range and especially for low x�  we will henceforth use y as calculated
from the electron tagger information�

The accessible x�	range is given by our cuts on the transverse momenta and the
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pseudo	rapidities�

x��min � � � � � e���

�yEe

� 
�����

For y � ��� this leads to x��min � ����� 
log��x� � ����� as can be seen in �gure ����



Chapter �

Data selection

In this chapter we want to describe the selection of hard photoproduction processes�
To select hard processes we will apply the k�	algorithm and ask for at least two jets
to be found� Photoproduction processes will be selected by requiring the scattered
electron to be measured in the electron detector of the luminosity system�

The data selection can be divided into two steps an online and an o.ine data
selection� The online selection is performed by a sophisticated trigger system which
itself is subdivided into four 
�ve� trigger levels 
for details on the H� trigger system
see ������ The o.ine selection is part of the o.ine analysis�

The data used for this analysis was recorded by the H� detector in the fall
of ����� With currents of typically Ie � �mA and Ip � ��mA for the
electron and proton beam respectively and an average speci�c luminosity of
Lspec � � � ���� cm��s��mA��� the 
uncorrected� integrated luminosity for this pe	
riod adds up to L � ��� nb���

For the description of the di�erent selection criteria and cuts applied to the data
we follow a chronological order� However when quoting the e�ciency of a certain
selection or cut we always refer to the �nal data set as described in section ����
Note that due to the limited statistics of the �nal data and MC samples 
��� and
���� events respectively� all e�ciency determinations have a statistical error of
the order of � �+� The MC sample referred to in this chapter is based on the event
generator Pythia and includes multiple interactions�

��� First level trigger

The �rst level trigger 
L� trigger� of H� is the trigger system that is confronted
with the full event rate provided by the HERA collider� This means that the L�
subtriggers have to decide on whether to accept or reject an event every �� ns� Due to
the pipelined architecture of the hardware subdetector	triggers this trigger system
operates dead	time free with an e�ective decision	time of ����s�

��
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The L� subtriggers need to be able to trigger on genuine ep collisions with a high
e�ciency and at the same time reject background processes e�ectively� The main
background processes are

) proton induced background�
Due to the large hadron hadron scattering cross	section proton induced back	
ground is the major trigger source� The beam protons may either collide
with molecules from the residual gas 
H� CO H�O CO� etc�� within the
beampipe 
proton	gas background� or they may hit the walls or other struc	
tures of the beampipe 
proton	wall background�� Both processes can either
occur within the H� detector or upstream i�e�� behind the time	of	�ight sys	
tem 
background processes can take place downstream too but leave no signal
in the H� detector�� The center	of	mass energy for these background processes

amounts to
p
s �

q
�EpAmn �

p
A � ��GeV 
A � number of nucleons per

nucleus mn � mass of a nucleon � �GeV�c���

) electron induced background�
The main electron induced background stems from synchrotron radiation of
the electron beam as well as from Bremsstrahlung on the residual gas� Both
background processes occur within and outside of the H� detector and may
produce a signal in the main H� detector or the luminosity system�

Another possible electron induced background is due to the interaction of
electrons with the residual gas 
photoproduction�� The center	of	mass energy
for this latter background process which may take place within or outside of
the main H� detector is

p
s 
 p

�EeAmn �
p
A � �GeV�

The L� subtrigger for the selection of 
hard� photoproduction processes used in this
analysis is a logical �AND� of the following information 
trigger	elements� provided
by four subdetector	triggers�

) eTAG� energy deposition in the electron tagger of the luminosity system�
The trigger	element eTAG is one of the trigger	elements provided by the lumi	
nosity system� For the eTAG trigger to be set the following conditions have
to be ful�lled in coincidence�

� Energy measured in the electron detector�
� No energy measured in the photon detector�
� No signal from the water ,Cerenkov counter�

The latter two requirements reduce triggers due to Bremsstrahlung events 
the
average geometrical acceptance of the photon detector for Bremsstrahlung
photons is � ��+ ������
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) DCRPh�Ta� at least one track with pt � ���MeV�c�
The DC	r� trigger uses the information from the two central r�	drift chambers
to �nd tracks of charged particles originating from the beam axis� This is done
by mapping the drift	time information from a number of signal	wires of both
drift chambers into drift	bins each one of them corresponding to actual drift
lengths of � �mm 
a fraction of the drift	bins correspond to drift lengths of
� ���mm�� Chamber pulses which are discriminated then result in a logical
bit for the corresponding drift	bin� A track in the 
r� �� plane thus translates to
a special bit	pattern 
r is given by the position of the sense	wire � is re�ected
by the drift	bin�� The trigger searches for such bit	patterns by comparing the
actual bit	pattern with programmed masks�

For the generation of these masks tracks are assumed to originate from the
nominal beam axis� This results in a cut on the distance of closest approach

dca� of a track� dca is the distance between the point of the particle track

a helix for a charged particle in a constant solenoidal magnetic �eld� closest
to the z	axis 
the DCA� and the z	axis itself� The sign of dca is equal to that

of the vector product �dca� �pt with �dca being the vector from the origin of the
coordinate system to DCA 
note that �dca and �pt lie in the 
r� �� plane�� The
measured dca	distribution for the tracks triggered by the DC	r� trigger has
a full	width	at	half	maximum 
FWHM� of � cm ���� 
���� running period�
which is much smaller than the diameter of the beampipe of �� cm� Hence
the DC	r� trigger does not trigger on tracks originating from the beampipe

e�g� due to proton	wall interactions�� Note that the lower cuto� on the trans	
verse momentum of a track for the generation of the trigger masks was set to
���MeV�c for the ���� data	taking �����

The trigger	element DCRPh	Ta is set if at least one track is found�

) zVtx�T�� at least one track found by the z	vertex trigger�
The z	vertex trigger uses the information from the multi	wire proportional
chambers 
MWPCs� to determine the event	vertex position along the beam
axis� The event	vertex is found by 
geometrical� interconnection of every
pair of signals from the cathode pads of the multi	wire proportional cham	
bers 
every MWPC consists of two independent pad layers� with straight lines
in the 
r� z� plane� The intersection of this straight line with the z	axis leads to
an entry in a �� bin wide histogram 
��� cm � z � �� cm�� The event	vertex
is found by searching for a peak in the above histogram� Wrong entries in the
histogram which are not due to particle tracks but due to misconnection of
pads are unavoidable but only lead to a �at background�

The trigger	element zVtx	T� asks for at least one entry in the histogram� Due
to the fast response of the multi	wire proportional chambers the zVtx	T�
signal allows an unambiguous identi�cation of the bunch crossing that resulted
in the observed scattering process�
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) 	ToF�BG� no background signal from the ToF system�
Proton	gas and proton	wall events originating from upstream produce particle
showers which mostly run through both scintillator walls of the time	of	�ight
system� Hits in the ToF due to ep scattering products are common too�
However a �background� and an �interaction� timing window derived from
the HERA	clock allows to discriminate between hits in the scintillator planes
due to ep reactions or due to proton induced background events from upstream�
The ToF	BG bit is set if signals from both scintillator walls in coincidence fall
into the �background� window� This ToF	BG bit is then used as a veto i�e��
the trigger	element $ToF	BG is set if ToF	BG is not�

The combination of these trigger	elements is known as �subtrigger ��� within the
H� Collaboration 
���� running period��

The reasons for this choice of subtrigger are the following�

) By measuring the scattered electron in the e	tagger of the luminosity system
we ensure a small scattering angle �e 
�

� 
 �e � ����" �e � ���� � 
e�� This
then leads to a maximal Q� of Q�

max � ����GeV� 
cf� equations 
���� ) �����"
y � ��� for Q� � Q�

max�� Hence the selected events are due to photoproduction
processes�

The measurement of the energy of the scattered electron in the electron tagger
in addition provides a good determination of y�

) The requirement of a measured scattered electron in the e	tagger combined
with the necessity for some activity in the main detector 
tracks� reduces pro	
ton and electron induced backgrounds drastically� The only relevant source of
background left� is due to random coincidences of proton and electron induced
background reactions within the same bunch crossing�

) The above subtrigger proved to reject background processes e�ectively� In
addition the trigger rate due to genuine photoproduction processes was small
enough such that every event could be processed further� In comparison
�subtrigger ��� which consists of the same trigger	elements except for the
DCRPh	Ta element had an output trigger rate that was too high as an input
rate for the next level in the trigger chain� Therefore subtrigger �� had to be
prescaled i�e�� only a fraction of the triggered events could be accepted�

�The only background source that could lead to signals in the main H� detector and the e�tagger
in coincidence is the electron induced photoproduction on the residual gas	 However� due to the
limited center�of�mass energy of this process �

p
s �

p
A � �GeV�� it is very unlikely that � jets of

�GeV�c transverse momentum �see section �	�� can be found in these background events	
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����� E	ciency of 
rst level trigger

The e�ciency of the above trigger	elements to trigger �	jet events is very high� For
subtrigger �� that is the coincidence of the trigger	elements eTAG zVtx	T� and
$ToF	BG the e�ciency to trigger the �	jet events as described in section ��� is
determined from Monte Carlo simulations and is equal to ���+ i�e�� no single event
is rejected by the requirement of a subtrigger �� bit� This e�ciency includes the
geometrical acceptance for the z	vertex trigger but does not include the acceptance
for the electron tagger i�e�� we demand the scattered electrons to be measured in the
e	tagger� The simulation of the e	tag and z	vertex trigger e�ciencies was compared
with e�ciencies derived from data for other physical processes than �	jet production
and showed very good agreement �����

The e�ciency for the DCRPh	Ta trigger	element is derived from data� By select	
ing �	jet events that were triggered by subtrigger �� we have an unbiased data
sample� Since the only di�erence between subtriggers �� 
st��� and �� 
st��� is the
trigger	element DCRPh	Ta the trigger e�ciency for the DCRPh	Ta trigger	element
is now given by the ratio 
e�ciency calculation is based on the binomial distribution
P

n� � 
Nn ��

n
����N�n for the probability P

n� to observe n out of N events given
the e�ciency �" the variance �� � N�
� � �� of the binomial distribution P

n� is

used to determine the error� �
 �
q
�
�� ���N�

�DCRPh	Ta �
number of events triggered by st��

number of events triggered by st��
� 
����

This e�ciency includes the geometrical acceptance� In �gure ��� �DCRPh	Ta is given
as a function of pjett  �

jet �jet� � �jet� and xjets� �

The average e�ciency is ��	 �stat�+� The variation of the e�ciency as a function
of the di�erent jet parameters and of xjets� is weak� Note that for some points
the statistics are rather poor� The MC simulation leads to the same qualitative
behaviour but has a global e�ciency of only ��+� This is due to the fact that the
DC	r� trigger simulation underestimates the average number of hits in the drift
chambers and thus underestimates the e�ciency per track ����� For forthcoming
comparisons with MC simulations the MC events are therefore rescaled with a
global factor ������

After the �rst level trigger a second 
L�� and third 
L�� level trigger may accept or
reject the L�	accepted events� In ���� however neither the L� nor the L� trigger
was operational�

��� Level � trigger

The level � 
L�� trigger a processor farm uses the information from all detector
parts and performs a crude event reconstruction� Its main function is to verify the
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Figure ���� E�ciency of the DCRPh�Ta trigger�element as a function of pjett � �jet�
�jet� � �jet� and log��x

jets
� � The dotted line indicates the average e�ciency of ����

L� subtrigger decisions and to reject proton induced background events� Accepted
events are stored on tape�

For events triggered by the L� subtrigger �� the L� trigger veri�es the L� trigger
decision by requiring at least one 
reconstructed� track measured in the central drift
chambers which originates from the nominal interaction region 
i�e�� jdcaj � � cm
jz
de�ned at DCA�j � �� cm��

Additionally events triggered by subtrigger �� are rejected if

) more than two upstream tracks 
z
de�ned at DCA� � ���� cm� exist or
) a �beam	gas� �nding routine based on the event	variables

P
all pz�

P
all j �p j

and yJB positively identi�es the event as being a proton induced background
event�
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The above cuts aim at reducing the proton induced background events� The �rst
cut reduces proton	gas and proton	wall events from outside the nominal interac	
tion region whereas the second cut reduces background events from the nomi	
nal interaction point by making use of the di�erent energy �ow patterns in �p
events and in proton induced background events� The rejection cut based on
yJB and

P
all pz�

P
all j �p j makes use of the observation that ybackgroundJB � y�pJB and



P

all pz�
P

all j �p j�background � 

P

all pz�
P

all j �p j��p�

����� E	ciency of level � trigger

The e�ciency of the L� trigger for �	jet photoproduction events can be determined
fromMonte Carlo simulations or from �L� rejected events�� �+ of the events that are
rejected by the L� trigger are nevertheless stored but labeled as �L� rejected events��
This allows to monitor the behaviour of the level � trigger and can additionally
be used for e�ciency cross	checks� The L� trigger e�ciency as determined from
MC simulations 
i�e�� application of the L� trigger code to MC events� is ���+�
Consistently no event from the L�	rejected event sample passes all selection cuts�
This cross	check however has a very limited signi�cance since only one �	jet event
found in the L�	rejected event sample translates to ��� e�ectively rejected events$
To get a better cross	check we relax our selection cuts by lowering the pt	cut 
cf�
equation 
����� and skipping the cuts on �jet 
cf� equations 
���� and 
������ For
pjett � �GeV�c� we �nd no single event in the L�	rejected event sample compared to
���� �	jet events in the data� Hence the ine�ciency of the L� trigger is lower than
���+ at ��+ con�dence level�

��� Level � trigger

The level � 
L�� trigger is the �rst trigger level that operates o.ine� It uses the
full detector information and performs a detailed and �nal� event reconstruction�
Based on reconstructed kinematical quantities it labels the di�erent events as being
of a particular event class 
e�g� hard photoproduction DIS D�� candidate etc� "
every event can be assigned to several di�erent event classes�� Hence the L� trigger
does not actually reject events such that they are lost but only attributes them to
a particular event class� Therefore the term �L� trigger� may be misleading ! it(s
rather the ��rst level analysis��

Before we describe the event classi�cation criteria some remarks on the event recon	
struction have to be made� Since our jet	�nding algorithm is based on calorimetric
quantities we concentrate on the energy reconstruction in the LAr calorimeter and
the BEMC� More details can be found in ��� ����

�Apart from re�reconstructions due to better calibration constants� improved reconstruction
code� etc�



�� � Data selection

) Noise suppression for the LAr calorimeter�
The electronic noise for the di�erent calorimeter cells is measured to be
�noise � �� ) ��MeV� An online noise suppression is performed by only con	
sidering signals that are equivalent to an energy jEcellj � � ) � �noise 
geometry
dependent" stronger cuts in the forward region of the LAr�� An additional
noise suppression is performed o.ine by only keeping cells with an energy
Ecell � � �noise and its directly neighbouring cells as well as all cells with energy
Ecell � �� �noise� Keeping negative energy cells automatically compensates for
part of the positive energy noise cells� After this noise suppression the total
noise contribution to an event as derived from randomly triggered 
�empty��
events is hEtot�noisei � ���GeV with a variance of �tot�noise � ���GeV �����

) Clustering and reweighting for the LAr calorimeter�
All cells passing the noise suppressing step are subject to clustering which
aims at grouping neighbouring cells 
for details see ��� ����� As a result
of this clustering procedure cells which are not assigned to a cluster 
e�g�
isolated cells� are suppressed� This leads to a further improvement of the noise
contribution in �empty� events which now results in a hEtot�noisei	distribution
with a peak at zero and �tot�noise � ����GeV 
see �gure ��� in ������

Based on these clusters corrections for energy losses in dead material and
the reweighting of the hadronic energies which is necessary due to the non	
compensating nature of the LAr calorimeter are performed ��� ����

) Noise suppression and clustering for the BEMC�
The average noise per BEMC element 
�stack�� amounts to Enoise � ���MeV
����� Therefore a simple cut on Estack � ���MeV is applied for every BEMC
stack� The BEMC clustering procedure which combines the measured energies
of up to � stacks 
out of a total of �� stacks� and the corrections for the energy
losses in dead material are described in ����� Finally a global hadronic weight	
ing factor of ��� is applied to the reconstructed energies to account for the fact
that the BEMC energy reconstruction is performed under the assumption that
the traced particle 
e�g� an electron� underwent electromagnetic interactions
within the backward electromagnetic calorimeter� However the observation
that hadrons typically only deposit � ��+ of their energy in the BEMC and
that about ��+ of all hadrons do not interact at all ���� make the BEMC a
poor device for the measurement of hadronic energies�

Note that special �noise	�les� are produced from �empty� events where no online
noise suppression has been performed� These �noise	events� are added to the MC
simulation events to model the in�uence of the electronic noise� The MC events are
then subjected to the same noise suppression steps 
i�e�� online noise suppression
and o.ine noise suppression as described above� as the data�

For this analysis only events labeled as being of �hard photoproduction�� type were

�H� internal naming� class �� plus WAMP selection ����� running period�	



��
 Three more cuts ��

used� The event classi�cation criteria for this event class are the following�

) Veri�cation of L� and L� trigger decisions e�g�

� Energy measured in the electron tagger of the luminosity system is above
�GeV and the possible energy measured in the photon detector is below
�GeV�

� At least one reconstructed track in the central tracker coming from the
nominal interaction region�

) Selection of a hard process by asking for a minimal transverse energy of
Et�event � ��GeV based on energies measured in the LAr calorimeter and the
BEMC�

) Rejection of background events e�g�

� Cosmic muons� Reject events where two tracks of opposite charge can be
�tted to a single track and the total number of tracks is less than ��

� Halo muons� Halo muons cross the detector horizontally� If the event	
vertex is assumed to be in the nominal interaction region these halo
muons lead to a large measured transverse energy �ow� Halo muons are
rejected by looking for �horizontal� energy	bands 
i�e�� �xed r and �� in
the calorimeters�

� Proton induced background events� Proton	gas and proton	wall back	
ground events are rejected based on yJB and

P
all pz�

P
all j �p j as well as

by looking for tracks coming from upstream� These rejection criteria are
similar to the ones used for the L� trigger� To �verify� the L� trigger
decision which relies on a simpli�ed event reconstruction the �nal !
stronger ! rejection criteria are applied by the L� trigger�

� Coherent noise� Some events with large transverse energy are due to co	
herent 
electronic� noise in the LAr calorimeter� These events are rejected
by searching for a typical 
channel related� pattern of distributed energy�

The e
ciency of the L� trigger as determined from Monte Carlo simulations is equal
to ���+�

After all these cuts 
L� L� L�� we end up with roughly ������ data events� The
total selection e�ciency of these � trigger levels amounts to ��	 �stat�+�

��� Three more cuts

In addition to the above	mentioned event classi�cation criteria we apply three more
cuts to our data 
and MC� sample�



�� � Data selection

Figure ���� z�distribution �in linear and logarithmic scale� of the event�vertex for
data �points� and MC �histogram�� Data and MC are normalized to unit area� The
dotted lines indicate the cut values�

The �rst one is a cut on the z	position of the event	vertex� Figure ��� shows the
z	distribution of the event	vertex for data and MC�

The main peak has its center at zvertex � �� cm and the distribution has a variance
of � � �� cm� At zvertex � �� cm one nicely sees a second peak 
data only� which
stems from the early proton satellite bunch� We apply a cut

��� cm � zvertex � �� cm 
����

to make sure that the event	vertex is well centered within the H� detector and to
remove the events due to the proton satellite bunch� Additionally this cut removes
possible proton	gas background events occuring outside of the beam crossing area�

The other two cuts are related to the energy measurement in the electron tag	
ger� Firstly for a good containment of the electromagnetic shower within the
e	tagger we restrict the shower	center to jxtagj � ��� cm 
possible maximum at
xtag�max � 	��� cm Moli/ere radius RM � ��� cm�� Secondly we restrict the energy
of the scattered electron� Figure ��� shows the energy distribution measured in the
electron tagger of the luminosity system for data and MC� Additionally shown is the
energy distribution in the e	tagger for events triggered by the eTAG trigger	element
alone� These latter events mainly stem from Bremsstrahlung processes� Since the
major source of background events is necessarily due to random coincidences of pro	
ton and electron induced background events within the same bunch crossing� this
distribution represents the background�

�The Bremsstrahlung �background processes which are in coincidence with a proton induced
background process are not only due to eA� eA� processes� but mainly to ep� ep� reactions	



��
 Three more cuts ��

Figure ��	� Etag�distribution for data� MC and background events� In �gure a�� the
Etag�distribution �normalized to unit area� for data �points� and MC �histogram�
is shown� Figure b� again shows the data distribution �points� together with the
Etag�distribution for the background events �dashed histogram�� The background
distribution is normalized such that the number of events above ��GeV is equal for
both distributions� The dotted lines indicate the cut values�

The data 
and MC� distribution peaks at around Etag � ��GeV� whereas the back	
ground distribution peaks at Etag � ��GeV� We apply a cut at

�GeV � Etag � ��GeV � 
����

which is equal to the cut ���� � ytag � ���� This cut selects the Etag 
ytag� re	
gion where the e	tagger acceptance is reasonably large and in addition reduces the
possible background due to random coincidences of proton and electron induced
background events� If we assume that all events with Etag � ��GeV are back	
ground events the background contamination of our data sample after applying the
cut on Etag is �+� However the comparison of the Etag	distribution for data and
MC 
see �gure ��� a�� suggests that the background contribution to our data sample
can only be a 
small� fraction of this conservative estimation of �+� By normalizing
the data and MC distributions between �GeV � Etag � ��GeV and adding the
appropriate fraction of background events in the region ��GeV � Etag � ��GeV
such that the total number of data events in this region equals the sum of MC
and background events we can estimate the background contamination in the sig	
nal region �GeV � Etag � ��GeV to be ���+� We therefore neglect this possible
contamination�



�� � Data selection

��� Jet��nding

The last but most stringent selection criterion is the existence of jets� We apply
the longitudinally	boost	invariant k�	clustering algorithm 
see sections ��� and ����
with the parameters 
cf� equations 
���� and 
�����

dcut � ��GeV��c� 
����

�cut � � 
����

to our data and ask for at least two jets to be found� As input objects for the
k�	algorithm we use clusters of energy in the LAr calorimeter and the BEMC�

Additionally the two jets with the highest transverse energy 
�pt	leading jets�� have
to pass the following cuts 
cf� equations 
����� and 
�������

� � �jet � ��� 
����

j-�jetsj � j�jet� � �jet� j � ��� � 
����

The reasons for the requirements above are described in more detail in section ����

The demand for at least two jets with transverse energy above �GeV reduces our
data sample drastically� After the additional cuts on the jet properties 
i�e�� cuts

���� and 
����� we are left with ��� events� The MC sample includes ���� events

equivalent to ��� events if all weights 
see section ���� are taken into account and
if the MC sample is normalized to the integrated luminosity of the data sample��
We will refer to these two samples as the ��nal �	jet event� samples� The two jets
referred to are the two pt	leading jets�

Note that the cut on Et�event � ��GeV applied by the L� trigger does not cut into
our �nal data sample although the transverse energies of the two jets may be as low
as Et � ��GeV� This is re�ected by the e�ciency of the L� trigger of ���+ and in
addition has been checked by investigating the Et�event	distribution of the �nal data

and MC� sample�

Figures ��� and ��� show two out of these ��� selected events� They both have two
jets with transverse momentum above ��GeV�c each�

The event depicted in �gure ��� has some energy �ow in the backward direction
whereas no activity in the BEMC is seen for the event shown in �gure ���� Thus
the former event is a candidate for a resolved photoproduction process whereas the
latter may be due to direct photoproduction� The value of xjets� determined from the
two jets is ���� and ���� respectively�

The correlation of jet quantities such as pt � and � with the same quantities of the
underlying parton is described in section ������ Except for the missing cut on -�jets�



�� Luminosity ��

Figure ��
� ��jet event� Candidate for a resolved photoproduction event� Depicted
is a cross�section of the H� detector along the z�axis� showing the liquid argon
calorimeter� the BEMC and the tracking chambers� The measured energy in the
LAr calorimeter and the BEMC is represented by black squares� The size of the
squares is thereby proportional to the deposited energy� Additionally shown are the
hits in the central tracking chambers together with the reconstructed particle tracks�

the MC events used for the correlation plots passed all the selection criteria and cuts
discussed in this chapter� For the x�	resolution studies as described in section �����
the �nal MC sample of ���� events was used�

What remains to be done is to determine the integrated luminosity for our �nal data
sample�

��	 Luminosity

The luminosity is determined by measuring the rate of the Bethe	Heitler process
ep� ep� ����� Since the cross	section is large and well known this Bremsstrahlung
process can be used for an exact measurement of the luminosity�



�� � Data selection

Figure ���� ��jet event� Candidate for a direct photoproduction event� Depicted
is a cross�section of the H� detector along the z�axis� showing the liquid argon
calorimeter� the BEMC and the tracking chambers� The measured energy in the
LAr calorimeter and the BEMC is represented by black squares� The size of the
squares is thereby proportional to the deposited energy� Additionally shown are the
hits in the central tracking chambers together with the reconstructed particle tracks�

The integrated luminosity of the data sample used for this analysis is equal to

L � ��� nb�� � 
����

It includes the following corrections�

) Only data periods where all detector parts relevant for this analysis 
i�e�� LAr
calorimeter central r�	drift chambers central multi	wire proportional cham	
bers ToF and the luminosity system� were properly working are taken into
account� Additionally a short period has to be excluded due to malfunctioning
of the DC	r� trigger �����

) The appearance of coherent electronic noise in the LAr calorimeter reduces
the e�ective data	taking time since all events with that particular pattern of
distributed energy are rejected� This correction varies for di�erent periods and
in average amounts to ���+ �����



�� Luminosity ��

) The cut on zvertex removes events in the tails of the zvertex	distribution and
especially events due to the collision of proton satellite bunches with electron
bunches� Since the luminosity measurement is 
largely� independent of zvertex
i�e�� the proton satellite bunches contribute to the total luminosity the cut on
zvertex has to be corrected for in the luminosity measurement� For the ����
running period this correction is determined to be �������

����syst�+ �����

The total systematic error of the luminosity measurement is ���+ ���� and includes
the uncertainty 
� �+� of the geometrical acceptance of the electron tagger� Other
contributions to the systematic error are due to the background subtraction 
� ���+�
and the trigger e�ciency 
� �+�� More details can be found in �����



Chapter �

Comparison of data with Monte

Carlo simulations

This chapter is devoted to the comparison of our �nal data sample 
as described in
the last chapter� with Monte Carlo simulations�

The aim of this analysis is to determine the inclusive parton cross	sections d��dpt
and d��d� in hard photoproduction processes and to measure the parton density
function of the photon� This can only be achieved with the help of a Monte Carlo
simulation which allows to relate measured quantities 
e�g� pjett  x

jets
� � with parton

quantities 
e�g� ppartont � and x�� The MC simulation thereby models the predictions
of the theory in our case Quantum Chromodynamics as well as the response of
the detector� The possibility to relate measured quantities with parton quantities
by means of a Monte Carlo simulation however requires that the MC simulation
describes the measured data well� It is therefore important to check that the prop	
erties of our �	jet sample are well reproduced by the MC simulation especially those
properties which are not in�uenced by the choice of parton density function para	
metrization for the photon or the proton� The MC samples used in this chapter are
based on the event generator Pythia� As parton density functions the parame	
trizations of Gl�uck Reya and Vogt 
GRV	LO� are used for the photon as well as for
the proton�

In the following we will investigate various properties of our data sample such as
jet properties 
pjett  �

jet� and jet jet correlations 
jpjett�� � pjett��j �jet� � �jet�  j�jet
� � �jet

� j
x� and xp�� We will then check the MC prediction for the energy �ow observed
in data and see that the MC simulations fail to describe the transverse energy �ow
around the jet direction properly� Hence the rest of the chapter will then be devoted
to detailed studies of this mismatch and to a �jet	pedestal subtraction� procedure
that corrects for this observed de�ciency of the MC simulations� Alternatives to the
pedestal subtraction method will be discussed as well�

��



�� Jet properties and jet jet correlations ��

	�� Jet properties and jet jet correlations

As a �rst check of the Monte Carlo description of our data we want to compare the
transverse momenta and the pseudo	rapidities of the two jets in our data sample with
the predictions of the MC simulation� In �gure ��� the pjett 	 and �jet	distribution is
shown� The number of jets found in the data sample is compared with the absolute
prediction of the Monte Carlo simulation 
the MC is normalized to the integrated
luminosity of the data sample�� The MC sample used includes multiple interactions�

Figure ��� pjett � and �jet�distribution for ��jet events� The number of jets found
in the data sample �points� is compared with the absolute prediction of the Monte
Carlo simulation �histogram� the MC is normalized to the integrated luminosity of
the data sample�� The MC sample used includes multiple interactions� We omit
to plot the statistical errors for the MC simulations in this chapter in order not to
overload the �gures�

The shape of the pjett 	distribution is well described by the MC simulation whereas
for the �jet	distribution the MC simulation predicts somewhat less jets in the very
forward region but somewhat more jets at small �jet� However the discrepancy in
the �jet	distribution is only weak and moreover we do expect some impact on the
shape of the �jet	distribution from the parton density function parametrization used
for the photon 
see below�$

For the absolute normalization the rate of �	jet events in the data is ! somewhat
surprisingly ! very well predicted by the Monte Carlo simulation� The slight sur	
prise about the fact that the MC simulation perfectly describes the �	jet event rate
in the data is due to the following reasons�
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) The errors given in �gure ��� are only statistical� Systematic errors due to the
uncertainty in the energy scale of the LAr calorimeter or the luminosity mea	
surement are not included� These and other systematic errors are described
in detail in the next chapter�

) The Monte Carlo simulation used for this comparison is based on an event
generator 
Pythia� that only includes leading order 
LO� matrix elements
for the hard �� � parton parton scattering� Theoretical calculations indicate
a di�erence between LO and next	to	leading order 
NLO� predictions of up to
��+ ��� �� �� ��� depending on factorization and renormalization scales
pt	 and �	ranges and jet	algorithm parameters used�

) The MC sample used for the comparison in �gure ��� includes multiple inter	
actions� It has to be shown in the following that the use of a MC simulation
which includes multiple interactions is sensible�

Note that a MC simulation without additional interactions poorly fails to
describe the pjett 	 and �jet	distribution for �	jet events i�e�� the predicted rate
is low by � ��+ and the shape of both the pjett 	 and the �

jet	distribution is
inconsistent with the data 
not shown��

) The pjett 	 and �
jet	distribution for the MC sample depend on the parton density

function parametrizations used when generating the events� This sensitivity
to the parton density function of the photon ! after all ! is the reason why
we want to measure the inclusive parton 
jet� cross	sections$ In �gure ��� the
GRV	LO parton density function parametrizations are used for the photon
and the proton� As shown in e�g� ��� ��� di�erent parametrizations for the
photon mainly in�uence the absolute rate of �	jet events and the shape of the
�jet	distribution� The shape of the pjett 	distribution is only weakly a�ected by
the choice of parton density function parametrization for the photon� Note
that di�erent parametrizations for the proton have no e�ect on the pjett 	 and
�jet	distribution since the parton density functions of the proton are already
well measured in the relevant xp	range�

The fact that the pjett 	 and �jet	distribution is in�uenced by the choice of the
parton density function parametrization for the photon proves the earlier re	
mark that the resolved contribution to the hard photoproduction cross	section
is relevant at HERA energies� For a plot of the theoretical expectations for
the resolved and direct contributions to the pt	distribution see e�g� �����

Another reason for a possible discrepancy in the �	jet event rate as observed in data
and MC is the in�uence of the &pt	cut introduced when generating the MC events

see section ����� In �gure ��� the &pt	distribution for the �nal MC sample 
including
multiple interactions� is shown�



�� Jet properties and jet jet correlations ��

Figure ��� &pt�distribution for the �nal MC sample �including multiple interactions��
The cut on &pt when generating the MC events was set to &pt�min � �GeV�c �dotted
line��

The &pt	distribution is at most very weakly in�uenced by the cut at &pt�min � �GeV�c�
Hence we do not expect a large impact on the �	jet event rate as predicted by the
Monte Carlo simulation due to the cut on &pt� The main reason for the presence of
events with &pt as low as &pt � �GeV�c in this MC sample is the additional energy
from multiple interactions which may lead to jets with transverse momenta as high
as pjett � �GeV�c 
see also section ������$

Figure ��� shows the jet jet correlations jpjett�� � pjett��j �jet� � �jet� and j�jet
� � �jet

� j� The
numbering scheme for the jets adopted in the following is such that pjett�� � pjett���

All three distributions are pretty well described by the Monte Carlo simulation�

The jpjett�� � pjett��j and j�jet
� � �jet

� j distributions are sensitive to the transverse mo	
mentum of the hard parton parton scattering system� According to the Monte
Carlo simulation the main contribution to the transverse momentum of the hard
scattering system comes from initial	state radiation� Another source of transverse
momentum is the intrinsic transverse momentum of the partons within the photon
and the proton� Note that the qualitative behaviour of the jpjett���pjett��j and j�jet

� ��jet
� j

distributions is due to these two e�ects and not an artifact of the pt	 and �	resolution
of the jet	algorithm� We can therefore conclude that the Monte Carlo description
of the initial	state parton showers and the kt	distributions reproduce the behaviour
of the data well�

The �jet� � �jet� distribution is directly related to the distribution of the scattering
angle 
� of the two partons in the center	of	mass system of the hard subprocess

cf� equation 
������ -�jets � �� ln
tan

������� The distribution of this scattering
angle 
� is an important prediction of Quantum Chromodynamics� The description
of the �nal �jet� � �jet� distribution by the Monte Carlo simulation is pretty good and
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Figure �	� jpjett�� � pjett��j� �jet� � �jet� and j�jet
� � �jet

� j distribution for ��jet events�
Comparison of data �points� and MC �histogram� the MC is normalized to the
integrated luminosity of the data sample�� The MC sample used includes multiple
interactions�

hence this basic prediction of Quantum Chromodynamics well con�rmed�

To conclude this section we show the distribution of xjets� and xjetsp in �gure ����

Both distributions are reasonably well reproduced by the Monte Carlo simulation�
The MC is based on the GRV	LO parton density function parametrizations for the
photon and the proton�

To sum up all jet properties and jet jet correlations of the �nal �	jet event sample
are pretty well described by the Monte Carlo simulation� Hence for these quantities
the parton density function parametrization for the photon by Gl�uck Reya and Vogt

GRV	LO� leads to a good description of the hard photoproduction data� However
there are some problems when considering the energy �ow in �	jet events�
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Figure �
� log��x
jets
� � and log��x

jets
p �distribution for ��jet events� Comparison of data

�points� and MC �histogram� the MC is normalized to the integrated luminosity of
the data sample�� The MC sample �which includes multiple interactions� is based
on the GRV�LO parton density function parametrizations for the photon and the
proton�

	�� Energy 
ow

In �gure ��� the transverse energy �ow 
per jet� around the jet direction in a slice
of j�cell� �jetj � � is shown versus the distance in � from the jet axis 
�jet	pro�le in
����� Jets are selected with �GeV�c � pjett � �GeV�c to reduce e�ects due to the
jet energy� These jet	pro�les are given in di�erent bins of �jet�

The cuts applied when generating the MC events cannot in�uence the quality of
the MC description of these jet	pro�les since pjett and �jet are �xed� For the Monte
Carlo simulation with multiple interactions the &pt	cut applied does not even a�ect
the &pt	distribution 
see above� and for the MC without additional interactions the
above	made statement is suggested by the following check� We compare the jet	
pro�les for the MC that includes multiple interactions with and without a cut applied
at &pt�min � �GeV�c 
i�e�� the value used for the MC without additional interactions
see section ����� No signi�cant di�erence can be seen�

The transverse energy �ow around the jet axis is reasonably well described in the
central region i�e�� for small �jet by both the MC with multiple interactions and
the MC without multiple interactions� At large �jet 
�jet � �� however both MC
simulations fail to describe the data$ The region of poor description is in between
the two jets 
note that the second jet is always visible at j�cell��jetj � � due to the
requirement j�jet� � �jet� j � ��� cf� equation 
������ This region where the transverse
energy �ow is reduced but not vanishing is called the �jet�� pedestal region�

�We use cells instead of clusters to enlarge the statistics	



��  Comparison of data with Monte Carlo simulations

Figure ��� Jet�pro�les in � �see text� as a function of �jet� Jets are selected with
GeV�c � pjett � �GeV�c� Data �points� is compared with a Monte Carlo simulation
that includes multiple interactions �full histogram� and a MC simulation without
multiple interactions �dashed histogram��



�� Energy �ow ��

The energy contributions to the pedestal region have di�erent sources�

) Final	state radiation�
The �nal	state parton showering leads to energy depositions around the initial
direction of the scattered hard parton� This energy deposition however is
correlated with the energy and the direction of the scattered hard parton�
The event generator Pythia includes e�ects due to �nal	state radiation by
means of a parton shower model�

) Fragmentation e�ects�
According to the Lund fragmentation model the hadronization of the coloured
partons into colourless hadrons leads to energy depositions in between the
di�erent partons i�e�� between the scattered hard partons and the coloured
beam remnants�

) Multiple interactions�
Multiple interactions within the same event lead to an energy deposition which
in the 
�� �� space is uncorrelated with the energy �ow from the hard sub	
process� The only correlation between the energy �ow from multiple soft
interactions and the hard scattering process is via x� � the larger x� 
or the
lower �jet cf� equations 
����� and 
������ the less photon energy is left�

for subsequent multiple interactions and eventually totally vanishes for direct
photoproduction processes 
i�e�� x� � ���

The main impact of multiple interactions is expected at large pseudo	rapidities
� � ��p 
��� � ��p � ��� for ���� � y � �����

Both �nal	state radiation and fragmentation e�ects are rather well known from
other experiments at comparable energies 
e�g� experiments at CERN 
LEP SPS�
and at the Fermi Laboratory 
TEVATRON�� and the event generators were tuned
to describe those data� Moreover a poor description of these two e�ects by the MC
simulation would presumably lead to a poor description of the data for all �jet�

As can be seen in �gure ��� the Monte Carlo simulation that includes multiple
interactions is able to describe the data better than the MC simulation without
additional interactions� However the di�erence between data and MC is still too
large to be neglected 
see also section ������� The same mismatch between data and
MC can be seen in the �jet	pro�les in �� i�e�� the transverse energy �ow 
per jet�
around the jet direction in a slice of j�cell � �jetj � � versus the distance in � from
the jet axis 
not shown��

Note that the above	mentioned di�erence between data and MC cannot be due to
a poor choice for the parton density function parametrization of the photon in the
MC� A totally di�erent x�	distribution 
which is disfavoured cf� �gure ���� would

�There is no ordering in time between the di�erent interactions	 We do however refer to the
hard parton parton scattering as the ��rst scattering within the event	
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only lead to a di�erent mixture in pjett and �jet for the second jet but the in�uence
of this second jet is marginal in the jet	pedestal region studied above� However an
explicit check for the dependence of the energy �ow in the pedestal region on x� for
the plots in �gure ��� has been performed and proved the statement made above��

Although the multiple interaction picture o�ers a natural explanation of the observed
e�ects 
see also section ������ we �rst want to make sure that the mismatch between
the data and the Monte Carlo simulations discussed above known as �the forward
energy problem� within the H� Collaboration is not due to any other source�

	�� Forward energy problem

Some investigations described in this section will be based on the comparison be	
tween the jet	pro�les and the energies of the jet	pedestals 
see section ������ as
seen in the data and the MC simulation which includes multiple interactions� Since
the statistical signi�cance of the transverse energy �ow as shown in �gure ��� is
somewhat limited we enlarge our data and MC sample by lowering the pjett 	cut 
cf�
equation 
����� and skipping the cuts on �jet 
cf� equations 
���� and 
������ The
enlarged data sample comprises ���� events� The fact that the resulting MC sam	
ple is a�ected by the &pt	cut applied when generating the events does not introduce
any bias since we only compare the transverse energy �ow for �xed pjett and �jet�
Hence the jet	pro�les are not sensitive to the �	jet event rate or to the pjett 	 and
�jet	distribution�

����� Energy scale of the LAr calorimeter

A variation of the absolute energy scale for the LAr calorimeter as a function of
the polar angle 
 could possibly lead to the observed forward energy problem� If
the energy �ow in the forward region was overestimated this could lead to the
comparison of data jets with MC jets of higher energy� Since low energy jets are
broader than high energy jets an e�ect as described in section ��� would be possible�

As mentioned earlier the uncertainty in the absolute energy scale for the LAr
calorimeter as determined from the pt	balance in deep inelastic scattering events
is �+� The variation of the absolute energy scale as a function of the polar angle 

however is as small as �+ �����

�For a MC simulation that includes multiple interactions� there is an additional dependence
of the transverse energy �ow �at �xed x�� on the parton density function parametrization of the
photon due to the variation in the probability for an additional soft interaction at a �xed xmi

� �
However� a substantial in�uence on the jet�pro�les due to this e�ect is improbable� since the
xjets� �distribution is rather well described by the parton density function parametrization used �cf�
�gure �	��	
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A comparison of the jet	pro�les in data and MC when changing the absolute energy
scale for the LAr calorimeter by �+ or even �+ 
data only$� does not improve the
MC description�

����� Trigger bias

The geometrical acceptance of the DC	r� and z	vertex trigger is limited to j�j � ���
���� and j�j � ��� ���� respectively� While the restriction in the acceptance intro	
duced by the z	vertex trigger is no worry 
we cut on �jet � ��� cf� equation 
�����
the limited acceptance of the DC	r� trigger could introduce a bias� For jets in the
very forward region say �jet � ��� only a track as far away as �track � �jet � ���
from the jet axis �res the DC	r� trigger hence broader jets have better chances to
be triggered on than narrower ones� This could ! if the MC simulation did not
account for this e�ect e�g� because the number of charged tracks per event was
underestimated ! lead to the observed forward energy problem�

A data sample triggered by subtrigger �� i�e�� the requirement of the same trigger	
elements as for subtrigger �� 
the subtrigger used for this analysis see chapter ��
except for the DCRPh	Ta element shows the same forward energy problem� This
is despite the rather limited acceptance of the DC	r� trigger not very surprising
considering the fact that the trigger e�ciency of the DCRPh	Ta element for the �nal
data sample is measured to be �� 	 �+ 
see section ������� Moreover the forward
energy problem already starts at �jet � � which is well below the boundary of the
acceptance region of the DC	r� trigger�

Data samples triggered by subtriggers based on the eTAG trigger	element in coin	
cidence with a trigger	element from the forward ray trigger 
�subtrigger ���" the
forward ray trigger uses the information from the three forward multi	wire pro	
portional chambers and the central inner proportional chamber� or from the liquid
argon calorimeter trigger 
�subtrigger ����� lead to the same conclusion i�e�� that
the forward energy problem is not due to a trigger bias�

����� Pile�up

The background contamination of the �nal data sample has been checked to be
negligible 
see section ����� As an alternative con�rmation of this observation the
zvertex	distribution 
see section ���� for the data sample with all selection cuts but
the cut on ��� cm � zvertex � �� cm applied 
see chapter �� has been re	examined

not shown�� From the number of events with an event	vertex outside the nominal
interaction region ��� cm � zvertex � �� cm� one can estimate the contamination
of the �nal data sample due to proton	gas or proton	wall processes 
in random
coincidence with an electron induced background event� to be below �+�

�For more information on these triggers see ����	
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There is however the possibility that a genuine photoproduction event occurs in
random coincidence with another event most probably a proton	gas or proton	wall
background event� The �second� event may thereby appear in the very same bunch
crossing or ! because the analog signals from the LAr calorimeter have a rise	
and decay	time of a few �s ��� ��� ! in a bunch crossing adjacent to the bunch
crossing in which the photoproduction event occurs� The extra energy �ow from
such overlaid proton	gas or proton	wall events 
�pH � ��� �pO � ���� may possibly
lead to the observed forward energy problem� Various di�erent strategies to control
this possible �pile	up� e�ect have been pursued and will be described below�

������� Rates

As a �rst rough estimate of the possible pile	up contribution to our data sample
we consider the trigger rate R� track � �ToF�BG 
i�e�� the trigger rate for the trigger	
element �� track� 
e�g� DCRPh	Ta or zVtx	T�� � $ToF	BG" for a description of the
trigger	elements see section ���� which is dominated by proton induced background
processes� For the ���� running period this trigger rate has been measured to be
R� track � �ToF�BG � ���Hz �����

This background rate R� track � �ToF�BG

 has now to be compared to the bunch

crossing frequency of ����MHz� It then translates into a pile	up probability Ppile�up
of Ppile�up � R� track � �ToF�BG �Hz� � ���� �Hz��� � � � ���
�
Considering the fact that a proton induced background event may take place in a
bunch crossing adjacent to the bunch crossing in which the genuine photoproduction
event occurs the total number of pile	up events may be at most a factor of �� higher�


i�e�� we allow the background event to �lie as far away� as �� bunch crossings or
� ��s" the half	width	at	half	maximum of the LAr analog signal however is only
� ��s ������ Therefore at most ���+ of the events are contaminated by pile	up�

������� Proton current and bunch selection

In the following we explore two di�erent ways of in�uencing a possible pile	up e�ect

i�e�� the addition of extra transverse energy� in the jet	pro�les�

One possible explanation for the poor description of the data by the MC simulation
is that e�ects due to noise and especially pile	up are not correctly modeled by
the addition of the �noise	�les� as described in section ���� We have therefore
additionally added randomly triggered events 
i�e�� events where no trigger but a
random trigger was set" �empty� events� to the Monte Carlo events� Roughly �+

�We require at least one track for the background events� since these events need to leave some
energy in the LAr calorimeter in order to account for the forward energy problem	

�Only true if no ToF�BG trigger�element is set in the adjacent bunch crossings	 For the �nal
data sample� the number of events with a ToF�BG trigger�element set in an adjacent bunch crossing
is marginal �see section �	�	�	��	
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of these randomly triggered events have a transverse energy Et�event � �GeV and
� ���+ of the added events have Et�event � ��GeV� The electronic noise in the LAr
calorimeter is constant in time but the pile	up is expected to be proportional to
the proton current and to the vacuum in the interaction region� Since the �noise	
�le� only consists of events from a short running period a variation of the noise
and pile	up contribution due to di�erent proton currents or a varying vacuum is
not taken into account� The variation in the quantity �proton current � vacuum�
was at most a factor of � over the whole ���� running period� However to explain
the jet	pro�les we would have to add randomly triggered events to the MC events
corresponding to two orders of magnitude higher currents in the machine�

To directly check the impact of the proton current on the potential pile	up contribu	
tion the jet	pro�les for data taken at high and low proton currents are compared�
Again we assume the jet	pro�les to be more a�ected by pile	up events when the
total proton current in HERA is high� However no such observation can be made�

The second possibility explored to in�uence a possible pile	up e�ect is to select
special proton bunches� As mentioned earlier only �� out of ��� possible proton
bunches were �lled in the ���� running period and only �� out of those had a colliding
partner� The �� proton bunches were �lled in � packs of �� bunches interleaved with
���� empty bunches� The ninth pack included � colliding and � proton pilot bunches
and was followed by another � empty bunches� Due to this structure we expect that
ep scattering events from proton bunches at the edge of such packs are less a�ected
by background events in bunch crossings adjacent to the bunch crossing in which the
ep scattering took place than photoproduction events from proton bunches in the
middle of these packs� The comparison of jet	pro�les of events from proton bunches
at the beginning in the middle or at the end of these proton bunch packs does not
show any such di�erence�

������� Trigger veto

Pile	up events which are due to a background event in a bunch crossing adjacent to
the bunch crossing in which the photoproduction event occurs may set some trigger	
elements in the respective bunch crossing� We therefore check for di�erent trigger	
elements in the bunch crossings around the actual bunch crossing of the event 
the
corresponding information is only recorded for 	� bunch crossings�� Note however
that not every trigger	element is suited for this investigation because some trigger	
elements are allowed 
by design� to be set during more than one bunch crossing

for one single event� or they may �accidentally� be set due to their trigger history
e�g� triggers based on multi	wire proportional chambers often trigger in the bunch
crossings after the actual bunch crossing of the event because of the after	pulsing of
the signals from the cathode pads�

One trigger	element checked to veto background events in adjacent bunch crossings
is the ToF	BG trigger	element 
see section ����� The removal of all events that have
the trigger	element ToF	BG set in neighbouring bunch crossings 
�� events for the
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enlarged data sample� does not lead to an improved description of the jet	pro�les
by the MC simulation�

Two more trigger	elements were used to veto pile	up events the zVtx	T� trigger	
element 
�� events in the enlarged data sample� and the FwdRay	T� trigger	element
from the forward ray trigger 
��� events�� These two trigger	elements were only used
to veto early background events i�e�� events that occured in an earlier bunch crossing
than the photoproduction event� However no di�erence in the respective jet	pro�les
is seen�

Note that for the �nal data sample 
��� events see section ���� only �� events are
vetoed by the sum of the above �veto	triggers� 
� � and �� due to the ToF	BG
the zVtx	T� and the FwdRay	T� trigger	element respectively�� We do however not
remove these events since they are included in the Monte Carlo simulation due to the
addition of the �noise	�les� obtained from randomly triggered events 
see above���

To sum up the results of this section we do not have any indication that the forward
energy problem observed in the jet	pro�les is due to pile	up events or due to other
systematic errors 
e�g� absolute energy scale in the LAr calorimeter etc���

Nevertheless we must �nd a solution to correct for the poor description of the
jet	pro�les by the Monte Carlo simulations 
see also section �������

	�� Correction of energy 
ow description

The aim of this section is to describe di�erent energy �ow correction methods i�e��
methods that correct for the poor description of the transverse energy �ow by the
MC simulations� These energy �ow correction methods are all inspired by the as	
sumption that the poor description of the data is due to soft processes 
e�g� multiple
interactions� which are not correctly described by the Monte Carlo simulations� To
emphasize that this assumption is indeed very tempting the �rst subsection shows
that the data does have properties expected for multiple interactions�

����� Multiple interactions

As discussed in section ��� multiple interactions within the same event o�er a
natural explanation for the poor description of the jet	pro�les by the Monte Carlo
simulations�

To demonstrate that the data has additional properties expected for multiple inter	
actions we plot the jet	pro�les in � for data and MC for low and high x� at �xed
�jet 
� � �jet � �� see �gures ��� and ���" as in section ��� we enlarge our data
and MC samples by lowering the pt	cut and skipping the cuts on �jet�� Note that

�For the FwdRay�T� trigger�element� the trigger bit has most probably been set due to a
malfunctioning of the trigger in the respective running period	
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the jet	pro�les in � are asymmetric showing a higher transverse energy �ow in the
direction of the proton remnant 
�cell � �jet � �� compared to the photon remnant
direction 
�cell � �jet � ���

Figure �� Jet�pro�le in � for the �nal data sample� Transverse energy �ow �per
jet� around the jet direction in a slice of j�cell � �jetj � � versus the distance in �
from the jet axis� Jets are selected with � � �jet � � and the pro�les are given for
xjets� � ��� �N� and xjets� � ��� �M��

Figure ��� Jet�pro�le in � for the MC simulations� Transverse energy �ow �per
jet� around the jet direction in a slice of j�cell � �jetj � � versus the distance in
� from the jet axis� Jets are selected with � � �jet � � and the pro�les are given
for xjets� � ��� �N� and xjets� � ��� �M�� Figure a� shows the jet�pro�le for a MC
simulation that includes multiple interactions whereas b� shows the pro�le for a MC
without additional soft interactions�

Within the multiple interaction scenario the energy 
squared� left for multi	
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ple soft interactions of partons from the photon and the proton is given by
sspectators � 
�� x��
�� xp�ysep 
neglecting masses and transverse momenta� where
x� and xp refer to the fractional momenta of the partons from the photon and the
proton respectively determined from the hard ���rst� parton parton scattering�
Since xp is typically small 
x

jets
p � ��� cf� �gure ���� and the y	range is limited to

���� � y � ��� 
see section ���� the main variation in sspectators is due to x�  which
may vary between xjets� � ���� and xjets� � � 
cf� �gure ����� E�ects due to multiple
interactions should therefore depend on x� and are expected to show up mainly at
large pseudo	rapidities 
��� � ��p � ��� for ���� � y � �����

In �gure ��� one sees an enhanced energy �ow for small xjets� for both �cell��jet small

negative� and large 
positive�� The increase in the energy �ow for negative �cell��jet
with decreasing xjets� may be attributed to the presence of the photon remnant 
for
x� � � i�e�� direct processes there is no photon remnant at all$�� The additional
energy �ow for positive �cell � �jet at small xjets� however can be interpreted as the
additional energy �ow due to multiple interactions$ Note that a MC simulation that
includes multiple interactions shows the same behaviour 
see �gure ��� a�� whereas
for a MC simulation without additional interactions there is no signi�cant increase
in the energy �ow at positive �cell � �jet for low xjets� 
see �gure ��� b���

The above observation is a strong hint that we see e�ects due to multiple interactions
in our data� However we do not consider this to be a proof of the existence of
multiple interactions in hard photoproduction processes�

Since a Monte Carlo simulation which includes multiple interactions describes our
data much better than a MC simulation without additional interactions it is very
tempting to improve the MC description even more by increasing the activity due to
multiple interactions e�g� by lowering the &pmit�min	cuto� 
see section ����� Such inves	
tigations have been pursued but did not lead to convincing results mainly because
the additional energy �ow due to multiple interactions spoiled the jet	pro�les at low
�jet� Nevertheless these studies have to be repeated for future analysis when more
statistics allow for more elaborate checks� Additionally improved 
Pythia ��� ����
and Herwig ��� ����� and new 
Phojet ����� event generators seem to describe the
data better ����� However fully simulated and reconstructed Monte Carlo samples
that are based on these improved or new generators do not exist yet� Hence we
have to stick to the MC samples mentioned in chapter ��

����� Pedestal energy

The poor description of the jet	pro�les in � in the pedestal region prevents us from
relating the transverse energies of the jets with the transverse momenta of the par	
tons reliably� If we assume that the additional energy seen in the jet	pedestal region
of the jet	pro�les in the data sample compared to the jet	pro�les in the MC samples is

also present within the jet	core 
i�e�� R	��� ��
q

�cell � �jet�� � 
�cell � �jet�� � ��

the relation between pjett and ppartont is not described correctly by the MC simula	
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tions� This assumption is supported by the fact that the poor description of the
jet	pro�les in � is not only restricted to the pedestal region but also a�ects the
bins for j�cell � �jetj � � 
cf� �gure ���" most prominent for � � �jet � ����� Hence
a measurement of the di�erential parton cross	section d��dpt is not possible since
even a small error in the energy measurement leads to large errors in d��dpt due to
the steeply falling distribution 
d��dpjett � 
pjett �

�
�
 ������

In the following we will try to determine this possible contribution to the transverse
energy �ow within the jet	core by assuming that the additional energy �ow seen in
the jet	pedestal region of the jet	pro�les 
data versus MC� is present in the entire

�� �� space and that it is constant as a function of � 
as would ! in average ! be
expected if this additional energy �ow was due to multiple interactions�� As a �rst
energy �ow correction method we will then subtract this additional energy�

We determine the pedestal energy of a jet that is the contribution to the transverse
energy �ow 
per jet� within the jet	core extrapolated from the energy �ow in the
pedestal region by measuring the 
rescaled� average transverse energy �ow around
the jet direction�

Epedestal
t �

Ajet	core
Apedestal region

X
����cell��jet��

excluding jet	cores

Ecell
t � 
����

The transverse energy �ow is summed up in the slice �� � �cell � �jet � � 
all ��
thereby excluding the jet	core 
R	��� � �� and the possible contribution to the

energy �ow from the second jet 
i�e�� Rsecond jet
	��� � ��� This de�nes the area

Apedestal region� The transverse energy �ow is then scaled to Ajet	core�Apedestal region�
with Ajet	core � �R�

	��� R	��� � ��

Before we calculate the pedestal energy for the jets in the data and MC samples
we �rst have to show that the jet	core is well de�ned by the requirement R	��� � ��
In �gure ��� the transverse energy �ow 
per jet� as a function of R	��� is shown�
Only energy clusters which were assigned to the jet by the k�	algorithm contribute
to the plot�

The k�	algorithm used for this analysis most closely resembles a cone	type algorithm
with �xed cone	size R	��� � � 
see chapter ��� The jet	radius 
i�e�� R	����max� for
the k�	algorithm may however vary from jet to jet and can be both smaller or larger
than R	��� � �� As can be seen in �gure ��� most of the energy �ow is contained
in a radius of R	��� � �� Note that the di�erence in the energy �ow between data
an MC is restricted to the region R	��� � ��� 
MC with multiple interactions� and
R	��� � ��� 
MC without multiple interactions" di�erence small for R	��� � �����
To measure the additional pedestal energy present in the data in comparison with
the MC simulations an average jet	core area of �R�

	��� � � looks reasonable�

In �gure ��� the measured Epedestal
t 	distribution is given for di�erent bins in �jet�
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Figure ��� Transverse energy �ow �per jet� as a function of R	��� �R	��� ��q

�cluster � �jet�� � 
�cluster � �jet��� for jets in the �nal data �points� and MC sam�

ples �full histogram� including multiple interactions� dashed histogram� no addi�
tional interactions�� Only energy clusters which were assigned to the jet by the
k��algorithm contribute to the plot�

Similar to the jet	pro�les in � 
see above� the MC simulation that includes multi	
ple interactions can better describe the data than the MC simulation without any
additional interactions� However the average jet	pedestal energies as observed in
the data are larger 
�jet � �� than predicted by both MC simulations 
see also �g	
ure ������ Note that the �uctuations in the pedestal energies are large especially at
large �jet� This is not only true for the data but also for both MC simulations� Do
further note that the pedestal energy �uctuations in the data too are reasonably
well described for �jet � � by both Monte Carlo simulations�

For jet pseudo	rapidities between � and ��� the di�erence in the pedestal energy
determined for the data and the MC simulation which includes multiple interactions
is as large as � ���GeV� As mentioned before this is far too much to be neglected$
We will therefore have to correct for this discrepancy�

����� Pedestal subtraction

A possible correction of the observed mismatch between the jet	pro�les in data and
MC is to subtract the full pedestal energy from the jet energy Ejet

t � This would
however lead to wrong results since the pedestal energy is determined based on the
assumption that the transverse energy �ow in the pedestal region continues con	
stantly 
as a function of �� into the jet	core as suggested by the multiple interaction
scenario� But we see from �gure ��� 
dashed histogram� that the transverse energy
�ow in the pedestal region is non	vanishing even in the absence of multiple inter	
actions� This is due to �nal	state radiation and fragmentation e�ects 
i�e�� e�ects
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Figure ��� Epedestal
t �distribution as a function of �jet� Data �points� is compared

with a Monte Carlo simulation that includes multiple interactions �full histogram�
and a MC simulation without additional interactions �dashed histogram�� The dis�
tributions are normalized to unit area�
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Figure ���� Average Epedestal
t as a function of �jet� Comparison of data �points� and

Monte Carlo simulations �full histogram� including multiple interactions� dashed
histogram� no additional interactions��

related to the hard scattering process� which lead to an energy �ow in the pedestal
region too� We do not expect that this contribution to the energy �ow is constant
as a function of ��

Consistently the correlation between Ejet
t � Epedestal

t and ppartont 
or better the cor	
relation between Ejet

t � 
Epedestal
t � R�

	����max� and ppartont  see below� is worse than

the correlation between Ejet
t and ppartont as has been checked for the MC sample that

includes multiple interactions 
for an extensive study of the jet	pro�les and pedestal
energies in photoproduction at HERA see ���� too��

We therefore need to correct for the additional pedestal energy seen in data 
and in
the MC simulation that includes multiple interactions ! we have no proof for the
existence of multiple interactions� compared to the predictions of the Monte Carlo
simulation without additional soft interactions�

Since the �uctuation in the pedestal energy is large for the MC simulation without
multiple interactions 
and hence also for data and for the MC simulation that does
include multiple interactions� a subtraction of the additional pedestal energy on an
event by event basis is not possible�

The pedestal subtraction applied to both the data and the MC sample which includes
multiple interactions is therefore based on the average pedestal energies�

Ejet
t�corrected � Ejet

t �
�
-Epedestal

t � R�
	����max

�

����

with

-Epedestal
t � hEpedestal

t i � hEpedestal
t�non	mi MCi � 
����
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hEpedestal
t i is thereby given by the average pedestal energy 
cf� equation 
����� of the

jets in the data and the MC sample respectively� The dependence of -Epedestal
t

on �jet 
see �gure ����� is parameterized by a second order polynomial in �jet� The
dependence of -Epedestal

t 
at �xed �jet� on pjett and on the pseudo	rapidity of the
second jet is marginal 
note that the available statistics are rather limited for such
an investigation� and will be neglected� The variation in -Epedestal

t is determined to
be ���GeV � -Epedestal

t � ���GeV and ���GeV � -Epedestal
t � ���GeV for the �nal

data and MC samples respectively� Note that the average pedestal energy di�erence
-Epedestal

t which is subtracted from Ejet
t to get the corrected jet energy Ejet

t�corrected

is scaled with the jet	radius squared R�
	����max to take into account the varying

jet	radius for the k�	algorithm 
the in�uence of R	����max on the determination of

Epedestal
t is small which can be seen from the fact that the summed transverse energy

�ow for R	��� � � 
cf� �gure ���� is much smaller than the average pedestal energy


cf� �gures ��� and �����" for -Epedestal
t � the fact that R	����max may be larger than

unity has an even smaller in�uence as has already been discussed above�� The
R	����max	distribution is shown in �gure �����

Figure ���� R	����max�distribution for the �nal data �points� and MC samples �full
histogram� including multiple interactions� dashed histogram� no additional inter�
actions�� R	����max is given by the cluster assigned to the jet by the k��algorithm

which has the largest distance R	��� �
q

�cluster � �jet�� � 
�cluster � �jet�� from the

jet axis� To account for the fact that the reconstruction code may produce clusters
of vanishing energy �e�g� due to noise suppression procedures�� a minimal energy of
Ecluster�min � ��MeV is asked for every cluster�

After the pedestal subtraction we again ask for a minimal transverse energy of the
two jets of �GeV 
see section ���� to ensure that we are left with hard photoproduc	
tion processes only� The corrected jet energy will then again be called Ejet

t 
instead
of Ejet

t�corrected��

To prove that such an average pedestal subtraction can correct for the additional
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energy �ow within the jet	core 
we henceforth refer to the jet	core as the area
�R�

	����max� due to e�g� multiple interactions i�e�� that it removes the in�uence of

these multiple interactions on the pjett 	 �
jet	 and xjets� 	distribution we compare the

pedestal subtracted MC sample which includes multiple interactions with the MC
sample without any additional interactions� For this comparison we apply the same
&pt	cut to the MC sample that includes multiple interactions as was used for the gen	
eration of the MC sample without multiple interactions i�e�� &pt�min � �GeV�c 
see
section ����� Figure ���� shows the pjett 	 and �jet	distribution of the two pt	leading
jets for both samples together with the distribution for the MC sample that includes
multiple interactions before the pedestal subtraction�

Figure ���� pjett � and �jet�distribution for di�erent MC samples� Shown are the
distributions for the MC without additional interactions �triangles� together with
the distributions for the MC that includes multiple interactions before �dashed
histogram� and after �full histogram� the pedestal subtraction� All distributions
are normalized to the same integrated luminosity and have a cut applied at
&pt � 
GeV�c�

The distributions for the pedestal subtracted MC that includes multiple interactions
and the MC simulation without additional interactions should coincide� As can be
seen in �gure ���� this is ful�lled fairly well� Note that the absolute prediction
for the �	jet rate of the pedestal subtracted Monte Carlo that includes multiple
interactions and the MC simulation without additional interactions agree within
the statistical errors�

Figure ���� shows the xjets� 	 and x�	distribution for the same MC samples�

The coincidence between the distribution for the pedestal subtracted MC sample
which includes multiple interactions and the MC simulation without additional in	
teractions is good� Note the slight disagreement at large x� 
x

jets
� � which is due to

the fact that we subtract some jet energy for all events� This is probably inadequate
at very large x�  e�g� for direct processes 
i�e�� for events with x� � ���
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Figure ��	� xjets� � and x��distribution for di�erent MC samples� Shown are the
distributions for the MC without additional interactions �triangles� together with
the distributions for the MC that includes multiple interactions before �dashed
histogram� and after �full histogram� the pedestal subtraction� All distributions
are normalized to the same integrated luminosity and have a cut applied at
&pt � 
GeV�c�

We will apply the above	mentioned pedestal subtraction to both our data and MC
sample� Due to the large values of -Epedestal

t 
see above� this last selection cut 
we
again ask for pjett � �GeV�c� reduces our ��nal� data and MC samples substantially
and leaves us with ��� and ��� 
���� events respectively� We will henceforth call
these samples the ��nal pedestal subtracted� samples�

Figure ���� shows the corrected Epedestal
t 	distribution i�e�� the distribution of

Epedestal
t �-Epedestal

t � Epedestal
t �

�
hEpedestal

t i � hEpedestal
t�non	mi MCi

�

����

for data and MC�

At large �jet the pedestal energies are still somewhat poorly described by the Monte
Carlo simulation� This can be explained by the fact that the pedestal subtraction
method only uses the average pedestal energies and can therefore not correct for
large �uctuations of the additional energy �ow within the jet	core�

Finally we again show the &pt	distribution for the �nal pedestal subtracted MC
sample 
cf� �gure ������

The cut at &pt�min � �GeV�c does not in�uence the distribution� Note that even after
the pedestal subtraction a few MC events which have a &pt as low as &pt � � ) �GeV�c
remain in the sample� This is again due to the above	mentioned fact that the
�uctuations in the pedestal energy are large and that the pedestal subtraction only
uses the average pedestal energies for the subtraction�
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Figure ��
� Epedestal
t �-Epedestal

t distribution as a function of �jet� Comparison of
data �points� and Monte Carlo simulation �full histogram�� The distributions are
normalized to unit area�
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Figure ���� &pt�distribution for the �nal� pedestal subtracted MC sample� The cut
on &pt when generating the MC events was set to &pt�min � �GeV�c �dotted line��

����� Alternatives to pedestal subtraction

In the previous subsection we tried to correct for the observed di�erence between
the jet	pro�les in data and MC by subtracting the energy �ow within the jet	core
that is not due to a hard parton parton interaction but to some other process e�g�
multiple soft interactions� This energy �ow was estimated from the energy �ow
measured around the jet direction�

This pedestal subtraction method however does have some drawbacks� Firstly the
proof that this method works is only valid under the assumption that the additional
energy �ow seen in the data behaves qualitatively similar to the additional energy
�ow due to multiple interactions as modeled by the event generator Pythia 
i�e��
distribution of energy �ow in 
�� �� space etc��� This may not be the case� Secondly
if the additional energy �ow 
as compared to a MC simulation that does not include
multiple interactions� is due to soft multiple interactions we expect that the contri	
butions to the energy �ow within the jet	core �uctuate� The pedestal subtraction
method described above however only uses the average pedestal energies� Finally
the determination of the additional pedestal energy -Epedestal

t 
cf� equation 
�����
does not take into account that the pedestal energies Epedestal

t are distributed asym	
metrically around the mean hEpedestal

t i� This may in average lead to a subtraction of
too much energy� Remarkably the two latter points do not prevent the successful
proof of the method 
i�e�� that the pedestal subtraction corrects for the in�uence of
multiple interactions on the pjett 	 �

jet	 and xjets� 	distribution� for the MC simulation
which includes multiple interactions 
see last subsection�� But again we do not
know whether the same is true when the pedestal subtraction method is applied to
the data�

In the following we want to describe two alternative �correction� methods which
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aim to improve the Monte Carlo description of the data by applying additional cuts
to the data and MC samples 
for the rest of this section we again refer to the �nal
data and MC samples as described in section ��� i�e�� the data and MC samples be�
fore the previously described pedestal subtraction�� Since the MC simulation which
includes multiple interactions describes the data better than the MC simulation
without additional interactions we concentrate on the former�

The �rst possibility found to improve the MC description of the data is to cut on
the transverse energy �ow not associated to the hard process� As an example for
such a quantity the distribution of 
Ejet

t�� � Ejet
t����Et�event for data and MC is shown

in �gure �����

Figure ��� 
Ejet
t���Ejet

t����Et�event�distribution� Comparison of data �points� and MC
�histogram� the MC is normalized to the integrated luminosity of the data sample��
The MC sample used includes multiple interactions� The dotted line indicates the
cut applied�

We apply the cut

Ejet
t�� � Ejet

t��

Et�event
� ���� 
����

to our �nal data and MC sample� This cut removes events where more than ��+
of the total transverse energy �ow is not due to the hard process� If multiple
interactions are a source of transverse energy �ow 
which they de�nitely are for
the MC sample� we remove events which have a large contribution to the total
transverse energy �ow due to these soft interactions�

Figure ���� shows the impact of the cut on 
Ejet
t�� �Ejet

t����Et�event for di�erent bins in
�jet�
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Figure ���� 
Ejet
t�� � Ejet

t����Et�event�distribution as a function of �jet� Comparison of
data �points� and MC �histogram� the MC is normalized to the integrated luminosity
of the data sample�� The MC sample used includes multiple interactions� The dotted
line indicates the cut applied�
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The cut dominantly removes events at large �jet 
or equivalently small xjets� �
for both MC and data 
small xjets� implies large sspectators and hence a possi	
bly large energy �ow due to multiple interactions see section ������� Without
the cut on 
Ejet

t�� � Ejet
t����Et�event� the MC simulation can fairly well describe the


Ejet
t���E

jet
t����Et�event	distribution at small �

jet but fails for large �jet 
i�e�� �jet � ��� Af	

ter the cut 
Ejet
t�� � Ejet

t����Et�event � ���� however the description is reasonably good

for large �jet too at least when considering the shape of the 
Ejet
t�� � Ejet

t����Et�event	
distribution� Note that a di�erent parametrization of the parton density function
for the photon may a�ect the �jet	distribution and therefore also the absolute rates
for the 
Ejet

t�� � Ejet
t����Et�event	distribution i�e�� we do not necessarily expect a good

description of the rates by the MC simulation especially at large �jet 
low xjets� ��

The jet	pro�les in � for data and MC after this cut on 
Ejet
t���Ejet

t����Et�event are given
in �gure �����

The description of the data by the MC simulation has improved considerably 
cf�
�gure ����$ Note however that a harder cut on 
Ejet

t�� � Ejet
t����Et�event improves the

description in the pedestal region even further but worsens it for j�cell � �jetj � ��
i�e�� within the jet	core 
not shown��

Additionally the Epedestal
t 	distribution after the cut on 
Ejet

t���Ejet
t����Et�event is shown

in �gure �����

The Monte Carlo simulation describes the Epedestal
t 	distribution reasonably well at

least much better than before the cut on 
Ejet
t�� � Ejet

t����Et�event 
cf� �gure �����

We may try to explain why the Monte Carlo description improves when cutting on

Ejet

t�� � Ejet
t����Et�event� We give two possible alternatives�

) The cut removes �wrong� events i�e�� events which are not due to hard pho	
toproduction processes� The remaining events are well described by the MC
simulation which includes multiple interactions�

Since the cut mainly removes events from the data sample such an explanation
is possible� However the fact that some distributions re�ect a clear �	jet
structure 
e�g� j�jet

� ��jet
� j � � jpjett���pjett��j small� does not make this explanation

very convincing�

) The cut removes events where the additional energy �ow in the event due
to e�g� soft interactions is large and hence the shift in Ejet

t towards too large
values as compared to ppartont severe� Without this large additional energy
�ow the jet energy Ejet

t would not have been above the threshold of �GeV�
For the remaining data and MC events the additional energy �ow within the
jet	core is equal for both samples� Note that we hereby ignore the possibil	
ity that a �proper� hard photoproduction event 
i�e�� parton energies above
� �GeV� is overlaid with an additional large energy �ow due to multiple soft
interactions and hence removed from the sample� This latter contribution to
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Figure ���� Jet�pro�les in � as a function of �jet after the cut on 
Ejet
t���E

jet
t����Et�event�

Jets are selected with GeV�c � pjett � �GeV�c� Data �points� is compared with a
Monte Carlo simulation that includes multiple interactions �full histogram��
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Figure ���� Epedestal
t �distribution as a function of �jet after the cut on


Ejet
t�� � Ejet

t����Et�event� Comparison of data �points� and MC �histogram�� The MC
sample used includes multiple interactions� The distributions are normalized to unit
area�
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the rejected events would call for a correction factor to account for the di�er	
ent cut	e�ciency for data and MC� Because of the steeply falling distribution
d��dpjett � we however expect that the events removed from the sample �by
mistake� only account for a small fraction of the rejected events�� In other
words we assume that the e�ciency of the cut 
Ejet

t�� � Ejet
t����Et�event � ����

for hard photoproduction events 
i�e�� parton energies above � �GeV� is large
and equal for data and MC�

The explanation above suggests that the cut on 
Ejet
t�� � Ejet

t����Et�event removes
similar events from the data and MC samples as does the pedestal subtraction
method described in the last subsection� Some di�erences between the two
methods however exist� The cut on 
Ejet

t�� � Ejet
t����Et�event only rejects events

with a large additional energy �ow whereas the pedestal subtraction method
corrects for all additional energy �ow due to e�g� multiple soft interactions by
subtraction of an average additional pedestal energy -Epedestal

t as a function of
�jet� Hence events with very large additional energy �ow are removed by the

Ejet

t�� � Ejet
t����Et�event	cut but may survive the pedestal subtraction procedure

as can be seen in �gure �����

Note that �gure ���� points to a problem for the �nal pedestal subtracted sam	
ples namely that the 
Ejet

t�� � Ejet
t����Et�event	distribution is not well described by

the Monte Carlo simulation 
comparison of open triangles 
M� in �gures ���� a�
and b��� This di�erence could be due to a wrong parametrization of the parton
density function for the photon hence we need to check the description of the
shape for di�erent bins in �jet 
xjets� �� The description of the 
Ejet

t�� � Ejet
t����Et�event	

distribution for large �jet is somewhat worse for the pedestal subtracted sample than
for the sample obtained when cutting on 
Ejet

t�� � Ejet
t����Et�event � ����� especially at

small 
Ejet
t�� � Ejet

t����Et�event 
not shown�� This is probably due to the repeatedly
mentioned fact that the pedestal subtraction method does not take into account
large �uctuations of the additional energy �ow due to e�g� multiple interactions
whereas the cut 
Ejet

t�� � Ejet
t����Et�event � ���� does� For small �jet the description of

the 
Ejet
t�� � Ejet

t����Et�event	distribution is good for both samples�

To sum up the cut 
Ejet
t���E

jet
t����Et�event � ����� which reduces our �nal data and MC

samples of ��� and ���� 
���� events to ��� and ��� 
���� respectively improves
the Monte Carlo description of quantities sensitive to an additional transverse en	
ergy �ow due to e�g� multiple interactions 
i�e�� jet	pro�les Epedestal

t 	distribution and

Ejet

t�� �Ejet
t����Et�event	distribution� considerably� However the description is not per	

fect� Despite the above	mentioned uncertainties and limitations we assume that the

�Both extreme cases� i�e�� the possibility that all rejected events would not have reached the
threshold for the jet energy without the large additional energy �ow as well as the more unlikely
possibility that all events are removed �by mistake have been compared by checking the descrip�
tion of the shape of di�erent data distributions which should not be a�ected by the choice of
the parton density function parametrization for the photon	 However� no signi�cant di�erence
between the two extreme cases can be seen	 This notably holds for the jet�pro�les in � and for the
Epedestal
t �distributions as a function of �jet	
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Figure ���� 
Ejet
t�� �Ejet

t����Et�event�distribution before �N� and after �M� the pedestal
subtraction� Shown are the distributions for the data sample �a�� and for the MC
sample that includes multiple interactions �b��� The dotted lines indicate the cut at

Ejet

t���Ejet
t����Et�event � ��
�� Note that the jet energies used for the determination of


Ejet
t�� � Ejet

t����Et�event are the uncorrected ones for the pedestal subtracted samples�

cut 
Ejet
t�� � Ejet

t����Et�event � ���� is a reasonable alternative to the pedestal subtrac	
tion method to �correct� for the poor description of the data by the MC simulation�
We will use this alternative energy �ow correction method to estimate the system	
atic error of the results obtained with the �nal pedestal subtracted data and MC
samples� We expect the same results for large x� since both correction methods
have their main impact at small xjets� or equivalently large �jet and hence a possible
systematic di�erence should only show up at small x��

The second alternative to improve the Monte Carlo description of the data is sug	
gested by the following idea ����� If multiple interactions do exist in our data sample
we assume that the k�	algorithm often clusters together jets due to the hard parton
parton scattering and energy concentrations originating from soft multiple interac	
tions independently before eventually merging them to a larger �jet�� Hence we
need to resolve the jet	structure to prevent such a �late� clustering of jets and �en	
ergy lumps� due to soft interactions� This can be done by setting �cut to a value
smaller than unity 
see section ����� To explore this idea we repeat the jet	�nding

see section ���� with the following parameters for the k�	algorithm 
cf� equations

���� and 
������

dcut � ��GeV��c� 
����

�cut � ���� � 
����

The value �cut � ���� translates to a maximal relative transverse momentum 
small
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angle limit� of the two sub	jets of
p
���� � �GeV�c � ����GeV�c i�e�� objects with

a distance dkl larger than 
�����
�GeV��c� will not be merged� We ask for at least

two hard �nal state jets to be found� We then again apply the cuts on �jet 
cf�
equations 
���� and 
����� and ask for more than �GeV�c transverse momentum for
the two pt	leading sub	jets 
henceforth called jets� to ensure a hard photoproduction
process�

The jet	pro�les in � for the resulting data and MC samples consisting of ��� and
��� 
���� events respectively 
the reduction of events compared to the �nal samples
is strongest at low xjets� � are depicted in �gure �����

Except for �jet � �� the description of the jet	pro�les by the MC is very good$
Note that the above procedure is not just a complicated way of selecting narrower
and therefore harder jets 
which would be the case for a cone	type algorithm when
lowering the cone	radius� ! a selection of harder jets 
roughly the same statistics�
does not lead to a comparable improvement in the description of the jet	pro�les�

Additionally we show the Epedestal
t 	 and 
Ejet

t�� � Ejet
t����Et�event	distribution for the

resulting samples in �gures ���� and ���� respectively�

Both the Epedestal
t 	 and the 
Ejet

t���Ejet
t����Et�event	distribution are fairly well described

by the Monte Carlo simulation�

The major drawback of this energy �ow correction method is that the statistics of
the resulting data and MC samples are rather poor 
only half the events compared
to the pedestal subtracted samples�� We may nevertheless use these samples for
another estimation of the systematic errors of the results obtained with the two
other energy �ow correction methods described above 
emphasis on small x� due to
the problems for small �jet��

����� Choice of energy �ow correction method

None of the energy �ow correction methods described above is perfect� Common to
all three methods is the fact that the results obtained are highly model	dependent�

The major drawbacks of the pedestal subtraction method and the imperfections of
the two alternative energy �ow correction methods have been discussed in the last
subsection�

All three methods result in a better description of distributions sensitive to an
additional transverse energy �ow due to soft processes and they all give a reasonably
good description of the jet properties and jet jet correlations 
cf� section ���" not
shown�� The latter is not very surprising since this is already true for the �nal
uncorrected sample 
see section ����� However since the event reduction due to the
di�erent energy �ow correction methods is more severe for the data than for the MC
sample the absolute prediction of the MC simulation 
i�e�� the �	jet rate� overshoots
the �	jet rate seen in the data and hence only the shape of the distributions are well
described after applying the di�erent corrections�
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Figure ���� Jet�pro�les in � as a function of �jet for �cut � ����� Jets are selected
with GeV�c � pjett � �GeV�c� Data �points� is compared with a Monte Carlo
simulation that includes multiple interactions �full histogram��
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Figure ���� Epedestal
t �distribution as a function of �jet for �cut � ����� Compari�

son of data �points� and MC �histogram�� The MC sample used includes multiple
interactions� The distributions are normalized to unit area�
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Figure ��	� 
Ejet
t�� � Ejet

t����Et�event�distribution as a function of �jetfor �cut � �����
Comparison of data �points� and MC �histogram� the MC is normalized to the
integrated luminosity of the data sample�� The MC sample used includes multiple
interactions� The distributions are normalized to unit area�
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We will use all three samples 
i�e�� the pedestal subtracted sample the ��uctuation
reduced� sample ! owing its name to the ability of the cut on 
Ejet

t���E
jet
t����Et�event to

remove events with a large additional energy �ow due to e�g� multiple interactions !
and the �sub	jet� sample� and regard the di�erence in the results obtained with the
three samples as a measure of the systematic error introduced by the three energy
�ow correction methods�



Chapter �

Measurement of d��dpt	 d��d� and
fg���x��

The aim of this analysis is to measure quantities which are sensitive to the partonic
structure of the 
quasi	real� photon i�e�� the parton density functions of the pho	
ton� As discussed in sections ����� 
particularly section �������� and ��� inclusive
parton cross	sections such as d��dpt and d��d� are such quantities� The di�erent
parametrizations for the parton density functions of the photon mainly in�uence the
absolute value of d��dpt and d��d� as well as the shape of the di�erential cross	
section d��d�� Another quantity which is sensitive to the partonic structure of the
photon is the x�	distribution in �	jet events dNevents�dx��

To measure di�erential parton cross	sections such as d��dpt and d��d� and to
determine the x�	distribution in �	jet events we have to rely on a Monte Carlo
simulation which connects measured quantities 
pjett  �

jet and xjets� � with the �true�

quantities ppartont  �parton and x� � The MC simulation used for this purpose makes use
of the event generator Pythia 
see section ����� Since Pythia is based on leading
order 
LO� QCD matrix elements and higher orders are only included approximately
by means of a parton shower model we will determine leading order parton cross	
sections� Consistently the parton density functions of the photon extracted from
the measured x�	distribution in �	jet events will be a leading order parton density
function 
for the MC simulation the leading order parametrization of Gl�uck Reya
and Vogt 
GRV	LO� is used for the parton density function of the photon��

The correlation between the measured quantities pjett  �
jet and xjets� and the respective

true values ppartont  �parton and x� has already been discussed in section ���� We will
however repeat the correlation plots for pt � and x� due to the following reasons�

) For the parton kinematics 
ppartont and �parton� the leading order quantities
as given by the event generator are used� Hence partons are balanced in
transverse momentum�

���



���

) As input data for this investigation the �nal MC sample after all selection
cuts and after pedestal subtraction 
see section ������ is used� Similar results
are found for the �nal �uctuation reduced sample and for the �nal sub	jet
sample 
see section �������

The jet parton correlation for pt and � and the correlation between xjets� and x� is
shown in �gures ��� and ��� respectively�

Figure ���� Jet parton correlation �LO� for pt and ��

The somewhat poor correlation in pt and x� asks for an unfolding procedure which
extracts the true values ppartont and x� from the measured quantities pjett and xjets�

rather than simply identify pjett � ppartont and xjets� � x� � respectively� Such an unfold	
ing procedure will be described in the next section� The remaining two sections will
then be devoted to the measurement of d��dpt and d��d� and to the measurement
of the gluon density function of the photon fg��
x��� respectively�

Before we set o� to measure the above	mentioned quantities which are pretended
to be sensitive to the parton density functions of the photon we demonstrate that
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Figure ���� Correlation between xjets� and x� �

resolved processes do actually contribute dominantly to our event samples� The
contribution of resolved processes to the pjett 	 and �

jet	distribution has already been
discussed in section ���� Here we concentrate on the xjets� 	distribution� The fact that
the correlation plot for x� 
cf� �gure ���� does not only have entries for log��x� � �
already implies that we need resolved processes to describe our data� To emphasize
the importance of the resolved contribution to the xjets� 	distribution �gure ��� shows
the xjets� 	distribution seen in data in comparison to the xjets� 	distribution expected
from the MC simulation� For the latter the contributions due to direct and resolved
processes are given separately� If not mentioned otherwise we will henceforth al	
ways use the �nal pedestal subtracted data and MC sample as an example for the
three di�erent �nal samples 
i�e�� the pedestal subtracted sample the �uctuation
reduced sample and the sub	jet sample� described in the last chapter� All results and
conclusions obtained from the pedestal subtracted sample agree with the �ndings
for the other two samples if not quoted di�erently�

The �rst observation is that we clearly need resolved processes to describe the ob	
served xjets� 	distribution$ Under the assumption that the absolute rate predicted by
the Monte Carlo simulation is not totally o� 
next to leading order 
NLO� correc	
tions are estimated to be of the order of � ��+� see section ���� and considering
the fact that the quark content of the photon is already known fairly well from
�� interactions we can even state that we need direct processes to describe the
xjets� 	distribution too although the data selection described in chapter � already
rejected a substantial amount of events due to direct processes�

The question whether the gluon induced resolved processes 
we will in the forthcom	
ing always talk about gluons or quarks from the photon� are needed to explain the
observed xjets� 	distribution or whether the quark induced resolved processes alone
can account for the measured xjets� 	distribution will be the main topic of the last
section of this chapter�
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Figure ��	� log��x
jets
� �distribution� Comparison of data �points� and MC �histogram�

the MC is normalized to the integrated luminosity of the data sample�� The contri�
butions to the xjets� �distribution due to direct �double hatched� and resolved processes
are given separately �MC only�� The latter are further subdivided into processes
initiated by a quark �single hatched� or a gluon �open histogram� from the photon�
The �nal� pedestal subtracted samples are used�

We will now turn towards the description of the above	mentioned unfolding proce	
dure�

��� Unfolding procedure

In a typical experiment one wants to measure the distribution f
x� of some physi	
cal variable x 
in our case e�g� d�
pt��dpt or fg��
x���� However what one really
determines is a 
related� distribution g
y� of the actually measured quantity y 
in
our case dNjets
p

jet
t ��dp

jet
t and dNevents
x

jets
� ��dxjets� �� The relation between f
x� and

g
y� can be expressed by the following formula�

g
y� �
Z
A
x� y�f
x� dx� �
y� � 
����

A
x� y� is called the response function and describes all e�ects that are common to
most measurements�

) Transformation between the quantity x and the related quantity y 
e�g� the
transformation between x� and xjets� as determined from the transverse mo	
menta and the pseudo	rapidities of the two pt	leading jets cf� equation 
�������

) Limited acceptance of the detector and e�ects due to the selection of the data�
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) Limited resolution of the measured quantity e�g� due to the �nite resolution
of the detector or due to physical processes such as hadronization�

The response function A
x� y� is often given implicitly by a Monte Carlo simulation�
�
y� describes the statistical �uctuations in the measured distribution g
y�� The
above	given formula can be generalized even further e�g� by introducing multidi	
mensional variables or by adding a term b
y� for a possible background contribution
to g
y�� We will however stick to this somewhat simpli�ed formulation of the prob	
lem�

The unfolding procedure now has to determine f
x� from the measured distribution
g
y�� Usually measured distributions are given in histograms i�e�� the variables x
and y can be thought of as discrete variables� The integral of equation 
���� then
turns into a sum and we can write

gi �
X
j

Aijfj � �i " i � � � � � n� j � � � � �m 
����

or short

�g � A �f � �� � 
����

where gi � g
yi� �-y fj � f
xj� �-x and Aij � A
xj� yi�� In case of a square matrix
A 
n � m� i�e�� equal number of bins for x and y� the solution for the unfolding

problem is straightforward 
�fe is the estimator for the solution��

�fe � A
���g � 
����

This is called the �matrix inversion method�� Unfortunately this simple solution to
the unfolding problem is often unsatisfactory since bin contents fe�j of adjacent bins
tend to vary strongly i�e�� the result has a strongly oscillating behaviour 
see e�g�
��� ����� There are various more sophisticated procedures than the matrix inversion
method 
see e�g� ���� and references therein� which lead to more satisfactory results�

One such unfolding procedure ��� ��� which will be used for this analysis is based
on a regularization method 
see e�g� ��� ��� and references therein�� The main in	
gredients for this unfolding procedure are sketched below� For a detailed description
of this �regularized unfolding method� see �����

We start with two input distributions for the unfolding program the data distri	
bution g
y� and the corresponding Monte Carlo distribution gMC
y�� The response
function A
x� y� is taken from the Monte Carlo simulation i�e�� A
x� y� � AMC
x� y��
Hence an accurate description of the response function by the Monte Carlo simu	
lation is essential for a reliable unfolding�
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We thus have 
we neglect statistical errors for simplicity�

g
y� �
Z
A
x� y�f
x� dx 
����

gMC
y� �
Z
A
x� y�fMC
x� dx � 
����

The data distribution g
y� and the Monte Carlo distribution gMC
y� do not necess	
arily coincide and we therefore have to �nd a weight function fw
x� such that the
Monte Carlo distribution 0gMC
y� derived from the reweighted input distribution
0fMC
x� �� fMC
x�fw
x� describes the data i�e��

g
y�
�
� 0gMC
y� ��

Z
A
x� y�fMC
x�fw
x� dx � 
����

In the following we will call 0gMC
y� the �reweighted� Monte Carlo distribution�
The main �a priori input for the unfolding procedure used in this analysis is the
assumption that the distribution fw
x� is smooth� Therefore it is assumed that
the function fw
x� can be described by a set of cubic B	splines 
see e�g� ����� and
that its 
local� curvature f ��w
x��
� � 
f �w
x��

����� is small in the entire x	region�
Hence the unfolding problem is solved by �tting a function fw
x� 
given by a �nite
superposition of cubic B	splines� to the data g
y�� where the relation between fw
x�
and g
y� is given by equation 
����� The reweighted input distribution 0fMC
x� is the
result of the unfolding i�e�� the estimator for f
x��

The actual �t consists in the minimization of a negative log likelihood function
� lnL� where a regularization term is added to ensure for a smooth solution�

� lnL � � lnLstat �
�

�
�R " R �

Z
jf ��w
x�j� dx � 
����

The likelihood function Lstat thereby describes the probability that the observed
data histogram gi 
the problem is again reformulated in a discrete way� is consis	
tent with the �tted histogram 
0gMC
����i with �t parameters �� as follows� The
measured bin content gi of a histogram bin i follows a certain probability dis	
tribution l
gi� �i� of observing gi given the �true� value �i 
i�e�� the Poisson
distribution�� Lstat then is the joint product of these probability distributions
Lstat �

Q
i l
gi� �i�� with �i � 
0gMC
����i� By minimizing � lnLstat� one �nds the

most likely parameter set ��� i�e�� the best �t function� In our case the �t function
is 0gMC
y" ��� ��

R
A
x� y�fMC
x�fw
x" ��� dx 
cf� equation 
����� and the parameters

�� describe the superposition of the di�erent cubic B	splines� For the explicit form
of lnLstat see e�g� ��� ����

The term R is the so called total curvature and is equal to the integrated local
curvature squared 
assuming jf �w
x�j � �� and � is the regularization parameter�
The results obtained by this unfolding procedure do not su�er from oscillations as
do results obtained with the simple matrix inversion method described above�
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Before we actually apply this unfolding procedure to our data let(s make some
remarks on technical aspects of the unfolding program� The program for regularized
unfolding ���� used for this analysis only allows for one variable to be unfolded in
other words an unfolding of pjett and �jet at the same time is not possible� The
binning 
i�e�� 
suggested� number of bins position and bin size� of the unfolded
variable is optimized for minimal bin	to	bin correlations 
the resulting value for
0fMC
x� is the average value for the respective bin� and the errors given represent
the statistical errors of the data distribution g
y��

To control the output of the unfolding program two cross	checks can be performed�

) An explicit comparison of the data distribution g
y� with the �reweighted�
distribution 0gMC
y� allows to verify that the unfolding �t converged� g
y� and
0gMC
y� have to coincide 
cf� equation 
�����$

) Since the unfolding program returns the results of the unfolding �t as a weight
for every MC event 
fw
x�� the following additional test can be made� Un	
der the assumption that the unfolding procedure �corrected� for all possi	
ble de�ciencies of the Monte Carlo description 
e�g� by �correcting� for a
wrong parton density function of the photon� all data distributions h
z�
should be correctly described by the �reweighted� Monte Carlo distribution
0hMC
z� ��

R
hMC
z� x�fw
x� dx� This can be checked by comparing other dis	

tributions than the one used for the unfolding in our case e�g� �jet jpjett���pjett��j
�jet� � �jet�  j�jet

� � �jet
� j etc�

The unfolded distribution 0fMC
x� can only be considered physically reasonable if
both checks give satisfactory results�

Note that we will di�erentiate between the unfolded distribution 0fMC
x� 
which
represents the result for f
x� hence we will mostly omit the 0 and the index �MC� for
unfolded distributions� and the reweighted distribution 0gMC
y�

�� Other reweighted
distributions not used for the unfolding �t which allow to check the quality of the
unfolding procedure 
see above� will be called reweighted distributions too�

��� Measurement of d��dpt and d��d�

The measurement of the inclusive parton cross	section d��dpt is done in two steps�
First the pjett 	distribution in �	jet events dNjets
p

jet
t ��dp

jet
t � is unfolded to the cor	

responding leading order 
LO� distribution for partons 
i�e�� we use leading or	
der parton quantities� dNpartons
p

parton
t ��dppartont 
we henceforth identify pt and �

with ppartont and �parton respectively� i�e�� the unfolding corrects for the transfor	
mation and limited resolution 
see above�� To get the inclusive parton cross	section

��always refers to a �reweightedMonte Carlo distribution	 We will in the forthcoming suppress
the index �MC	
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d�
pt��dpt� this distribution is then scaled bin by bin with a factor that describes
all losses due to the data selection 
including acceptance of detector e�ciencies of
triggers jet	�nding etc��� This scaling factor r
pt� is determined by means of a
Monte Carlo simulation i�e�� we use the ratio

r
pt� �
number of partons generated 
pt� kinematical range�

number of partons in �nal MC sample 
pt�
� 
����

The kinematical range is thereby given by Q� � ����GeV� ���� � y � ��� and
� � � � ���� Analogous cuts have been applied to the �nal data and MC samples
by cutting on �e � ���� ���� � ytag � ��� and � � �jet � ��� 
see chapter ���

Note that we hereby determine the inclusive parton cross	section d��dpt� i�e�� every
parton ful�lling the above requirements is used for the calculation of the scaling
factor r
pt��

The unfolding is performed by using the 
pjett �
���	distribution rather than the

pjett 	distribution� The reason for this is that the resulting unfolded distribution pro	
duced by the unfolding program has bins of roughly equal size� To account for the
limited statistics at large pjett  we therefore use 
p

jet
t �

��� as unfolding variable which
results in somewhat larger bins at larger pt� One may be tempted to use other func	
tions of pjett as unfolding variable which have an even stronger impact on the bin size
in pt 
e�g� ��
p

jet
t �

��� ��pjett  etc��� However since the unfolded result is binned in
between pt�min and pt�max as given by the pt	distribution of the �nal MC sample 
i�e��
pt � �GeV�c� the �uninteresting� pt	range 
i�e�� pt � �GeV�c� becomes more and
more important and the total number of bins in the interesting pt	range smaller and
smaller� Another advantage when unfolding the 
pjett �

���	distribution rather than
some other function of pjett is that the error due to the resolution of the calorimeter
�

p
E�� is constant as a function of

p
E 
see section �����

The determination of the inclusive parton cross	section d�
���d� is similar to
the procedure described above� Because the resolution in the transverse mo	
mentum pt is worse than the resolution in the pseudo	rapidity � 
cf� �gure ����
and because the pt	distribution d�
pt��dpt is steeply falling as a function of pt
the inclusive di�erential parton cross	section d�
���d� is determined by unfold	
ing the 
pjett �

���	distribution for three di�erent bins in �� The pt	integrated results

pt � �GeV�c� then give the inclusive parton cross	section d�
���d��

Before we apply the above	sketched procedures to our �nal data samples we prove
that the unfolding� can reproduce the correct distributions� This is done by un	
folding the 
pjett �

���	distribution of a Monte Carlo sample and comparing the re	
sult d0�
pt��dpt with the input distribution d�
pt��dpt� We use the �nal Monte
Carlo sample without additional interactions as a toy model for data and the �	
nal pedestal subtracted MC sample that includes multiple interactions as our

�We will in the forthcoming refer to the unfolding as both the unfolding step and the subsequent
scaling	
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MC sample� To account for the di�erent &pt	cut applied when generating the
MC samples 
see section ���� we apply the cut &pt � �GeV�c also to the �nal
pedestal subtracted MC sample� We show the unfolded d0�
pt��dpt	distribution

i�e�� d0�
pt��dpt � 
d�
pt��dpt�mi � fw
pt�� together with the input distribution

d�
pt��dpt�non	mi in �gure ����

Figure ��
� d�
pt��dpt�distribution� Comparison of the unfolded d0�
pt��dpt�
distribution �N� with the input distribution d�
pt��dpt �M��

The unfolding procedure reproduces the input distribution reasonably well�

���� Determination of d��dpt

For the determination of the inclusive parton cross	section d��dpt we unfold the

pjett �

���	distribution for all three �nal data samples� For the correlation between pjett
and pt the respective �nal Monte Carlo samples are used�

To check that the result of the unfolding procedure can be trusted we compare
the 
pjett �

���	distribution in the data with the reweighted 
pjett �
���	distribution of the

Monte Carlo simulation 
see �gure ���" we show the plots for the �nal pedestal
subtracted samples as an example��

The reweighted 
pjett �
���	distribution describes the data well�

In addition we check some other distributions to make sure that the unfolding
procedure not only leads to a good description of the 
pjett �

���	distribution 
which is
used for the unfolding �t� but also results in a good description of all other possible
distributions� In �gures ��� and ��� all jet properties and jet jet correlations already
discussed in section ��� are shown for data and for the reweighted Monte Carlo
sample 
�nal pedestal subtracted samples��

All distributions are reasonably well described by the reweighted distributions�
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Figure ���� 
pjett �
����distribution� Comparison of the data distribution �points� with

the reweighted Monte Carlo distribution �histogram�� The MC is normalized to the
integrated luminosity of the data sample� The �nal� pedestal subtracted samples
are used�

The resulting inclusive parton cross	sections d��dpt for the three �nal data samples
are shown in �gures ��� ) ���� 
see also tables ��� ) ����� Additionally the theoretical
predictions 
taken from the event generator Pythia� for di�erent parametrizations
of the parton density function for the photon are shown�

���� Determination of d��d�

As mentioned above the inclusive parton cross	section d��d� is determined by
unfolding the 
pjett �

���	distribution for three di�erent bins in �� The pt	integrated
results 
pt � �GeV�c� then represent the cross	section values for the three bins�
This is done for all three �nal data samples� For the correlation between pjett and
pt the respective �nal Monte Carlo samples are used�

The unfolding is checked by examining the description of the 
pjett �
���	distributions

and other distributions not included for the unfolding �t as was done above� We
do however not show the plots again�

The inclusive parton cross	sections d��d� determined with the three �nal data sam	
ples are shown in �gures ���� ) ���� 
see also tables ��� ) ���� together with the
theoretical predictions 
taken from the event generator Pythia� for di�erent para	
metrizations for the parton density function of the photon�
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Figure ��� pjett � �jet� jpjett��� pjett��j� �jet� � �jet� and j�jet
� ��jet

� j distribution� Comparison
of data �points� and reweighted Monte Carlo distribution �histogram�� The MC
is normalized to the integrated luminosity of the data sample� The �nal� pedestal
subtracted samples are used�
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Figure ���� log��x
jets
� � and log��x

jets
p �distribution� Comparison of data �points� and

reweighted Monte Carlo distribution �histogram�� The MC is normalized to the
integrated luminosity of the data sample� The �nal� pedestal subtracted samples
are used�

Figure ���� Inclusive parton cross�section d��dpt in ep scattering versus the trans�
verse momentum pt for

p
sep � ��GeV� Q� � ����GeV �� ���� � y � ��� and

� � � � ��� determined for the pedestal subtracted sample� Inner error�bars show
statistical errors� whereas outer error�bars are the �square root of the� quadratic sum
of statistical and systematic errors� thereby neglecting the systematic error �others
of ����+� The unfolding is performed by means of a Monte Carlo simulation which
is based on leading order �partonic� matrix elements �see text�� Comparison with
theoretical predictions using the parton density function parametrizations of the
photon by Gl�uck� Reya and Vogt �GRV�LO� full line� and Abramowicz� Charchu�la
and Levy �LAC I� dashed line� LAC III� dotted line��
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Figure ���� Inclusive parton cross�section d��dpt in ep scattering versus the trans�
verse momentum pt for

p
sep � ��GeV� Q� � ����GeV �� ���� � y � ��� and

� � � � ��� determined for the �uctuation reduced sample� Inner error�bars show
statistical errors� whereas outer error�bars are the �square root of the� quadratic sum
of statistical and systematic errors� thereby neglecting the systematic error �others
of ����+� The unfolding is performed by means of a Monte Carlo simulation which
is based on leading order �partonic� matrix elements �see text�� Comparison with
theoretical predictions using the parton density function parametrizations of the
photon by Gl�uck� Reya and Vogt �GRV�LO� full line� and Abramowicz� Charchu�la
and Levy �LAC I� dashed line� LAC III� dotted line��

���� Systematic errors

The results for the inclusive parton cross	sections d��dpt and d��d� discussed in
the last two subsections only include statistical errors� There are however a few
sources of systematic uncertainty�

) Uncertainty of energy �ow correction method�
We have used three di�erent methods to correct for the de�ciency of the
Monte Carlo simulation to describe the energy �ow measured in data� We
will therefore use the di�erence of the results obtained with the three di�er	
ent methods as a measure of the systematic error introduced by each of the
di�erent methods� This systematic error additionally provides a measure of
the systematic error due to the model	dependence of the three energy �ow
correction methods�

The obtained systematic error for d��d� is largest for large �� as expected
from the fact that the de�ciency of the MC simulation is most prominent at
large �jet�
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Figure ����� Inclusive parton cross�section d��dpt in ep scattering versus the trans�
verse momentum pt for

p
sep � ��GeV� Q� � ����GeV �� ���� � y � ��� and

� � � � ��� determined for the sub�jet sample� Inner error�bars show statistical
errors� whereas outer error�bars are the �square root of the� quadratic sum of statis�
tical and systematic errors� thereby neglecting the systematic error �others of ����+�
The unfolding is performed by means of a Monte Carlo simulation which is based
on leading order �partonic� matrix elements �see text�� Comparison with theoreti�
cal predictions using the parton density function parametrizations of the photon by
Gl�uck� Reya and Vogt �GRV�LO� full line� and Abramowicz� Charchu�la and Levy
�LAC I� dashed line� LAC III� dotted line��

) Uncertainty in the absolute hadronic energy scale of �+�
The absolute hadronic energy scale as determined from studies of the trans	
verse momentum energy balance in deep inelastic scattering events is known
to a precision of �+� To determine the possible systematic error due to this
uncertainty the entire analysis was repeated with rescaled cluster and cell
energies 
	�+� data only�� The di�erences in the measured inclusive parton
cross	sections d��dpt and d��d� compared to the results described above are
used as systematic errors �E	scale�

) Uncertainty due to cuts on � y and Q��
An additional systematic uncertainty is due to the cuts on � y and Q�� The
cuts applied to the �nal data and MC samples used for the unfolding of the

pjett �

���	distribution are � � �jet � ��� ���� � ytag � ��� and �e � ���� rather
than � � � � ��� ���� � y � ��� and Q� � ����GeV� 
correspondingly for the
determination of d��d��� To account for the possibly inaccurate correlation
between pjett and pt due to these �smeared� cuts an additional systematic
error of ��+� determined from the observed migrations in � y and Q� 
Monte
Carlo� is included�
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Figure ����� Inclusive parton cross�section d��d� in ep scattering versus the pseudo�
rapidity � for

p
sep � ��GeV� Q� � ����GeV �� ���� � y � ��� and pt � GeV�c

determined for the pedestal subtracted sample� Inner error�bars show statistical
errors� whereas outer error�bars are the �square root of the� quadratic sum of statis�
tical and systematic errors� thereby neglecting the systematic error �others of ����+�
The unfolding is performed by means of a Monte Carlo simulation which is based
on leading order �partonic� matrix elements �see text�� Comparison with theoreti�
cal predictions using the parton density function parametrizations of the photon by
Gl�uck� Reya and Vogt �GRV�LO� full line� and Abramowicz� Charchu�la and Levy
�LAC I� dashed line� LAC III� dotted line��

For the inclusive parton cross	section d��dpt� the systematic errors due to the un	
certainty in the hadronic energy scale and the uncertainty because of the cuts on �
y and Q� are the most important ones� For the cross	section d��d�� the systematic
uncertainty introduced by the di�erent energy �ow correction methods is of equal
importance at small � and apparently is the dominant systematic error at large ��

Another minor systematic error is due to the uncertainty in the integrated luminosity
of ���+� This systematic error together with the systematic error related to the
uncertainty due to the cuts on � y and Q� is included in the systematic error
�others� A possible systematic error arising from the uncertainty in the parton density
function of the proton is neglected since the xjetsp 	distribution is reasonably well
described by the Monte Carlo simulation after the reweighting 
cf� �gure �����

Furthermore it has been checked that the results do not depend on the parameters
used for the unfolding program 
i�e�� number of bins used for the input and result
distributions maximal number of B	splines used for the unfolding �t etc��� by
varying the unfolding parameters� The di�erent results for one energy �ow correction

�The limited statistics of the �nal samples� especially the sub�jet sample� restrict the set of
possible unfolding parameters considerably	 Only a few unfolding parameters actually lead to
reasonable results� that is� to a successful unfolding �t	
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Figure ����� Inclusive parton cross�section d��d� in ep scattering versus the pseudo�
rapidity � for

p
sep � ��GeV� Q� � ����GeV �� ���� � y � ��� and pt � GeV�c

determined for the �uctuation reduced sample� Inner error�bars show statistical
errors� whereas outer error�bars are the �square root of the� quadratic sum of statis�
tical and systematic errors� thereby neglecting the systematic error �others of ����+�
The unfolding is performed by means of a Monte Carlo simulation which is based
on leading order �partonic� matrix elements �see text�� Comparison with theoreti�
cal predictions using the parton density function parametrizations of the photon by
Gl�uck� Reya and Vogt �GRV�LO� full line� and Abramowicz� Charchu�la and Levy
�LAC I� dashed line� LAC III� dotted line��

method agree well i�e�� the di�erence of the results is smaller than the statistical
error�

No extra systematic error for the dependence of the result on the Monte Carlo
simulation 
e�g� multiple interaction model parton shower model or hadronization�
is given due to the lack of another MC sample that describes the data 
reasonably�
well� Part of this systematic error may already be contained in the systematic error
obtained from the di�erent energy �ow correction methods�

The �nal results for the inclusive parton cross	sections d��dpt and d��d� together
with the statistical and systematic errors are shown in �gures ��� ) ���� and ���� )
���� respectively 
see tables ��� ) ��� and ��� ) ��� too��

The measured cross	sections especially the inclusive parton cross	section d��d��
favour a parton density function of the photon as predicted by the parametrization
of Gl�uck Reya and Vogt 
GRV	LO��
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Figure ���	� Inclusive parton cross�section d��d� in ep scattering versus the pseudo�
rapidity � for

p
sep � ��GeV� Q� � ����GeV �� ���� � y � ��� and pt � GeV�c

determined for the sub�jet sample� Inner error�bars show statistical errors� whereas
outer error�bars are the �square root of the� quadratic sum of statistical and system�
atic errors� thereby neglecting the systematic error �others of ����+� The unfolding
is performed by means of a Monte Carlo simulation which is based on leading order
�partonic� matrix elements �see text�� Comparison with theoretical predictions us�
ing the parton density function parametrizations of the photon by Gl�uck� Reya and
Vogt �GRV�LO� full line� and Abramowicz� Charchu�la and Levy �LAC I� dashed
line� LAC III� dotted line��
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pedestal subtracted sample

pt �GeV�c� ���� ����� ����� �����
pt�min pt�max �GeV�c� ���� ) ���� ���� ) ����� ����� ) ����� ����� ) �����

d��dpt �nb�
GeV�c�� ���� ���� ����� �����

�stat �nb�
GeV�c�� ���� ���� ����� �����

�E	scale �nb�
GeV�c�� ���� ���� ����� �����
�others �nb�
GeV�c�� ���� ���� ����� �����

�syst �nb�
GeV�c�� ���� ���� ����� �����

�tot �nb�
GeV�c�� ���� ���� ����� �����

Table ���� Inclusive parton cross�section d��dpt in ep scattering for
p
sep � ��GeV�

Q� � ����GeV �� ���� � y � ��� and � � � � ��� together with its statistical
and systematic errors determined for the pedestal subtracted sample� �syst is the
combined total systematic error and �tot is the quadratic sum of the statistical and
total systematic errors� The unfolding is performed by means of a Monte Carlo
simulation which is based on leading order �partonic� matrix elements �see text��



��� � Measurement of d��dpt� d��d� and fg��
x��

�uctuation reduced sample

pt �GeV�c� ���� ����� ����� �����
pt�min pt�max �GeV�c� ���� ) ���� ���� ) ����� ����� ) ����� ����� ) �����

d��dpt �nb�
GeV�c�� ���� ���� ����� �����

�stat �nb�
GeV�c�� ���� ���� ����� �����

�E	scale �nb�
GeV�c�� ���� ���� ����� �����
�others �nb�
GeV�c�� ���� ���� ����� �����

�syst �nb�
GeV�c�� ���� ���� ����� �����

�tot �nb�
GeV�c�� ���� ���� ����� �����

Table ���� Inclusive parton cross�section d��dpt in ep scattering for
p
sep � ��GeV�

Q� � ����GeV �� ���� � y � ��� and � � � � ��� together with its statistical
and systematic errors determined for the �uctuation reduced sample� �syst is the
combined total systematic error and �tot is the quadratic sum of the statistical and
total systematic errors� The unfolding is performed by means of a Monte Carlo
simulation which is based on leading order �partonic� matrix elements �see text��



��� Measurement of d��dpt and d��d� ���

sub	jet sample

pt �GeV�c� ���� ����� ����� �����
pt�min pt�max �GeV�c� ���� ) ���� ���� ) ����� ����� ) ����� ����� ) �����

d��dpt �nb�
GeV�c�� ���� ���� ����� �����

�stat �nb�
GeV�c�� ���� ���� ����� �����

�E	scale �nb�
GeV�c�� ���� ���� ����� �����
�others �nb�
GeV�c�� ���� ���� ����� �����

�syst �nb�
GeV�c�� ���� ���� ����� �����

�tot �nb�
GeV�c�� ���� ���� ����� �����

Table ��	� Inclusive parton cross�section d��dpt in ep scattering for
p
sep � ��GeV�

Q� � ����GeV �� ���� � y � ��� and � � � � ��� together with its statistical and
systematic errors determined for the sub�jet sample� �syst is the combined total
systematic error and �tot is the quadratic sum of the statistical and total systematic
errors� The unfolding is performed by means of a Monte Carlo simulation which is
based on leading order �partonic� matrix elements �see text��



��� � Measurement of d��dpt� d��d� and fg��
x��

pedestal subtracted sample

� ���� ���� ����
�min �max ���� ) ���� ���� ) ���� ���� ) ����

d��d� �nb� ���� ���� ����

�stat �nb� ���� ���� ����

�E	scale �nb� ���� ���� ����
�others �nb� ���� ���� ����

�syst �nb� ���� ���� ����

�tot �nb� ���� ���� ����

Table ��
� Inclusive parton cross�section d��d� in ep scattering for
p
sep � ��GeV�

Q� � ����GeV �� ���� � y � ��� and pt � GeV�c together with its statistical
and systematic errors determined for the pedestal subtracted sample� �syst is the
combined total systematic error and �tot is the quadratic sum of the statistical and
total systematic errors� The unfolding is performed by means of a Monte Carlo
simulation which is based on leading order �partonic� matrix elements �see text��



��� Measurement of d��dpt and d��d� ���

�uctuation reduced sample

� ���� ���� ����
�min �max ���� ) ���� ���� ) ���� ���� ) ����

d��d� �nb� ���� ���� ����

�stat �nb� ���� ���� ����

�E	scale �nb� ���� ���� ����
�others �nb� ���� ���� ����

�syst �nb� ���� ���� ����

�tot �nb� ���� ���� ����

Table ���� Inclusive parton cross�section d��d� in ep scattering for
p
sep � ��GeV�

Q� � ����GeV �� ���� � y � ��� and pt � GeV�c together with its statistical
and systematic errors determined for the �uctuation reduced sample� �syst is the
combined total systematic error and �tot is the quadratic sum of the statistical and
total systematic errors� The unfolding is performed by means of a Monte Carlo
simulation which is based on leading order �partonic� matrix elements �see text��



��� � Measurement of d��dpt� d��d� and fg��
x��

sub	jet sample

� ���� ���� ����
�min �max ���� ) ���� ���� ) ���� ���� ) ����

d��d� �nb� ����� ���� ����

�stat �nb� ���� ���� ����

�E	scale �nb� ���� ���� ����
�others �nb� ���� ���� ����

�syst �nb� ���� ���� ����

�tot �nb� ���� ���� ����

Table ��� Inclusive parton cross�section d��d� in ep scattering for
p
sep � ��GeV�

Q� � ����GeV �� ���� � y � ��� and pt � GeV�c together with its statistical and
systematic errors determined for the sub�jet sample� �syst is the combined total
systematic error and �tot is the quadratic sum of the statistical and total systematic
errors� The unfolding is performed by means of a Monte Carlo simulation which is
based on leading order �partonic� matrix elements �see text��



��	 Measurement of fg��
x�� ���

��� Measurement of fg���x��

To measure the gluon density function fg��
x��� we unfold the x
jets
� 	distribution in

�	jet events� By subtracting the predicted contributions to this distribution from di	
rect and quark induced resolved processes we get a measured x�	distribution which
is due to gluons from the photon alone� Comparing this latter distribution with the
expected distribution for gluon induced processes then leads to correction factors

as a function of x�� which have to be applied to the gluon density function used
in the Monte Carlo simulation� This then results in a measurement of fg��
x��� We
will in the following describe the di�erent steps towards a measurement of fg��
x��
in more detail�

Before we unfold the measured xjets� 	distribution we again prove that the unfold	
ing procedure works� This can be done by unfolding the xjets� 	distribution of a MC

sample and comparing the unfolded result d 0Nevents
x���dx� with the input distri	
bution dNevents
x���dx� � The unfolding procedure only works if these distributions
coincide$ For this purpose we use the MC sample without multiple interactions as
a �data� sample and unfold the xjets� 	distribution with the help of the �nal pedestal
subtracted MC sample which includes multiple interactions as the �MC� sample� In
addition to the selection cuts described in chapters � and � a cut on &pt � �GeV�c
has been applied for the �MC� sample 
no e�ect for the �data� sample since this cut
was already applied when generating the events see section ����� For the unfolding
procedure log��x

jets
� is used as unfolding variable rather than xjets� � This results in a

�atter distribution to be unfolded and gives a better resolution at small x� �

Figure ���� shows the unfolded d 0Nevents
x���dx�	distribution together with the input
distribution dNevents
x���dx��

Figure ���
� log��x��distribution� Comparison of the unfolded d 0Nevents
x���dx��
distribution �N� with the input distribution dNevents
x���dx� �M��



��� � Measurement of d��dpt� d��d� and fg��
x��

The unfolding procedure reproduces the input distribution well�

���� Unfolding the xjets� �distribution

The unfolding of the xjets� 	distribution in �	jet events is done for all three �nal data
samples� For the correlation between xjets� and x�  the respective �nal MC samples
are used� Again we use the �nal pedestal subtracted sample to discuss the di�erent
steps of the unfolding procedure� As before the unfolding is done in log��x

jets
� rather

than xjets� � Figure ���� shows the unfolded x�	distribution�

Figure ����� Unfolded log��x��distribution� Comparison of data �points� and MC
�histogram� the MC is normalized to the integrated luminosity of the data sample��
The contributions to the x��distribution due to direct �double hatched� and resolved
processes are given separately �MC only�� The latter are further subdivided into
processes initiated by a quark �single hatched� or a gluon �open histogram� from
the photon� The �nal� pedestal subtracted samples are used�

Analogous to �gure ��� we show the x�	distribution expected from the Monte
Carlo simulation too� The observation that we need both resolved and direct
processes to describe the measured xjets� 	distribution is nicely con�rmed by the un	
folded x�	distribution�

To check the unfolding we �rst compare the xjets� 	distribution in the data with the
reweighted xjets� 	distribution obtained from the Monte Carlo simulation after the
unfolding process 
cf� �gure ������

The reweighted xjets� 	distribution describes the data well�

As before we check some other distributions to make sure that the unfolding pro	
cedure not only leads to a good description of the xjets� 	distribution but also results
in a good description of all other possible distributions� Only in the latter case can
we assume that the extracted parton density function is physically sensible i�e��



��	 Measurement of fg��
x�� ���

Figure ���� log��x
jets
� �distribution� Comparison of the data distribution �points�

with the reweighted Monte Carlo distribution �histogram�� The MC is normalized
to the integrated luminosity of the data sample� The �nal� pedestal subtracted
samples are used�

that all other ingredients to the modeling of the data are correct� In �gures ����
and ���� all jet properties and jet jet correlations are shown for data and for the
reweighted Monte Carlo sample� In addition the ytag	distribution is given�

All distributions are well described by the MC after the reweighting� Note that the
unfolding procedure has a rather strong impact on the shape of the �jet	distribution
and leads to a better description of the data as compared to before the unfold	
ing procedure� This is not surprising but rather expected since the shape of the
�jet	distribution is sensitive to the parton density function of the photon� For all
other distributions 
apart from xjets� � the reweighting of the MC events owing to the
unfolding procedure mainly results in a change of the total rate�

���� Determination of fg���x��

After having unfolded the xjets� 	distribution in �	jet events 
i�e�� we corrected for the
transformation between xjets� and x� and for the limited resolution in x�� we can
now proceed and subtract the predicted contributions to the x�	distribution from
direct and quark induced resolved processes�

The contributions to the x�	distribution from direct and quark induced resolved
processes are expected to be described fairly well by the Monte Carlo simulation�
For direct processes one does not need to know the parton density functions of the
photon and for the quark induced resolved processes measurements of F �

� 
x�Q
�� at

e�e� experiments provide a good constraint for the quark density function fq��
x��
in the entire x�	range explored by this analysis 
see section ��������� Therefore



��� � Measurement of d��dpt� d��d� and fg��
x��

Figure ����� pjett � �jet� jpjett���pjett��j� �jet� ��jet� and j�jet
� ��jet

� j distribution� Comparison
of data �points� and reweighted Monte Carlo distribution �histogram�� The MC is
normalized to the integrated luminosity of the data sample� The �nal� pedestal
subtracted samples are used�



��	 Measurement of fg��
x�� ���

Figure ����� log��x
jets
p � and ytag�distribution� Comparison of data �points� and

reweighted Monte Carlo distribution �histogram�� The MC is normalized to the
integrated luminosity of the data sample� The �nal� pedestal subtracted samples
are used�

the only 
major� uncertainty left for the prediction of the direct and quark induced
resolved processes is due to higher order corrections which are estimated to be of
the order of � ��+ 
see section �����

In �gure ���� above the unfolded x�	distribution is compared with the
xjets� 	distribution expected from the MC simulation� For the latter the contribu	
tions due to direct quark induced resolved and gluon induced resolved processes are
given separately� At very large x�  where the expected contribution due to gluon
induced resolved processes is small the Monte Carlo simulation gives a good de	
scription of the data� We may therefore state that the rate for direct and quark
induced resolved processes at large x� is well predicted by the MC simulation i�e��
that the leading order calculation gives a good description of the data� By assum	
ing that the shape of the quark density function fq��
x�� is reasonably well known
from �� interactions at e�e� experiments we can then expect that the predicted
contribution to the x�	distribution from quark induced resolved processes is good
for the entire accessible x�	range�

For low x� 
see again �gure ����� the quark induced resolved processes do not seem
to fully account for the observed x�	distribution� We may assign the additional
events in the x�	distribution to gluon induced resolved processes� Systematic errors
have to be checked before we can claim that gluon induced resolved processes are
needed to describe the measured x�	distribution�

To get a measurement of fg��
x�� rather than just dNevents
x���dx� from gluon
induced processes alone we correct for the e�ects due to the limited acceptance of
the detector and due to the selection of the data by calculating the following scaling
factor�



��� � Measurement of d��dpt� d��d� and fg��
x��

dNevents
x���dx� � dN q��
events�MC
x���dx�

dN g
events�MC
x���dx�

� 
�����

This x�	dependent scaling factor can now be multiplied with the gluon density
function used for the Monte Carlo simulation in our case GRV	LO� The result	
ing distribution is the measured gluon density function fg��
x� � �

��� The depen	
dence of the gluon density function on the scale �� is thereby neglected� The av	
erage value used for the determination of the measured gluon density function is
taken from the 
LO� pt	distribution of the �nal pedestal subtracted MC sample�
�� � h&pti� � ��GeV�� For the �uctuation reduced sample the average transverse
momentum squared amounts to h&pti� � ��GeV�� whereas for the sub	jet sam	
ple it amounts to h&pti� � ���GeV�� We nevertheless neglect these di�erences 
see
also discussion on systematic error below� and quote the �nal results for the scale
�� � h&pti� � ��GeV��

Figures ���� ) ���� show the measured momentum weighted gluon density function
x�fg��
x� � �

���� 
� � ������ of the photon together with some parametrizations of
the same quantity for the three �nal samples 
see also tables ��� ) �����

The results quoted do not depend on the parameters used for the unfolding program

i�e�� number of bins used for the input and result distributions maximal number
of B	splines used for the unfolding �t etc�� nor do they depend on the parton
density function parametrization used for the Monte Carlo simulations� This has
been checked by varying the unfolding parameters as well as by using di�erent parton
density function parametrizations for the photon i�e�� LAC I and LAC III instead
of GRV	LO� The di�erent results for one energy �ow correction method agree i�e��
the di�erence of the results is smaller than the statistical error�

Note that the three results obtained from the three di�erent samples are systemati	
cally di�erent� The di�erence is largest at small x� �

���� Systematic errors

We have only considered statistical errors so far� However there are a few sources
of systematic uncertainty� Some of them were already discussed in section ������

) Uncertainty of energy �ow correction method�
We again use the di�erence of the results obtained with the three di�erent
methods as a measure of the systematic error introduced by each of the dif	
ferent methods�

The obtained systematic error is large for small x� and less important at large
x�  as expected from the fact that the de�ciency of the MC simulation is most
prominent at small xjets� or equivalently large �jet�



��	 Measurement of fg��
x�� ���

) Uncertainty in the absolute hadronic energy scale of �+�
The possible systematic error due to this uncertainty was determined by re	
peating the entire analysis with rescaled cluster and cell energies 
	�+� data
only�� The di�erence in the measured gluon density function compared to the
results described above is used as systematic error �E	scale�

The systematic error due to the uncertainty in the energy scale is largest at
small x� 
see tables ��� ) �����

) Uncertainty in the quark density function of the photon�
Although the quark density function of the photon is fairly well known from
�� interactions an uncertainty in the exact form of fq��
x�� remains� From
the quoted errors of existing measurements of F �

� 
x�Q
�� 
e�g� ����� and from

the variation of parametrizations of the quark density function of the photon
we estimate the uncertainty to be at most ��+� The systematic error for the
gluon density function from this uncertainty �fq�� � is determined by rescaling
the quark density functions used in the Monte Carlo simulation by 	��+�
The resulting systematic error is almost independent of x� 
for the exact �gures
see tables ��� ) �����

At small x� the main systematic error stems from the uncertainty in the energy �ow
correction method used and to a lesser extent from the uncertainty of the absolute
hadronic energy scale� At large x�  all three contributions to the total systematic
error are of similar importance�

In addition to the systematic errors described above there are some minor con	
tributions to the total systematic error� One is the uncertainty in the integrated
luminosity of ���+� Its contribution to the systematic error is listed in tables ��� )
���� Another systematic error stems from the uncertainty in the dependence of the
gluon density function fg��
x� � �

�� on the scale �� � h&pti�� Figure ���� shows the
variation in the gluon density function between �� � ��GeV� and �� � ���GeV��

The variation is very small and will be neglected� Note that using a di�erent scale
for ��� i�e�� �� � �h&pti� or �� � �h&pti���� would not change the result signi�cantly
either� Finally we have to estimate the systematic error due to the uncertainty in the
parton density functions of the proton� Since the observed xjetsp 	distribution is well
described by the Monte Carlo after the reweighting we do not expect large e�ects
due to di�erent parton density functions for the proton� A variation of the gluon
density function for the proton by 	��+ ���� changes the gluon density function of
the photon at small� x� by � ���+�
Again no extra systematic error for the dependence of the results on the Monte Carlo
simulation 
e�g� multiple interaction model parton shower model or fragmentation�

�At large x� � the absolute variation is also small but the relative variation big� since the absolute
values for x�fg���x� � �

���	 get very small towards large x� 	



��� � Measurement of d��dpt� d��d� and fg��
x��

Figure ����� Momentum weighted gluon density function x�fg��
x� � �
���� of the

photon for di�erent scales �� � h&pti�� Comparison of the GRV�LO parametrization
for �� � ��GeV � �full line�� �� � ��GeV � �dashed line� and �� � ���GeV � �dotted
line��

is given� As mentioned earlier part of this systematic error may be contained in the
systematic error obtained from the di�erent energy �ow correction methods�

The �nal results for the gluon density function together with the statistical and
systematic errors are depicted in �gures ���� ) ���� 
see also tables ��� ) �����

The errors most importantly the systematic di�erence of the results from the three
energy �ow correction methods do not allow to claim that we need gluon induced
resolved processes to describe the measured x�	distribution�

We can however exclude a high gluon density at large x� as predicted by the LAC III
parametrization as well as a steeply rising gluon density function for small x� as sug	
gested by the LAC I parametrization� The former is consistent with earlier measure	
ments at TRISTAN ���� and LEP ���� whereas the latter has been reported recently
by the DELPHI Collaboration ����� The same conclusions have been drawn from a
similar analysis of the ���� HERA data by other members of the H� Collaboration
�����



��	 Measurement of fg��
x�� ���

Figure ����� Momentum weighted gluon density function x�fg��
x� � �
���� of the

photon at �� � h&pti� � ��GeV � determined with the pedestal subtracted sample�
Inner error�bars show statistical errors� whereas outer error�bars are the �square
root of the� quadratic sum of statistical and systematic errors� Comparison with
the parametrizations of Gl�uck� Reya and Vogt �GRV�LO� full line� and Abramowicz�
Charchu�la and Levy �LAC I� dashed line� LAC III� dotted line��

Figure ����� Momentum weighted gluon density function x�fg��
x� � �
���� of the

photon at �� � h&pti� � ��GeV � determined with the �uctuation reduced sample�
Inner error�bars show statistical errors� whereas outer error�bars are the �square
root of the� quadratic sum of statistical and systematic errors� Comparison with
the parametrizations of Gl�uck� Reya and Vogt �GRV�LO� full line� and Abramowicz�
Charchu�la and Levy �LAC I� dashed line� LAC III� dotted line��



��� � Measurement of d��dpt� d��d� and fg��
x��

Figure ����� Momentum weighted gluon density function x�fg��
x� � �
���� of the

photon at �� � h&pti� � ��GeV � determined with the sub�jet sample� Inner error�
bars show statistical errors� whereas outer error�bars are the �square root of the�
quadratic sum of statistical and systematic errors� Comparison with the parame�
trizations of Gl�uck� Reya and Vogt �GRV�LO� full line� and Abramowicz� Charchu�la
and Levy �LAC I� dashed line� LAC III� dotted line��



��	 Measurement of fg��
x�� ���

pedestal subtracted sample

x� ����� ���� ���� ���� ����
x��min x��max ����� ) ����� ����� ) ���� ���� ) ���� ���� ) ���� ���� ) ����

x�fg��
x� � �
���� ���� ���� ���� ���� �����

�stat ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

�E	scale ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
�fq�� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

�lumi ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

�syst ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

�tot ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Table ���� Momentum weighted gluon density function x�fg��
x� � �
���� of the pho�

ton at �� � h&pti� � ��GeV � together with its statistical and systematic errors
determined with the pedestal subtracted sample� �syst is the combined total sys�
tematic error and �tot is the quadratic sum of the statistical and total systematic
errors�



��� � Measurement of d��dpt� d��d� and fg��
x��

�uctuation reduced sample

x� ����� ���� ���� ���� ����
x��min x��max ����� ) ����� ����� ) ���� ���� ) ���� ���� ) ���� ���� ) ����

x�fg��
x� � �
���� ���� ���� ���� ���� �����

�stat ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

�E	scale ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
�fq�� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

�lumi ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

�syst ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

�tot ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Table ���� Momentum weighted gluon density function x�fg��
x� � �
���� of the pho�

ton at �� � h&pti� � ��GeV � together with its statistical and systematic errors
determined with the �uctuation reduced sample� �syst is the combined total sys�
tematic error and �tot is the quadratic sum of the statistical and total systematic
errors�



��	 Measurement of fg��
x�� ���

sub	jet sample

x� ����� ���� ���� ���� ����
x��min x��max ����� ) ����� ����� ) ���� ���� ) ���� ���� ) ���� ���� ) ����

x�fg��
x� � �
���� ���� ���� ���� ���� �����

�stat ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

�E	scale ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
�fq�� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

�lumi ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

�syst ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

�tot ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Table ���� Momentum weighted gluon density function x�fg��
x� � �
���� of the pho�

ton at �� � h&pti� � ��GeV � together with its statistical and systematic errors
determined with the sub�jet sample� �syst is the combined total systematic error
and �tot is the quadratic sum of the statistical and total systematic errors�



Summary

We have presented the measurements of the inclusive parton cross	sections d��dpt
and d��d� in electron proton scattering for the kinematical range

p
sep � ���GeV

Q� � ����GeV� and ���� � y � ��� for � � � � ��� 
d��dpt� and pt � �GeV�c

d��d�� as well as a measurement of the gluon density function of the 
quasi	real�
photon fg��
x���

It has been shown that both resolved and direct photon proton scattering processes
are needed to describe the data� It has further been shown that the direct processes
together with the quark induced resolved processes can well describe the measured
x�	distribution in �	jet events at large x�� At small x� direct and quark induced
resolved processes do not seem to fully account for the observed x�	distribution�
However we can not claim that gluon induced resolved processes are needed to
describe the data�

What prevents us from better understanding the partonic structure of the photon at
low x� is the presence of a transverse energy �ow observed in photoproduction events
which is not predicted by theoretical models� We have used three di�erent methods
to account for this poor description of the data� The systematic error introduced by
these energy �ow correction methods dominates the errors for the above	mentioned
measurements� It is therefore mandatory that future investigations on the partonic
structure of the photon concentrate on a better understanding of this transverse
energy �ow�

Despite the large systematic errors of our measurements we can exclude a high
gluon density at large x� as well as a steeply rising gluon density function for small
x� �

���
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